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1 Introduction 

 
1.1   Scope 

 

The Scatterometry Handbook aims at providing, in a single publication, a knowledge base on Scatterometry data 

processing, and references to the relevant literature, needed to the users for exploiting the wealth of available 

scatterometer data, notably but not limited to those provided by ESA’s ERS Missions. 

This Handbook, is focused on two major applications of scatterometer data: Ocean Winds and Soil Moisture. 

Calibration and cross-calibration are paramount to the understanding and full exploitation of scatterometer data, and 

make up a consistent part of this publication. 

 

The Handbook is organized as follows: 

Y   Section 1 is the Introduction. 

Y   Section  2,  Scatterometry,  provides  an  introduction  to  Scatterometry  in  general  and  to  Space  Borne 

scatterometry in particular, also discussing its main applications over Land and Ocean. 

Y   Section  3,  ERS  Scatterometer  Processing,  explains  in  full  details  the  processing  from  instrument 

measurement to Level-1 products, and all issues related with instrument calibration. 

Y   Section 4 is dedicated to Soil Moisture 

Y   Section 5 is dedicated to Ocean Winds and Numerical Weather Predicions 

Y   Section  6 closes with a view on the future of Scatterometry 

Y   Section 7 contains the bibliographical references 

Y   Appendix A contains the Scatterometry Glossary, defining the commonly agreed terminology to use in all the 

documents generated by the SCIRoCCo Consortium. 

 

This Handbook has been compiled by the SCIRoCCo (SCatterometer InstRument Competence Centre) working 

group, established in 2014 by ESA, the European Space Agency, following the end of the operational phase of the 

ERS-2 Mission. SCIRoCCo aims at promoting the continuing exploitation of this uniquely extended set of 

Scatterometer (ESCAT) data at medium (25 km, 50 km) spatial resolution, and at improving the quality of current 

and future C-band scatterometer products. 
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Acronyms  

ADEOS Advanced Earth Observing Satellite 

AMI Active Microwave Instrument 

AMSR-E Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer - Earth Observing System 

AR Ambiguity Removal 

ASCAT Advanced Scatterometer 

BUFR Binary Universal Format Representation 

CERSAT Centre ERS d'Archivage et de Traitemen 

DAAC Distributed Active Archive Center 

EARS EUMETSAT Advanced Retransmission Service 

ECV Essential Climate Variable 

EPS Eumetsat Polar System 

ERS European Remote-Sensing Satellite 

ESA European Space Agency 

ESCAT AMI ERS-1/2 satellites in scatterometer mode 

EUMETCast EUMETSAT’s Digital Video Broadcast Data Distribution System 

EUMETSAT European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites 

FCDR Fundamental Climate Data Record 

GMF Geophysical Model Function 

HDF Hierarchical Data Format 

HiRLAM High Resolution Local Area Modelling for numerical weather prediction 

IFREMER Institut français de recherche pour l'exploitation de la mer 

JAXA Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency 

JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA) 

KNMI Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute 

LRDPF Low-Rate Data Processing Facility 

MetOp Meteorological Operational satellite 

MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimator 

NASA National (US) Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NOAA National (US) Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

NRT Near-Real-Time 

NSCAT NASA Scatterometer 

NWP Numerical Weather Prediction 

OSI SAF Ocean and Sea Ice SAF (EUMETSAT) 

PDF Probability Density Function 

PODAAC Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center 

QC Quality Control 

QuikSCAT Quick scatterometer mission(NASA) 

RENE Rehearsals ERS-1 Validation North Europe 

RMDCN Regional Meteorological Data Communication Network 

SAF Satellite Application Facility 
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SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar 

SASS Seasat-A Scatterometer System 

SCIRoCCo Scatterometer Instrument Competence Centre 

SeaWinds scatterometer on-board the QuikSCAT, ADEOS-II and RapidScat platforms 

SMOS Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity Mission (ESA) 

SMMR Scanning Multi-channel Microwave Radiometer 

SSM/I Special Sensor Microwave Imager 

SST Sea Surface Temperature 

TMI TRMM microwave imager (TMI) 

TRIMM Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 

u West-to-east wind component 

U10S Stress-equivalent 10-m-height wind speed 

v South-to-north wind component 

WVC Wind Vector Cell 
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2 Scatterometry and the ERS Missions 

 
ERS-1 and ERS-2 were the first “European Remote Sensing” satellites. ESCAT, was the scatterometer on-board 

both ERS Missions. ESA launched ERS-1 on 17 Jul 1991, carrying out its Operations for almost a decade, until  

March 10 2000. ERS-2 operations partly overlapped with those of ERS-1. ERS-2 was launched on 20 April 1995, 

operating until September 5th 2011. Data from the two ERS Missions thus cover a remarkable 20 year span, making 

it an invaluable source of information for climatological records. 

ERS data will be a major component of an over 40 year dataset of C-band scatterometer data which will result from 

the ERS legacy and from ESCAT’s successors: the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) instrument, flying on the 

MetOp satellites of the EUMETSAT Polar System (EPS), and the EPS Second Generation ASCAT (ASCAT-SG), 

now being designed, and which is keeping the ESCAT C-band static fan beam concept. This extended dataset is 

going to prove a unique resource for climate applications, from wind climatologies to air–sea interactions and 

atmospheric processes, only to name a few. All-weather scatterometer observations have proven accurate and 

important for the forecasting of dynamic and severe weather. Scatterometers also provide unique forcing information 

on the ocean eddy scale and on soil moisture, snow cover and sea ice, all important inputs to oceanographic and land 

applications. Demand for ESCAT data and services are therefore expected to remain high, in the years to come. 

 
 

 

2.1 Historical Development 

Scatterometers measure the return echoes of a transmitted radar pulse as it is interacts with the dielectric 

discontinuities it encounters in its path. The backscatter coefficient, which quantifies the amount of power returned 

relative to that originally transmitted, is usually modelled in terms of surface scattering off rough interfaces, and 

volume scattering from inhomogeneous media. With a cm-scale wavelength, microwaves are almost insensitive to 

atmospheric cloud and rain droplets, somewhat susceptive to vegetation, and most responsive to the dielectric 

properties of the Earth’s ocean and land surfaces, with a backscatter response that depends on the change in 

dielectric permittivity at the surface, and the angle of incidence with which the original pulse hits the surface. Wind 

scatterometers measure the radar backscatter from wind-generated centimetre-sized gravity capillary waves and 

provide high-resolution vector wind fields over the oceans. All-weather scatterometer observations have proven 

accurate and important for the forecasting of dynamic and severe weather. Oceanographic applications have been 

developed since scatterometers provide unique forcing information on the ocean eddy scale. Scatterometers also 

provide useful information on soil moisture, snow cover and sea ice (see Figure 2.1.1). 

https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/missions/esa-operational-eo-missions/ers/news/-/asset_publisher/T7aX/content/ers-1-operations-cease-3329
https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/news/-/asset_publisher/G2mU/content/ers-satellite-missions-complete-after-20-years-7895
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Figure 2.1.1  Color rendering from a radar map of Earth’s surface as observed by the ERS scatterometer. Sea ice is shown in violet, 

variable winds in grey and high winds in white, but with wind sensitivity depending somewhat on swath position. The yellow and blue in 

the northern and southern hemispheres indicate trade winds and correspond to higher signals in the fore and aft antennae, respectively, 

and thus indicate the directional stability of the wind in the intertropical regions. (Data processing by IFARS, Germany, for land surfaces, 

and by the ERS Product Control Service at ESRIN for oceans. (©ESA, 1998) 

 

 

During the Second World War, the radar technique was developed and used to detect and track hostile vessels. 

Detection, though, was hampered by wind speed. Starting from this observation, the idea of measuring wind near the 

sea surface by using microwaves, was developed. The first scatterometer was thus born (see e.g. Moore & Pierson, 

1967). 

 

2.2 Space-Borne Scatterometers 

Space-borne scatterometers provide unique global ocean surface vector wind products at high spatial resolution. 

Since they operate at microwave (radar) frequencies, these instruments are not hindered by cloud cover and hence are 

able to reveal phenomena such as polar front disturbances and tropical cyclone winds. Figure 2.2.1 shows mesoscale 

ESCAT winds (red) detected by the ESCAT instrument on ERS-2 and Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model 

winds (blue wind vectors). The ESCAT mesoscale wind details in the area where the cold northerly flow interacts 

with the warmer southerly flow line up well with the geostationary satellite cloud bands at the time of the ERS-2 

overpass. The NWP winds describe only the larger scales well. 
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Figure 2.2.1 Scatterometer winds from ERS-2 at around 12:00 GMT on 24 November 1999 at 70°N and 0°W  

(www.knmi.nl/scatterometer). The grey shading is a Meteosat IR image coherent with the scatterometer winds. Blue mask: areas where the 

sea surface temperature is below zero and sea ice is probable. Grey mask: land at 80°N and 20°W (top right). The red contours indicate 

surface pressure from the HIRLAM model at KNMI (3-h forecast). Blue and purple are the spatially smooth wind vectors from HIRLAM 

(the amount of purple increases with wind speed). The red wind vectors depict the spatially detailed ERS-2 winds. The red dots indicate 

where winds were rejected because of a confused sea state (bottom left) or the presence of sea ice (top left). Scatterometers reveal more 

coherent spatial detail than NWP winds. (© Eumetsat OSI SAF, 1999) 

http://www.knmi.nl/scatterometer
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Figure 2.2.2. Wind speed as a function of wind direction for fore and aft beam measurements of backscatter from SASS data. The arrows 

indicate the four possible solutions for this typical case. (© Utrecht University, Stoffelen, 1998) 

 
 

Scatterometers have been flown on space missions since the early 70´s. The first time with NASA´s Earth Resources 

Experiment Package (EREP) on Skylab, the so-called S193 scatterometer operated between November 1973 and 

January 1974 to prove the feasibility of wind speed remote sensing from space. 
 

The technique was refined with the first operational NASA’s Seasat-A Scatterometer System (SASS), operating 

between June and November in 1978. SASS bore two antennae on each side of the satellite pointing at 45° and 135° 

azimuth to the ground track. A location in the swath would be first hit by the fore beam, and a few minutes later by 

the aft beam providing two backscatter measurements with a 90° difference in azimuth. Figure 2.2.2 illustrates the 

analysis of two such measurements, showing the wind speed solution as a function of all possible wind directions. 

Given the dependency of the backscatter signal on wind direction, four solutions exist in this case. This ambiguity 

posed a strong limitation on the usefulness of the SASS wind data, and extended manual efforts were needed to 

remove the ambiguity in order to obtain an acceptable wind product (Peteherych et al., 1984). The usefulness of this 

product has been demonstrated (see, e.g. Stoffelen & Cats, 1991). 
 

ESA´s Earth Remote Sensing (ERS-1 and ERS-2) ESCAT scatterometer missions operated globally between 1992 

and 2001 to provide the first continuous record of global wind vector measurements of demonstrated quality. Since 

then, the global record of ocean wind vectors has been supported by the NASA NSCAT instrument on ADEOS I 

(1996-1997), the SeaWinds instrument on Quikscat (1999 to 2009), ADEOS II (2002) and RapidScat (2014-2016), 

along with ESA´s Advanced Scatterometer on Metop A (2007 to present) and Metop B (2012 to present). More 

recently, the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) OSCAT instrument on OceanSat-2 (2009-2014) and 

SCATSat-1 (2016 to present), and the Chinese State Oceanic Administration (SOA) HY2A scatterometers (2011 to 

present) complete the family. Their general characteristics are detailed in Table 2.2.1 below. 
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Table 2.2.1. General characteristics of space-borne scatterometers (current and approved missions) 
 

Instrument Platform Frequency 

(GHz) 

Antenna Polarization Incidence 

(deg) 

Resolution Operating 

date 

S193 Skylab 13.9 Scanning 

pencil beam 

HH VV HV 

VH 

0-48 16 km 1973 

SASS Seasat 14.6 Two-sided 2 

fan-beams 

VV HH 0-70 50 km 1978 

AMI ERS-1, ERS-2 5.3 One-sided 3 

fan-beams 

VV 18-57 50 km 1991-2000 

1995-2011 

NSCAT ADEOS 14 Two-sided 3 

fan-beams 

VV HH 17-60 25 km 1996-1997 

SeaWinds QuickScat, 

ADEOS-II 

13.4 Scanning 

pencil beam 

VV HH 46 & 54 25 km 1999-2009 

2002-2003 

ASCAT MetOp-A, 

MetOp-B, 

MetOp-C 

5.3 Two-sided 3 

fan beams 

VV 25-65 25 km 2006- 

2012- 

2018- 

OSCAT OceanSat-2, 

ScanSat-1, 

OceanSat-3 

13.5 Scanning 

pencil beam 

VV HH 49 & 57 25 km 2009-2014 

2016- 

2018- 

Ku-RFSCAT YaiHang-2A, 

YaiYang-2B, 

13.3 Scanning 

pencil beam 

VV HH 41 & 48 25 km 2011- 

2018- 

Rapidscat ISS 13.4 Scanning 

pencil beam 

VV HH 46 & 54 25 km 2016- 

SCAT CFOSAT 13.25 Scanning fan 

beam 

VV HH 20-65 50km 2018- 

WindRad FengYung-3E, 

FengYung-3H 

13.26 & 

5.3 

Scanning fan 

beam 

VV HH 36-45 

37-43 

10 km 

20 km 

2018- 

2021- 

SCAT-M3 Meteor-M N3 13.4 Scanning 

pencil beam 
  25 km 2021- 

 

2.3 An introduction to scatterometry 

A (radar) scatterometer is an instruments that provide an extremely accurate measure of the radar backscatter of the 

Earth surface. Radar backscatter from extended areas, where a large number of scatterers are present in the footprint 

of the antenna, as opposed to point targets where the echo signal is dominated by a single scatterer, are affected by a 

seemingly random noise called speckle, inherent to the coherent nature of the instrument. The measurements are 

further affected by instrument noise, by the black-body emission of the observed surface and possibly by 

interferences. 

In order to achieve highly accurate measurements, the effect of the speckle has to be attenuated. This is obtained by 

performing incoherent integration of the measurements, where the measurements are thus incoherently averaged over 
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a certain spatial area, called a cell. The accurate radiometry is thus obtained at the expense of the spatial resolution, 

whereas for example in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), high spatial resolution is preferred and speckle thus has to 

be tolerated. Noise and black-body radiation powers are subtracted from the incoherently-averaged measurements to 

remove their contributions. Finally, in order to cope with the possibly varying output power of the high power 

amplifier generating the transmitted wave, the power of the transmitted wave is measured and taken into account 

when computing the normalized backscattering coefficient. 

The fundamental product of a (radar) scatterometer is thus a normalized radar cross section of the Earth surface (also 

called sigma-zero or sigma-naught) at a typical spatial resolution of 50km or 25km. 

As with any radar measurement, the carrier frequency of the transmitted waveform, the incidence angle of that wave 

onto the Earth surface and the look angle (direction of the propagation of the wave with respect to the North) are 

essential parameters of the measurement. 

The main applications of space-borne scatterometry are wind vector retrieval at the surface of the oceans, soil 

moisture extraction over land and (sea-)ice monitoring and are detailed below. 

One of the main applications of scatterometry is wind vector retrieval and the associated geophysical model function 

exhibits ambiguities, i.e., different wind vectors (speed and direction) can yield the same backscatter as discussed in 

the previous section. In order to resolve these ambiguities, measurements of the same area at the same time at 

different look angles are necessary. This explains why all scatterometer instruments measure the normalized 

backscatter simultaneously in different directions, either using different fixed-direction fan-beam antennas or using 

rotating antennas. 

 

2.3.1    Theoretical and practical background 

Wind scatterometry was developed heuristically. It was found experimentally that the sensitivity to wind speed and 

direction describe well the changes in backscatter over the ocean at moderate incidence angles due to changes in 

surface roughness, as depicted in figure 5.2.1 (Valenzuela, 1978). In return, backscatter measurements can be used to 

determine the wind speed and wind direction in a Wind Vector Cell (WVC). 

 

Measured backscatter appears indeed primarily due to surface roughness. One may then define the air-sea interaction 

and the associated temporal evolution of the ocean topography in a mathematical approximation and further assume 

e.m. scattering of microwaves on gravity-capillary waves in order to obtain a theoretically-based relationship between 

wind-induced ocean surface roughness and radar backscatter. In fact, it has been experimentally established that first- 

order Bragg scattering appears to be the main contribution, but theoretically-based models have a hard time to get a 

description to within the precision of the scatterometer measurement. Critical assumptions in describing ocean 

microwave scattering are among others: 

 Electromagnetic (e.m.) closure; 
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 Isotropic Bragg scattering; are breaking and wind-reinforced cm-waves really the same in all directions? 

 Roughness spectrum, different spectra provided wildly different backscatter; are spectra always the same? 

 Foam coverage, particularly at strong winds; 

More advanced theoretical developments remains useful, in particular towards the design of new missions that 

effectively obtain simultaneous information on the ocean winds (backscatter) and on the ocean motion (Doppler), 

probably exploiting new wavelengths and new polarizations (e.g., Fois et al., 2014). 

 

Nevertheless, for ERS wind retrieval, we describe the empirical developments in geophysics that led to the current 

state-of-the-art scatterometer wind retrieval below. We first describe the stress-equivalent 10-meter wind that is 

retrieved from wind scatterometers. 

 
 

 

Figure 2.3.1. Schematic representation of microwave scattering and reflection at a smooth (a), rough (b) and very rough (c) ocean surface. 

As the roughness increases more microwave power is returned towards the direction of the microwave source. 
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In Section 3.1, the main functioning principle of the ERS scatterometer is discussed in greater detaril. 

Section 3.2 details all the processing principles and steps allowing to retrieve the basic measurables  from the 

Instruments’ echo signal. 

Soil moisture retrieval principles are described in Sections 4.2 and following. 

Ocean Winds processing is described in Section 5. 

Numerical Weather Prediction Ocean Calibration is discussed in Section 5.10 
 
 

2.4 Applications 

 
2.4.1 Ocean winds 
ESCAT was originally designed for wind monitoring.  Retrieved ERS scatterometer winds have proven to be very 

useful for the forecasting of dynamic weather (Le Meur et al., 1998; Isaksen & Stoffelen, 2000) using the 4D-Var data 

assimilation system. This is mainly due to the capability of the 4D-Var system to assimilate winds with dual ambiguity 

(Stoffelen & Anderson, 1997b) and to propagate the ESCAT surface information vertically (Isaksen & Janssen, 2004). 

Increased coverage, such as from tandem ERS-1/ERS-2 measurements, clearly improve the forecasts of extreme 

events (e.g. Stoffelen & Beukering, 1997; Le Meur et al., 1998); see Fig. 2.3.1. Severe storms that hit Europe often 

originate over the North Atlantic, where sparse meteorological observations are available. Consequently, the initial 

stages of severe storms are often poorly analysed and their development poorly predicted (e.g. ESA, 1999). As a result, 

occasional devastating ocean or coastal wind and wave conditions remain a major challenge for NWP. In         

addition, NWP data assimilation systems are cycled over observation windows, e.g. of 6 h length, with cut-off times in 

the range of 2–6 h. Therefore, particularly in case of fast weather developments, which often have large societal 

impacts, the timely use of satellite observations is complicated. 
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Figure 2.3.1. Mean sea level pressure fields from the ECMWF model valid at 12:00 UTC on 6 September 1995. Top left: Five-day 

forecast using the 4D-Var data assimilation system without ERS scatterometer data. Bottom left: Forecast using the 4D-Var data system 

with scatterometer data. Bottom right: Analysed field for verification of the forecasts showing an excellent tropical cyclone strength 

forecast with ESCAT winds at the 5-day range. (Le Meur et al., 1998) 

Scatterometer data are therefore used for nowcasting applications such as hurricane warnings over sea (Sienkiewicz et 

al., 2010) for marine traffic or offshore activities. Moreover, the near-surface wind conditions drive the ocean 

circulation, which in turn plays a major role in the climate system and in marine ecosystems (e.g. fisheries). 

Scatterometer winds have proven to be very relevant in driving ocean circulation and air–sea interactions (Chelton et 

al., 2004; Tokmakian, 2005; Blanke et al., 2005; Liu & Xie, 2006), which in turn play a major role in the climate system 
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and marine biology (Moore & Renfrew, 2005). An overview of the Ocean Vector Wind observation requirements, 

capabilities and applications is provided in Bourassa et al. (2009). 

 

2.4.2 Land Surface Monitoring 

Because ESCAT was designed for wind monitoring, it was initially not clear if and how it might be useful for 

monitoring of the land surface. One particular concern was that the spatial resolution of ESCAT is simply too coarse 

to be of value for land applications due to the high heterogeneity of land surfaces. Nevertheless, the global systematic 

coverage achieved by ESCAT attracted several research groups who began to investigate the capabilities of ESCAT 

for mapping of vegetation (Frison & Mougin, 1996), soil moisture (Wagner et al., 1999b), freeze/thawing (Wismann, 

2000) and snow (Drinkwater et al., 2001). 

 

One of the scientific challenges faced by all initial land surface studies was the strong dependency of the 

backscattering coefficient on the incidence angle, which varies from 18° for the mid-beam in the near-range, to 59° 

for the fore and aft beams in the far range. Therefore, the backscattering coefficient changes significantly over the 

image swath, and from acquisition to acquisition, making the interpretation of the images, or time series, elusive 

without a prior correction or normalisation of the backscatter data. Thus many of the initial studies addressed this 

dependency by fitting a linear function to the ESCAT backscatter measurements collected over a long period such as 

a month (Mougin et al., 1995; Schmullius, 1997), following a procedure previously developed for the SASS 

scatterometer by Kennett & Li (1989). This allowed studies of the relationship between the ESCAT measurements 

and global land cover, and seasonal land surface dynamics due to vegetation phenology or freeze/thaw processes in 

high-latitude areas. Nevertheless, this monthly fitting procedure suppresses short-term signal fluctuations caused, for 

example, by changes in soil moisture, short-term freeze/thaw events, or changes in snow morphology, rendering a 

more physically based interpretation of the ESCAT data impossible. 

 

To improve our capabilities to analyse ESCAT data over land, more advanced modelling approaches have been 

developed in which the ESCAT signal can be decomposed into its different backscatter components. One such 

approach is the method developed by Wagner et al. (1999b), where in one of the first processing steps the incidence 

angle dependency of 0 is determined for each land surface pixel and for each day of the year by comparing the quasi- 

simultaneous mid- and aft/fore beam backscatter measurements. This knowledge of the incidence angle behaviour 

then not only allows extrapolation of the backscatter measurements to a given reference angle (40°), but also 

separating the backscatter contributions due to seasonal vegetation growth and decay from the shorter-term soil 

moisture fluctuations (Wagner et al., 1999a). Furthermore, several semi-empirical backscatter models typically 

composed of bare soil backscatter- and volume scattering formulations for simulating backscatter of vegetation- and 

snow-covered  surfaces  have been developed (Magagi & Kerr, 1997; Pulliainen et al., 1998; Wen & Su, 2003; 
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Woodhouse & Hoekman, 2000; Zribi et al., 2008). These semi-empirical models can be used to improve our 

theoretical process understanding and, at a more practical level, the simultaneous retrieval of soil moisture, vegetation 

and other land surface parameters (e.g. roughness) using iterative least-squares matching procedures. These models 

have been implemented over selected world regions with varying degrees of success, but not yet on a global scale. 

 

These research efforts led to the derivation of the first global long-term (1992−2000) soil moisture database using 

ESCAT data from both ERS-1 and ERS-2 (Scipal et al., 2002; Wagner et al., 2003; see Fig. 2.3.2). This dataset was 

released in 2002 by the Vienna University of Technology (TU Wien) and freely shared with the scientific community. 

Fortunately, the dataset raised considerable interest and several validation studies carried out by independent research 

teams quickly demonstrated the high quality of the data (Dirmeyer et al., 2004; Drusch et al., 2004; Pellarin et al., 

2006). This was unexpected because active C-band measurements had not been considered to be well suited for the 

retrieval of soil moisture. This was mainly because, first, active measurements are more sensitive to surface roughness 

compared with passive microwave measurements and, second, the C-band (λ = 3.8−7.5 cm) is less able to penetrate 

vegetation and the soil than the L-band (λ = 15−30 cm) (Wagner et al., 2007). Exactly for these reasons, passive long- 

wavelength measurement concepts have been selected for ESA’s Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission 

and NASA’s Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission – the first two satellite missions developed specifically for 

the retrieval of soil moisture – utilising passive sensors operating at the L-band (Entekhabi et al., 2004; Kerr, 2007). 

 

Nevertheless, the positive results from the validation studies, and the increasing use of the ESCAT soil moisture 

database in such diverse applications as hydrology (Parajka et al., 2006; Scipal et al., 2005), Numerical Weather 

Prediction (Scipal et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2006), agronomy (De Wit & van Diepen, 2007) and climate monitoring 

(Künzer et al., 2009) led to the recommendation to build up a global near-real time soil moisture service for ASCAT. 

This operational service was developed by Eumetsat in cooperation with TU Wien, and went fully operational in 

December 2008 (Bartalis et al., 2007; Wagner et al., 2010). 
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Figure 2.3.2. Mean monthly soil moisture derived from ESCAT backscatter data (1992−2000) for January, April, July and October. 

Brown tones indicate dry conditions (wilting level), blue tones indicate wet conditions (field capacity). Tropical forest, desert regions with 

strong azimuth effects, and areas affected by snow and frost have been masked out. 

 

 

 

 

In retrospect, it can be said that this unexpected success was possible because of ESCAT’s unique characteristics: 

— the multi-incidence angle viewing capability, which allows the separation of vegetation and soil moisture effects; 

— the high temporal sampling rate, which allows researchers to exploit the advantages of change detection; and 

— the excellent radiometric accuracy, which results in a suitable signal-to-noise ratio for the task of soil moisture 

retrieval. 

 
 

Now that the ERS-2 mission has come to a successful end, there is an opportunity to reprocess the complete ESCAT 

data archive to 25 km to create a Fundamental Climate Data Record (FCDR) that will provide crucial inputs to any 

effort dealing with the creation of an Essential Climate Variable (ECV) record on soil moisture (Wagner et al., 2009). 

The first efforts in this direction are underway and it is planned to release an improved 25-km resolution ESCAT soil 

moisture dataset in 2013. Furthermore, by merging ESCAT and ASCAT soil moisture data with a suite of soil 

moisture products derived from passive microwave sensors (SMMR, SSM/I, TMI, AMSR-E) it will be possible to 
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create a 30+ year soil moisture ECV data record (Dorigo et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011). Such a first soil moisture ECV 

dataset, where ESCAT is essential for characterising the climate in the 1990s, is also released (Hollman et al., 2013). 

 

2.4.3 Sea Ice and Drift 

The extent of sea ice over the polar oceans is a critical parameter for understanding and forecasting ocean circulation 

and climate change. Sea ice is difficult to observe using satellite optical sensors because of the low  level  of 

illumination and the frequent cloud cover in polar regions. Microwave instruments and in particular satellite-borne 

radars, such as the ESCAT scatterometers, are of great interest because of their large temporal and spatial coverage 

and their all-weather measurement capability. The development of specific data analysis methods for these radars led 

to the detection of sea ice and estimates of its extent, drift and age (see Fig. 2.3.3). A routine ESCAT processing has 

been developed at the ERS Processing and Archiving Facility of the French Research Institute for Exploitation of the 

Sea (CERSAT/IFREMER) to produce fields of sea ice age, drift and extent, with polar coverage, on a weekly and 

monthly basis. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2.3.3. Images of the backscatter coefficient over the Arctic region, observed at an incidence angle of 40° during October 1995 

(ERS 1, left) and October 1996 (ERS 2, right). Dark blue: unprocessed areas; grey: open water. The highest value of the backscatter 

coefficient are observed for multi-year ice (ice that has survived at least one summer), shown in green or yellow. This pair of images 

shows how the sea ice situation can differ from year to year. In 1996, new and multi-year ice covered the coastal zones of Siberia where 

large areas of open water were apparent in the 1995 image. (CERSAT, 2011) 
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Over polar oceans, values of backscatter measurements depend on the dielectric properties of the observed materials 

− sea water, first-year ice and multi-year ice − on their relative concentrations and on surface topography. As sea ice 

ages, its dielectric properties, linked to volume and surface scattering, as well as its surface roughness are modified. 

Sea ice characteristics are derived from backscatter levels at prescribed incidence angles (40°), and from backscatter 

variations with incidence angle. In summer, surface melting of sea ice changes the backscatter signature and renders 

interpretation of the data more difficult. 
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3 ERS Scatterometer Processing 

 
The European Remote Sensing satellite, ERS-1, was launched in July 1991. Flying on the satellite, was the first Active 

Microwave Instrument. When operated in Wind Scatterometer mode, the instrument acquired measurements of sea 

surface wind speed and direction. ERS Scatterometer (ESCAT) data have since been widely used for hurricane 

prediction,  Numerical  Weather  Prediction,  marine  ‘nowcasting’,  oceanography,  hydrology  and  studies  of  the 

cryosphere, with societal and economic benefits in areas such as marine safety, offshore activities, ship routing, wind 

energy and climate change monitoring. A second Mission, ERS-2 was then launched, partly overlapping with ERS-1. 

ERS-2 was launched on 20 April 1995, operating until September 2011 (see also  

https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/news/-/asset_publisher/G2mU/content/ers-satellite-missions-complete-after-20-  

years-7895) 

 
 

The ESCAT research mission was well prepared with aircraft campaigns, including the setup of the RENE campaign 

for Calibration and Validation (Cal/Val), the development of a Geophysical Model Function (GMF) and initial 

preparations for user applications, such as the near-real-time (NRT) availability of the scatterometer winds. 

Nevertheless, initial comparisons of the ESCAT winds with other wind information were affected by large 

inconsistencies. This led to the development of novel analytical techniques using the measurement space of ESCAT, 

which confirmed the expected internal consistency of the ESCAT measurements and the low noise, but also provided 

an improved characterisation of the sensitivity to wind speed and direction, resulting in improved GMFs. Moreover, 

the visualisation of the ESCAT measurement space provided insights into the nonlinear wind retrieval problem, 

which has subsequently been improved, aided the discrimination of sea ice and water, and provided important 

insights into wind quality control. 

 

The ESCAT wind Cal/Val also led to the development of the triple collocation methodology, which is now widely 

used in satellite algorithm development. The lessons learnt from ESCAT were readily applied to the NASA 

scatterometer missions at the Ku-band and provided similar benefits, leading to improved rain screening and wind 

datasets. ESCAT has also been successfully applied to soil moisture, sea ice and snow characterisation, leading to 

operational applications. ESCAT’s heritage has also been important in the development of the Advanced 

Scatterometer (ASCAT) on MetOp for the Eumetsat Polar System (EPS). The EPS Second Generation ASCAT 

(ASCAT-SG) is now being designed, where the ESCAT C-band static fan beam concept is being maintained due to 

its great success. This may well lead to over 40 years of C-band fan beam scatterometer data, which will be a 

tremendous resource for climate applications for studying wind climatologies, air–sea interactions, atmospheric 

processes, etc. The demand for the unique ESCAT data and services will therefore remain high in the years to come. 

https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/news/-/asset_publisher/G2mU/content/ers-satellite-missions-complete-after-20-years-7895
https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/news/-/asset_publisher/G2mU/content/ers-satellite-missions-complete-after-20-years-7895
https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/news/-/asset_publisher/G2mU/content/ers-satellite-missions-complete-after-20-years-7895
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3.1 The ERS Active Microwave Instrument (AMI) 

The Active Microwave Instrument (AMI) was one of the main instruments carried on-board ERS-1 and ERS-2. The 

AMI incorporated two separate radars, a Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR) operating in image or wave mode, and a 

Wind Scatterometer. The Earth's surface was illuminated by three antennas and backscattered energy is received 

either to derive data on wind fields and wave spectra, or to produce high resolution images. The operational 

requirements are such that each mode needs to be operated exclusively, but the Wind and Wave Modes are also 

capable of interleaved operation, in so-called 'Wind/Wave Mode'. 

 

The scatterometers on ERS-1 and ERS-2 (here denoted ESCAT) were identical and each had three antennae that 

illuminated the ocean surface from three different azimuth directions (e.g., Stoffelen, 1998). These beams illuminate a 

500 km-wide swath as the satellite moves along its orbit, and each provide measurements of radar backscatter from 

the sea surface on a 25 km grid and separated by only a short time delay; see Fig. 3.2.1. A point on the ocean surface 

would be hit first by the fore beam, then by the mid-beam and soon after by the aft beam. Since this provided three 

measurements to determine two parameters, i.e. wind speed and direction, the ESCAT wind retrieval problem is 

overdetermined in principle. Moreover, the dominant harmonic azimuth dependence of the radar backscatter is a 

double harmonic (Long, 1986), which is ideally sampled by three azimuth angles 45° apart, enabling rather constant 

wind direction sensitivity of the ESCAT instrument. It was therefore anticipated (Attema, 1991) that this 

measurement geometry would generally result in (only) two opposite wind vector solutions and some residual 

information. 
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Figure 3.1.1. ERS wind scatterometer geometry (source: ESA web site). 

 
Based on the available technology, the C-band wavelength was chosen for the ERS microwave mission. With 

hindsight, this was a very fortunate choice as it provided sufficient wind sensitivity and little sensitivity to rain effects. 

Several campaigns were conducted to prepare the ESCAT mission (e.g. PROGRESS and TOSCANE). 

 

3.2 Towards a geophysical interpretation of the ESCAT backscatter data 

 

Long (1986) developed empirical GMFs, that is a function used to match backscatter measurements with the 

measurement geometry and local wind conditions. Inversion of this GMF at each WVC revealed two wind vector 

solutions. As the satellite propagates along its orbit it thus produced a swath of WVCs with ambiguous winds, so that 

statistical techniques that exploited prior information on the spatial structure of the surface wind field were developed 

to resolve these ambiguities (e.g. Offiler, 1987). 

 

Cavanié et al. (1986) made a 3D plot, where radar cross sections of the fore beam were plotted on the horizontal (x) 

axis, those of aft beam on the other horizontal (y) axis and mid-beam backscatter on the vertical (z) axis, as depicted 

in Fig. 5. They realised that due to wind speed and direction sensitivity, a two-parameter manifold or surface should 
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emerge in such a 3D space. Stoffelen (1998) set out to make cross sections through this surface in order to observe 

whether the measured backscatter triplets would indeed follow a manifold and whether the manifold was well 

described by CMOD2. This led to a true revolution in scatterometry, as described below. 

 

The expected coherence in the measurement data was found and indeed the backscatter triplets are arranged in close 

proximity to a conical surface, as depicted in Fig. 3.1.2. The major axis of the ‘cone’ corresponds to variations in wind 

speed, whereas the minor axes represent changes in wind direction, confirming a basic sensitivity to the near-surface 

wind vector over the world’s oceans (Stoffelen, 1997a, 1998). 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3.2.2. Depiction of the CMOD5.N GMF manifold at the outer ESCAT swath in measurement space spanned by the backscatter 

measurements of the fore antenna (red axis), the mid antenna (green axis) and the aft antenna (blue axis). The colours indicate the wind 

direction (red 0°, green 120°, blue 240°, all with reference to the mid-beam). The GMF is split at wind speeds of 10 m s–1, 20 m s–1 and 

30 m s–1, respectively, to reveal its internal structure. (Vogelzang & Stoffelen, 2012) 

The actual shape of the manifold has been characterised to high precision and the GMF has been improved 

accordingly (Stoffelen, 1998). The resulting C-band GMF, called CMOD5.N (Hersbach et al., 2007), is also used for 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR; Portabella, 2002) and ASCAT wind retrieval (Stoffelen & Anderson, 1997a). 

 

The measured triplets are spread across the ideal conical manifold and this spread has been characterised in detail by 

Stoffelen & Anderson (1997a). Later, Portabella & Stoffelen (2006) modelled this spread in the ERS data and found 

that at high winds it is mainly determined by radar (speckle) noise, but at low winds by local wind variability. Since the 

fore, mid- and aft beams sample a WVC slightly differently, due to their different sampling sequences and footprint 
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shapes, variable winds may cause the mean wind in the spatially integrated radar footprint over a WVC to be slightly 

different for each of the three beams. This effect is particularly relevant for low winds, as these show the highest 

relative variation in surface backscatter. The inconsistency in the spatial collocation of fore, mid- and aft beams and 

the resulting backscatter uncertainty due to local (sub-WVC) wind variability has been called ‘geophysical noise’ by 

Portabella & Stoffelen (2006). 

 

In the cross sections (as in Fig. 3.1.3) occasional triplets are seen that lie almost in the middle of the cone (i.e. along 

its major axis) and rather far away from the wind GMF manifold as measured by the nominal noise parameters. These 

triplets do not correspond to good-quality winds and are rejected after wind retrieval by a Quality Control (QC) step. 

For ERS and ASCAT, about 0.5% of data over the open ocean (Portabella et al., 2011) could be rejected as being 

unlikely wind triplets. The same QC methodology has been applied to the NASA Scatterometer (NSCAT; Figa & 

Stoffelen, 2000) and SeaWinds instruments at the Ku-band with great success (Portabella & Stoffelen, 2001, 2002). At 

this wavelength about 5% of open-ocean WVCs are rejected by the QC procedure, most often due to rain clouds. 
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Figure 3.2.3. Cross sections through the manifold in the ESCAT measurement space (see Fig. 5) across the manifold (left panels) and 

along its main axis (right panels). (© AMS, Stoffelen & Anderson, 1997a) 

 

 

It was also noted that in cross sections across the cone (Fig. 3.1.3, left panels) the measurements appear to be 

triangular in shape. Stoffelen & Anderson (1997a) realised that prior knowledge of this particular shape could be used 

in the wind retrieval in order to avoid irregularities (attractors) in the retrieved wind directions. They found a rather 

simple transformation of the backscatter measurement space that results in a circular manifold. A circular manifold 

has constant prior probability of each wind direction and is straightforward in the wind retrieval. Later, Stoffelen & 

Portabella (2006) noted that the wind retrieval in the transformed measurement space with a circular GMF manifold 

is regular since it results in a wind vector sensitivity that is rather smooth and constant. However, while the 

transformation works well for ESCAT-type scatterometers, constant wind vector sensitivity cannot be obtained for 

rotating pencil-beam scatterometers. So, due to rain and measurement geometry rotating pencil-beam Ku-band 

scatterometers are difficult to handle, but the experiences with ESCAT resulted in unprecedented-quality retrievals 

for QuikScat and OceanSat-2 (Stoffelen et al., 2013; Vogelzang et al., 2011). Table 1 provides evidence of the high 

accuracy of the scatterometer products based on ESCAT heritage. 
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Table 3.1.2. Wind component error standard deviations with respect to the (different) scales resolved by the different scatterometer wind 

products as obtained by triple collocation. The lower the buoy error, the better the scatterometer product resolves the buoy scales, and 

thus the higher the resolution. (© AGU, Vogelzang et al., 2011) 

 

 

 
Dataset 

Buoy ECMWF Scatterometer 

εν 

(m s–1) 

εν 

(m s–1) 

εν 

(m s–1) 

εν 

(m s–1) 

εν 

(m s–1) 

εν 

(m s–1) 

ASCAT-12.5 1.21 1.23 1.54 1.55 0.69 0.82 

ASCAT-25 1.24 1.30 1.42 1.45 0.65 0.74 

SeaWinds − KNMI 1.40 1.44 1.19 1.27 0.79 0.63 

SeaWinds − NOAA 1.39 1.41 1.20 1.30 1.20 1.04 
 
 

The final advance in the geophysical interpretation of the ESCAT backscatter data was its use to model sea ice and to 

discriminate between water and sea ice surfaces. Just like wind over water, sea ice has a very particular signature in the 

measurement space. Sea ice surfaces are generally isotropic with varying roughness. Indeed, sea ice points lie on a line 

in measurement space, where the coordinate along the line depicts sea ice roughness (De Haan & Stoffelen, 2001). 

Subsequently, Bayesian methods were used to compute the probability of water in the WVC (Belmonte Rivas & 

Stoffelen, 2011) (Belmonte Rivas et al., 2012). This method, first developed for ESCAT, is now also in use for the 

QuikScat, OceanSat-2 and ASCAT scatterometers. 

 

Besides the advances inspired by the ESCAT measurement space, the ERS era brought other innovations as well. The 

first was ocean calibration by NWP model wind fields (Stoffelen, 1998), which is still applied today to obtain 

interbeam backscatter calibration and the highest-quality ASCAT winds (Verspeek et al., 2012). Another statistical 

assessment showing the high quality and consistency of the ESCAT and ASCAT instruments and wind retrievals was 

provided by Hersbach (2008); the collocation plot in Fig. 3.1.4 was produced after calibrating both ESCAT and 

ASCAT data to the ECMWF model. 

 

Another innovation was in triple wind collocation (Stoffelen, 1998), which is used today for ASCAT wind quality 

assessment (see Table 3.1.1), but also in several other Earth observation disciplines, such as quality assessments of 

soil moisture, sea surface temperature, sea ice drift and altimeter wave height data. 
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Figure 3.2.4. Joint distribution of collocated ESCAT and ASCAT winds with a Pearson correlation of 98.9% and standard deviation of 

differences of 0.77 m s–1. The blue dots depict the average ERS-2 wind speed in a 1 ms-1 ASCAT wind speed bin, conversely, blue dots are 

average ASCAT wind speeds in an ERS-2 bin. (From Hersbach, 2008) 

Together, NWP Ocean Calibration (NOC) and triple collocation essentially tie the scatterometer winds to the global 

buoy wind network and at the same time provide statistical evidence of biases in the NWP model (e.g. ECMWF). 

NOC and triple collocation are performed routinely to assess the stability of scatterometer winds over time (see  

www.knmi.nl/scatterometer ). Since the global moored buoy wind network is considered as an absolute reference, the 

combination of triple collocation and NOC may also be used to intercalibrate scatterometers, in particular ESCAT 

and ASCAT, with the objective of obtaining decadal scatterometer wind time series. These procedures could thus be 

applied to obtain a high-quality Fundamental Climate Data record for the ESCAT data. 

 

The excellent statistical verification of both ESCAT and ASCAT winds was corroborated by the inspection of wind 

maps such as the one shown in Fig. 2.2.1 (see www.knmi.nl/scatterometer). The spatially smooth wind vectors from 

the High-Resolution Limited Area Model, shown in blue and purple, depict a cold northerly flow on the left, adjacent 

to a warmer southerly flow on the right (the amount of purple increases with wind speed). The scatterometer winds 

from ERS-2 at around 12:00 GMT on 24 November 1999 in the Norwegian Sea (indicated in red) show much more 

structure and detail. Note that the grey-shaded Meteosat IR image is coherent with the scatterometer winds, with 

wind convergence patterns lining up well with cloud patterns, revealing details of the local meteorological conditions. 

http://www.knmi.nl/scatterometer
http://www.knmi.nl/scatterometer
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Since C-band scatterometers are much less affected by rain than Ku-band scatterometers, the representation of deep 

tropical convection will be much improved. However, there may still be issues of concern due to effects of splash, i.e. 

rain droplets roughening the sea surface, or wind downbursts. The latter are due to air cooled by melting and 

evaporating precipitation, thus increasing its mass density and falling to the sea surface, where the air is deflected in 

the horizontal direction, often in a circular outflow pattern. The horizontal extent of downburst patterns is generally 

much larger than that of the associated rain patterns. 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3.2.5. Wind speed (left axis) and rain rate (right axis) as functions of time at a rainy buoy location as explained in the legend. Time 

is centred around an ASCAT overpass (black dot) where the reference ECMWF forecast winds have base time at –25 h. (Portabella et al., 

2011) 

Figure 3.1.5 shows a representative example of moored buoy winds in the tropics in the presence of rain. Wind shifts 

as large as 10 m s–1 are often associated with local rain. However, convective areas also show wind shifts when no 

rain is measured at the buoy. This is most likely because the horizontal extent of downburst areas is larger than those 

of rain areas. ASCAT winds are variable in convective areas, but prove a reasonable representation of the local buoy 

winds, given the rather high wind variance in the spatial representation difference of buoy and ASCAT. Triple 

collocation shows that the ECMWF model winds are clearly further away from the buoy winds, as expected, given 

the rather smooth wind fields in such convective areas (Portabella et al., 2011). It may be clear that convective 

processes in the tropics have a rather large effect on the surface winds and air−sea interaction processes, but also on 

vertical exchange in the atmosphere and tropical circulation. It remains a challenge today to assimilate the full spatial 

detail as measured by a scatterometer into NWP models. Therefore, process studies using scatterometer data will 

remain necessary in order to exploit scatterometer data to the full. 
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In summary, the advances inspired by the ESCAT measurement space revolutionised not only the ESCAT wind 

retrieval and application methodology, but also those of all other wind scatterometers. 

 
 

 

3.3 The ERS-2 scatterometer ground processors 

 

As written above, the scatterometer on board ERS-2 is a real aperture pulsed radar. Due to the limited bandwidth of 

the on-board anti-aliasing filter, the satellite needs to be yaw-steered in order to minimize the Doppler frequency shift 

on the received echo signal. 

Due to gyroscopes malfunction, a new attitude and orbit control system is used on-board ERS-2 since the beginning 

of 2001. The new piloting mode of the spacecraft, termed zero-gyro mode (ZGM), does not use any of the 

gyroscopes. The remaining attitude sensors (a Digital Earth Sensor and a Digital Sun Sensor) are used to pilot the 

spacecraft. While the pitch and roll attitude angles have almost nominal values, the yaw angle can exhibit large 

variations around its nominal yaw-steering mode (YSM) value. 

The on-board and on-ground compensation of the Doppler frequency shift is computed to correct the shift 

introduced by a spacecraft in perfect YSM. When the spacecraft is not in YSM, a significant part of the spectrum of 

the received echo is shifted outside the pass-band of the on-ground low-pass filter, resulting in an underestimation of 

the backscattered energy. Moreover, yaw angle variations have obviously geometric implications. 

For these two reasons, the algorithm currently used to process the scatterometer data is not able to handle data 

acquired in non-nominal YSM. This is the main motivation for a review of the scatterometer ground processing. As 

part of the reviewing process, other enhancements such as the increase of the spatial resolution of the output product 

were considered. 

 

3.3.1 LRDPF ground processor – the first processor 

Currently, data released by ESA are only processed by ASPS. This section thus describes a processing chain not any 

more operationally used. However, its description is kept to show the historical evolution of the ground processing. 

 
3.3.1.1 Block diagram 

The ground processing of the scatterometer data aims at computing the backscattering coefficients (σ0) from raw 

echo data and originally consists in the following steps: a time filtering and a detection followed by spatial averaging. 

The aim of the time filtering essentially consists in increasing the signal-to-noise ratio by reducing the pass-band of 

the  system  using  a  low-pass  filter.  The  on-board  Doppler  shift  compensation  only  roughly  compensates  the 
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frequency shift experienced by the signal. A finer compensation is performed on-ground in order to center the 

spectrum of the received signal inside the pass-band of the subsequent low-pass filter. Since the on-board anti-aliasing 

filter is a Bessel filter, the signal inside the pass-band is slightly attenuated. This has to be compensated before shifting 

the spectrum of the signal. This compensation is performed in the block called “amplitude correction”. Next the 

signal is demodulated (envelope detection) and the non-linearity of the on-board ADC is corrected for. The internal 

calibration correction and the normalization respectively aim at correcting the received signal for a varying emitted 

energy and removing the effect of the range and incidence angle on the received echo power. 

The spatial averaging aims at further reducing the variability of the measurements by averaging the measured samples 

over a certain window, resulting in the final spatial resolution of the measurements. 

Figure 3.2.1 presents a simplified version of the block diagram of the LRDPF processor, where only the major blocks 

were kept. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.3.1. Simplified block diagram of the old processor. This includes both on-line processing, performed while processing the actual 

measured data and off-line processing, performed once, the resulting look-up tables being uploaded in the operational processor. 

Most of the elements of this processing relied heavily on the use of look-up tables that were pre-computed for a 

perfectly yaw-steered spacecraft. For instance, the factor used to normalize the backscattered energy was pre- 

computed for a particular orbit and a particular attitude (yaw angle). This was made possible by the fact that the 

spacecraft always had the same attitude along all orbits. Since all the orbits having the same repeat cycle are the same, 

one table per repeat cycle was sufficient. Due to the fact that the spacecraft’s actual yaw angle is not a priori known 

and not periodic anymore, look-up tables cannot be used anymore. For these reasons, a simple adaptation of the 

existing satellite simulator software, used to compute these look-up tables, was not sufficient. Moreover, since the 

yaw angle had to be estimated from the data, a full redesign of the ground processor was deemed necessary. 
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3.3.2 ESACA/ASPS GROUND PROCESSOR 

 
3.3.2.1 Block diagram 

The most striking difference between the block diagram of the LRDPF processor (fig. 3.2.1) and that of the 

ESACA/ASPS processor (fig. 3.2.2) are first the fact that the modules that pre-computed off-line some of the tables 

are now moved to compute the equivalent data on the fly. A second difference is the presence of the new yaw 

estimation module. Other differences reside in the location of the ADC non-linearity compensation step that was 

moved in front of all processing and the on-line computation of various filters. These differences are further 

discussed below. 
 

 

 
Figure 3.3.2. Simplified block diagram of the new processor. This processor does not use any pre-computed tables, mainly because these 

table could not be pre-computed. 

 
3.3.2.2 ADC non-linearity correction 

The old processor performed the ADC non-linearity correction of the input data after all the filtering operations. 

Since the ADC is the last block influencing the signal on-board, the correction of the corresponding non-linearities 

should be the first operation to be performed when the signal is received on-ground. Considering that the only non- 

linearity of the chain resides in the on-board ADC characteristic and compensating for the ADC non-linearities, a 

linear chain between the acquisition and the reception of the data can be assumed. 

Moreover, since all the measurements are affected by the ADC non-linear characteristic, the corresponding correction 

has to be performed on the internal calibration measurement too, while the old processor only corrected the 

measured echo data and noise power. 
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3.3.2.3 Yaw angle estimation 

One of the first tasks of the new processor is to estimate the yaw angle of the spacecraft. Once the yaw angle is 

known, the acquisition geometry can be computed. This is then used to locate the samples on ground, compute the 

relative velocity of the corresponding target point and deduce the corresponding per-sample Doppler frequency shift 

incurred to finally compensate for it. 

The yaw angle is estimated from the raw data by measuring the residual Doppler frequency shift. The yaw angle that 

caused the measured frequency shift is then taken as estimate for the spacecraft’s yaw angle. The details of the 

method are explained below. 

 
3.3.2.4 Residual Doppler frequency shift measurement 

If the on-ground scatterers are assumed uniformly distributed, the spectrum of the returned echo can be assumed to 

be constant, only modulated by the spectrum of the emitted pulse. The ERS scatterometer being a real-pulse radar, it 

emits a square pulse modulated around 5.3GHz. The corresponding spectrum is sinx/x-shaped as illustrated in figure 

3.2.3. 

The Doppler frequency shift induced by the relative motion of the on-ground target and the spacecraft is not 

constant in range, even after the on-board Doppler compensation. Hence, instead of a simple shift of the spectrum as 

would be observed if the frequency shift had been constant over range, a deformation of the returned spectrum is 

observed as is illustrated in figure 3.2.3. The corresponding modeling is shown in figure 3.2.4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.3.3. Spectrum of an echo received by the fore-beam antenna. The corresponding pulse length is 130μs. The sinx/x model is 

superposed to the real measurement and shows a close match (left). The transmittance of the on-board anti-aliasing filter is also depicted. 

The graph on the right shows the spectrum of a pulse acquired when the spacecraft was in fine pointing mode (FPM) at the equator. The 
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frequency shift is obvious, as is the deformation of the spectrum due to the range-dependent frequency shift. The superposed model does not 

take aliasing into account, which explains the differences. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.3.4. Modelling of the returned spectrum (left). Different across-track evolutions of the Doppler frequency shift are considered. 

The best matching Gaussian is superimposed on the corresponding spectrum. Validation of the estimation of the Doppler shift (right). 

The mean Doppler frequency shift is measured by computing the best-fit of a Gaussian window onto the spectrum 

of the received echo. The considered model function is 

 
 
 

where a is the amplitude, σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian, n is modeling the additive noise and fd is the 

estimated mean Doppler frequency shift. This estimate is more robust than the one based on the computation of the 

center of gravity of the spectrum, particularly when, due to the frequency shift, a major part of the spectrum is shifted 

outside the anti-aliasing filter bandwidth. The estimation of the mean Doppler frequency shift given for a range- 

dependent linearly varying Doppler frequency shift is depicted in figure 4. While the Gaussian-fit-based estimator 

correctly estimates the frequency shift, up to a shift of about 12 kHz, the center of gravity estimator is highly biased 

due to the asymmetry of the spectrum. 

 
3.3.2.5 Computation of the yaw angle from the frequency shift 

There exists no closed form expression of the Doppler frequency shift for elliptical orbits over an ellipsoidal earth. 

Therefore, two simplified models were considered. The first model makes the assumption that the relative velocity 

between the satellite and the Earth target is independent of the yaw angle and yields the following expression for the 

Doppler frequency 
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where vr is the relative velocity between the satellite and the Earth target, θ is the elevation angle and α is the squint 

angle of the antenna (0 for a bore-side looking antenna) and ζ is the yaw angle. 

The second model considered is drawn from the previous equation and make the assumption of a circular orbit. The 

following expression is obtained 

 

where vsc is the velocity of the spacecraft along the orbit, λ is the radar wavelength, θ is the elevation angle, a is the 

angle between the azimuth plane and the plane formed by the spacecraft position and velocity, ωe is the Earth’s 

rotation rate, ω is the spacecraft orbital rotation, β is the argument of latitude (angle measured between the ascending 

node and the spacecraft position in the orbit plane from the Earth’s center) and Ψ is the orbit inclination measured 

from the Earth spin vector to the orbit rate vector. The two last equations and are invertible and can yield a closed- 

form expression of the yaw angle in function of the mean Doppler frequency shift. 

Figure 3.2.5 presents a comparison of the various approximations to the true Doppler frequency shift w.r.t. the value 

obtained by simulation along the orbit. The simulation consists in computing the various quantities involved in the 

expression of the definition of the Doppler frequency shift 

 

where ft is the carrier frequency, c is the speed of light, vsc is the velocity vector of the satellite, v is the velocity vector 

of the target on Earth and r1 is the unit vector from the target on Earth to the satellite. The Doppler frequency shift 

compensation applied on-board is also taken into account in the simulated value. The best approximation seems to be 

the one deduced from the first expression for fDoppler above. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.3.5. Comparison between the different models and the true value for the residual Doppler frequency shift along an orbit. The 

satellite pointing was perpendicular to the absolute flight direction (so-called Fine Pointing Mode — FPM) and the yaw error w.r.t. YSM 
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thus varies from -4° to +4°, is zero at the poles and maximum at the equator. The discontinuities in the graphs are due to a discontinuity 

in the Doppler compensation function applied on-board. Solid line: the true value from the simulator; dotted line: the residual Doppler 

frequency shift deduced from the second expression for fDoppler above; dashed line: the residual Doppler frequency shift deduced from the first 

expression for fDoppler above. The right graph presents the difference of Doppler frequency shift given by corresponding model with the 

theoretical value. 

The estimated yaw angle is used to correct the data, i.e. to apply a frequency shift in order to compensate for the 

induced Doppler frequency shift. The yaw angle is also used to re-compute the actual measurement geometry in order 

to correctly locate the measurement point on ground and to compute the correct normalization factor. Figure 3.2.6 

illustrates the effect of an error of 2° on the yaw angle. The mis-estimated yaw angle causes the displacement of the 

measured samples by several kilometers. The radiometric effect through the geometry, i.e. on the normalization factor 

is however very limited. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.3.6: Effect of an error of 2o on the yaw angle. Left: geometrical effect, right: radiometric effect. 

 
3.3.2.6 Data processing 

 

3.3.2.6.1 Data filtering 

There are two main filters involved in the processing of the data. The first filter, called “amplitude correction filter” 

aims at compensating the characteristic of the on-board anti-aliasing filter while the second filter, called “low-pass 

filter” aims at reducing the pass-band of the measurement system in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. 

3.3.2.6.2 Amplitude correction filter 

This filter is implemented in the time domain, and hence only partially compensates the spectral characteristic of the 

on-board anti-aliasing filter as is illustrated in the following figure. 
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Figure 3.3.7: Amplitude correction filter and the resulting overall spectral behavior 
 

3.3.2.6.3 Low pass filtering —Butterworth filter 

The aim of this filter is to keep only the useful signal while rejecting the other components (considered as noise) in 

order to increase the signal to noise ratio. The filter currently chosen is a low-pass 4th order Butterworth filter with 

cut-off frequencies (-3 dB) of 8.8 kHz and 6.4 kHz for respectively the Mid and Fore/Aft beams. 

3.3.2.6.4 Noise subtraction 

In reality, the target signal plus the receiver noise power is measured rather than the target signal alone. To improve 

the instrument accuracy the receiver noise power is measured separately and then subtracted from the sum of both. 

The noise correction is performed by subtracting from each target sample of one measurement block, the averaged 

noise power estimate PN corresponding to that measurement block: 

sc(n)=su(n)-PN 

where su is the square of the averaged uncorrected target signal and sc the corresponding noise-corrected target signal. 

PN is the average of the noise power estimates of the corresponding measurement block. 

3.3.2.6.5 Normalization/calibration 

The signal power at the output of the block averaging is proportional to the instantaneous power. It has to be related to 

the backscattered coefficient to obtain the o. This operation is called normalization and is separated in three factors: 

a first factor that takes into account the varying power of the transmitted pulse obtained through internal calibration, 

yielding a time-dependent value; a second factor that takes into account the geometry of the sensor and the gain of 
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the antenna yielding a sample-dependent factor called normalization factor; and a last factor that accounts for the 

other gains, including the ADC conversion factor and is constant. 

Internal calibration consists in injecting a small fraction of the transmit signal directly into the receiver low noise 

amplifier. During each block, four internal calibration measurements take place. These calibration measurements are 

received on-ground as I and Q samples. On-ground, these I and Q samples are first corrected for I/Q imperfection 

(gain imbalance, non-orthogonality and DC-bias. The samples corresponding to one calibration pulse are averaged 

together (using a weighting function) to give the energy of that pulse. The energies of the 4 pulses corresponding to 

one measurement block are averaged together. In order to reduce quantization noise, the result is further low pass 

filtered across several measurement blocks by an exponential (recursive) filter to yield the average peak power of the 

transmitter. 

The normalization factor fN from the echo power profile to the surface backscatter coefficient is 
 

 

Where R is the slant range, i.e. the distance between the spacecraft and the target point, θ is the incidence angle at the 

target point and Gel is the one-way antenna gain in the beam elevation plane at the look-angle θel. 

3.3.2.6.6 Spatial filtering 

Spatial filtering denotes here the operation of computing the spatially averaged σo values at the node locations and is 

the final step of the processing. The spatial filtering is used to make the impulse response of the scatterometer system 

match the requirements. The spatial averaging at the node location can be seen as a spatial filtering of irregularly 

sampled data, the filtered result being resampled at the node locations. 

3.3.2.6.7 Sea-ice probability estimation 

In order to discriminate o values measured over ice, the probability that a node contains sea-ice is computed. That 

probability is computed using a state-less algorithm described in. The probability is to be understood in a Bayesian 

framework, i.e. as a limiting case of the frequency of occurrence on the training set used. A probability close to 1 

means that sea-ice is present and a probability close to 0 means only open water is present. A value in between means 

it is a mixed node containing more or less sea-ice. 

 

 
3.3.2.7 Quality control and monitoring 

The overall system behavior must be monitored to check the product confidence. For this purpose, several control 

parameters are computed and delivered in the source packet headers. 
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3.3.2.7.1 High power amplifier monitoring 

A possible cause to missing transmit pulses is HPA-arcing, leading to temporary shutdown of the amplifier. During 

these time intervals only noise will be recorded, hence the derived σo values are invalid and must be detected as such. 

This can be achieved by monitoring the HPA. The HPA-shutdown detection procedure is based on the difference in 

energy level of the calibration pulses during normal HPA operation and shutdown. The averaged energy of the 

samples of the calibration pulses of a measurement block is compared to a threshold value, a flag being raised if the 

latter is greater. When performing the spatial averaging, the flags of the samples contributing to a node are summed 

together, yielding the number of “arcing” samples that contributed to a particular node. 

3.3.2.7.2 Power spectrum monitoring 

When the frequency shift of the received signal is too high, an accurate compensation is not possible as a significant 

part of the energy of the signal was likely filtered-out by the on-board low-pass filter. To assess that, the spectrum of 

the received signal is monitored and a QC flag is raised when the spectrum is outside pre-defined boundaries. 

3.3.2.7.3 Doppler compensation monitoring 

The Doppler compensation performed (on-board and on-ground) is subject to errors, in particular due to the yaw 

control inaccuracy. This may lead to a shift of the spectrum out of the low pass filter passband and thus to an 

alteration of the signal to noise ratio. The required monitoring is performed on the power spectrum at the input of 

the low-pass filter by computation of the centre of gravity and the standard deviation of the power spectrum of the 

signal, averaged over a monitoring interval. 

3.3.2.7.4 Internal calibration level monitoring 

The internal calibration level is monitored by computing, for each beam, a control parameter based on the energy of 

the internal calibration pulses samples. 

3.3.2.7.5 Number of valid samples contributing to a node 

On the principle, the value of σo at the nodes is the spatial average of the measurements. However, in some 

circumstances such as close to instrument mode change, or close to instrument shut down or instrument power up, 

fewer samples may be available. This is monitored by reporting how many samples contributed to the σo  value of a 

particular node. 

3.3.2.7.6 Noise power monitoring 

Too much noise power may be an indication interferences are occurring. Sources of interferences may be other radars 

on ground, and more generally other RF equipment on ground. In addition to measuring the noise power in order to 

subtract it from the received power, the level of the received noise power is monitored and flagged when exceeding a 

pre-defined threshold indicating interferences occurred. The effect of interferences is difficult to remove as their 
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(temporal) behavior may not be the same as the expected white noise from the black-body radiation of the earth and 

the thermal noise. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of a high noise power interference. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.3.8: Illustration of a high noise power event. The blue, green and red crosses indicate the on-orbit position at which a high noise 

power event was detected in respectively the aft, mid and fore beams. The red squares indicated the affected products and the black dots 

indicate the position of the affected nodes. 
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4 Soil Moisture 

The objective of this section of the “Scatterometer Handbook” is to give an overview of the soil moisture retrieval 

approach based on the ERS-1/2 scatterometers. The demand of global area representative soil moisture 

measurements is highlighted in a short introduction. The capability of space-borne scatterometers to provide the 

demanded global soil moisture measurements is discussed based on the theoretical considerations regarding 

microwave scattering properties of natural media. Furthermore, a comprehensive introduction to the TU-Wien soil 

moisture retrieval approach is given, concentrating on the main aspects of the retrieval to derive soil moisture 

estimates from backscatter data, recorded by the European C-band scatterometer missions. Finally, the reader will be 

pointed to the large number of applications, by providing an overview of selected applications and references to 

further literature. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Soil moisture is a crucial driver for many physical, chemical and biological processes and feedback loops taking place 

at the land surface and within the atmosphere. Accordingly, soil moisture is a variable that is required in many 

interdisciplinary scientific and operational applications with the objective to develop, evaluate or improve geophysical 

models. Most generally speaking, soil moisture, also often referred to as soil water content, is the amount of water 

stored in the unsaturated soil zone (Hillel, 2014). Soil moisture is commonly given in volumetric units expressed by 

the ratio of the volume of water in the soil to the total volume of soil constituted of dry soil, air and water. While the 

mineral- and organic matter contents of the soil usually vary only over very long time scales, the soil water content 

and, inversely related to it, the air volume fraction are highly variable. Since soil moisture is arguably one of the most 

important parameters for the understanding of interactions between the hydrosphere, biosphere and the atmosphere, 

it is essential to know how much water is stored in the soil and how it varies in space and time. Traditional in-situ 

measurement techniques like time-domain reflectometry, gravimetric or radiological methods basically record point- 

scale measurements of soil moisture. However, the application of point-scale soil moisture measurements is 

inappropriate for obtaining a deeper understanding of global interactions and processes of the Earth’s climate system. 

Temporal and spatial soil moisture variations on a global perspective are exclusively provided by space-borne remote 

sensing instruments such as scatterometers. Space-borne scatterometers are capable to assess area representative soil 

moisture measurements indirectly by recording the power of the backscattered signal which is affected by the soil’s 

dielectric constant. A number of methods for retrieving soil moisture values from the ERS-1/2 scatterometers were 

developed in the late 1990s (e.g. Magagi and Kerr, 1997; Pulliainen et al., 1998; W. Wagner et al., 1999a, 1999b). In 

the context of this document, we will concentrate on the method proposed by Wagner et al. (1999b) for estimating 

remotely sensed soil moisture on a global scale by utilising ERS scatterometer data. 
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4.2 Theoretical background 

As already mentioned, the capability of the ERS-1/2 scatterometers, hereafter referred to as ESCAT, to measure soil 

moisture from space is based on the distinct dielectric behaviour of water in the microwave frequency domain. The 

distinct dielectric behaviour of water is manifested in the permanent dipole moment due to the triangular structure of 

the H2O molecules. As a consequence, amongst all natural media only water shows orientational polarisation when an 

electromagnetic field is applied, resulting in a high dielectric constant. In general, the dielectric constant (ε) of a 

material is a complex number, consisting of a real part (ε’) and an imaginary part (ε’’). In Figure 4-1, the relative 

permittivity (εW’) and the dielectric loss factor (εW’’) of pure water, at a temperature of 20°C, is illustrated as a function 

of the frequency of the applied electromagnetic field. 

 

Figure 4-1: Dielectric constant of pure water at 20°C as a function of frequency 
 

Especially the lower frequency part of the microwave spectrum, ranging from 1 to 10 GHz, is dominated by high 

dielectric constants. Therefore, the water content of soil, vegetation, snow and ice is a crucial driver for the response 

of natural landscapes when exposed to the microwave radiation. In the following section, the dielectric behaviour of 

soil and vegetation with respect to soil moisture is discussed. 
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4.2.1 Dielectric constant of soils 

According to Hillel (2014), soil is defined as the “weathered and fragmented outer layer of the Earth’s terrestrial 

surface formed initially through disintegration, decomposition, and recomposition of mineral material contained in 

exposed rocks by physical, chemical, and biological processes”. In general, a soil medium consists of three phases: the 

solid phase which forms the soil matrix consisting of soil particles; the liquid phase, representing the water in the soil 

and the gaseous phase, which is called the soil atmosphere made up of air pockets (see Figure 4-2). 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Cross section of a soil medium 
 

In the absence of water, the microwave dielectric constant of soil (εSoil, dry) is almost independent of temperature and 

frequency, with values ranging from 2 ≤ ε’Soil, dry ≤ 4 and ε’’Soil, dry < 0.05 (Ulaby et al., 2014). Dobson et al. (1985) 

determined ε’Soil,  dry as a function of the dry soil bulk density ρb by an empirical fit to field data resulting in the 

expression: 
휀휀′

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = (1.01 + 0.44𝜌𝜌 2 Eq. 4-1 

, 𝑏𝑏 

On the other hand, the dielectric behaviour of wet soil is strongly related to the amount of water held in the soil 

medium. Water contained in the soil medium is usually divided into two fractions according to the forces that are 

acting on the water molecules (Dobson et al., 1985; Hallikainen et al., 1985). Water molecules within the first few 

molecular layers surrounding the soil particles are referred to as bound water, because they are tightly held by the 

particles due to the influence of matric and osmotic forces. The matric force affecting the water molecules decreases 

rapidly with increasing distance from the soil particle. As a consequence, water molecules located several molecule 

layers away from the particles are able to move freely within the medium and hence are referred to as free water. The 

separation of water into bound and free fractions in the soil medium is based on rather arbitrary criteria for the 

transition point between bound and free water layers. However, it is apparent that with increasing fractions of bound 

water in the soil medium the dielectric constant of wet soil εSoil, wet’ decreases. Accordingly, the dielectric constant of 

wet soil depends on the textural composition of the soil medium which is directly proportional to the surface area of 
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the soil particles. The textural composition of soil can be conveniently separated into three textural fractions or 

separates, namely: sand, silt and clay. The separates characterise the size range of particles in the soil medium. With 

reference to the definition of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) ) [Figure 4-3], the particle size of sand is 

defined in the range of 2000µm down to 50µm, silt from 50µm to 2µm and clay from 2µm downwards. 

 

 

Figure 4-3: Soil texture triangle according to USDA definition 

[from http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/soils/edu/?cid=nrcs142p2_054311] 
 

Hallikainen et al. (1985) developed an empirical model to succinctly describe the dielectric behaviour of wet soil for 

different microwave frequencies. The empirical dielectric model is based on the soil textural composition with respect 

to sand (Sa) and clay (Cl) components in percent of weight and the volumetric water content (W). The general 

formula of the polynomial fit is: 

휀휀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆,𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤     =   (𝑎𝑎0    + 𝑎𝑎1𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 + 𝑎𝑎2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) +     (𝑏𝑏0    + 𝑏𝑏1𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) ∗ 𝑊𝑊 + (𝑐𝑐0 + 𝑐𝑐1𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 + 𝑐𝑐2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) ∗ 𝑊𝑊 2 Eq. 4-2 

Model parameters a0-2, b0-2, c0-2  were estimated for a set of different microwave frequencies ranging from 1.4 to 18 

GHz separately for the real and the imaginary part of the dielectric constant εSoil, wet (Hallikainen et al., 1985, Table. 

II). Figure 4-4 illustrates the dielectric behaviour of loamy soil, 40% sand and 20% clay, as a function of the 

volumetric soil moisture. It can be seen that that the dielectric constant ε’Soil, wet increases from about 2.4 for dry soil 

conditions to 46 for a saturated soil surface. In contrast to dry soil, the dielectric constant of wet soil is dependent on 

the soil temperature, especially on temperatures below 0°C, because frozen water impedes orientational polarisation. 

However, some water within the soil medium does not freeze even at temperatures around -50°C. Therefore, εSoil, wet 

shows some dependency on the moisture content before freezing. Nevertheless, it should be stated that the dielectric 

properties of completely dry soil and wet, frozen soil are very similar. 

http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/soils/edu/?cid=nrcs142p2_054311
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Figure 4-4: Dielectric constant of loamy soil (40% Sand, 20% Clay) as a function of the volumetric soil moisture 

 

 
4.2.2 Dielectric constant of vegetation 

Vegetation can be physically described as a dielectric mixture made up of discrete dielectric inclusions such as leaves, 

stalks, branches and trunks within a host material (air). Dielectric measurements of oven-dried samples of several 

vegetation types show that the real part of the dielectric constant ε’V is between 1.5 and 2 and ε’’V is below 0.1 (El- 

rayes and Ulaby, 1987; Ulaby and El-rayes, 1987). Water makes up about 80% to 90% of the weight of leaf-like plants 

and even woody plants contain more than 50% of water. Therefore, the dielectric constant of vegetation εV increases 

strongly with the water content. El-rayes and Ulaby (1987) and Ulaby and El-rayes (1987) developed an empirical 

formula to model εV as a function of the volumetric water content of the vegetation matter alone. The model 

distinguishes between bound water that is held tightly by the organic compounds and free water that can move within 

plants with relative ease. A slightly modified version of this model, known as the Michigan microwave canopy 

scattering model, was presented by Ulaby et al. (1990) accounting for temperature effects. This scattering model 

suggests that for a gravimetric vegetation moisture content of around 80%, the dielectric constant ε’V takes on values 

above 40. 
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4.2.3 Backscatter from natural land surfaces 

In remote sensing, when the term scattering is used explicitly, it usually refers to the random distortion of coherent 

electromagnetic waves by surfaces and structures similar to or larger in size than the radar wavelength. In most cases, 

an electromagnetic wave impinges from above upon the boundary between two semi-infinite media. It should be 

noted that any interface separating two media with different dielectric properties affects an electromagnetic wave 

incident on it. The electromagnetic wave interacts with the atoms in the lower medium, causing the atoms to become 

small electromagnetic oscillators, which themselves radiate waves in all directions. As a consequence, some energy 

will be radiated towards the upper as well as towards the lower dielectric medium [see Figure 4-5 (a)]. 

 

 

Figure 4-5: Scattering mechanism/pattern 

a) at a flat interface between two media 

b-d) at an increasingly rough interface between two media 
 

If the interface between two media is perfectly flat, the incident wave will excite the atomic oscillators at a relative 

phase in a way that the resulting field consists of two plane waves. In the upper medium a plane wave is observed at 

an angle equal to the angle of incidence θ, referred to as reflected wave. According to Fresnel’s law, a second wave is 

perceived in the lower medium, referred to as refracted wave, at an angle equal to: 
휀휀 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜃𝜃) 

𝜃𝜃′ = arcsin �
√ 2     

 

√휀휀1 � Eq. 4-3 

In terms of a uniform and homogenous lower medium, scattering only occurs at the surface interface between the 

upper and the lower medium and is therefore designated to surface scattering. Surface scattering is strongly affected 

by surface geometrical properties, which are commonly described mathematically by the so-called surface roughness 

and the surface height autocorrelation function. If the surface interface between two media is smooth relative to the 

wavelength of the incident wave, most of the radiation returned to the upper medium is in the form of a specular 

reflection [see Figure 4-5 (b)]. For a rougher surface, less energy is reflected in specular direction and more energy is 
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scattered diffusely in the upper medium [see Figure 4-5 (c)]. With respect to a very rough surface, there is essentially 

no specular reflection and most of the energy is isotropically scattered from the surface interface [see Figure 4-5 (d)]. 

Whether a surface interface appears to be smooth or rough is dependent on the wavelength λ of the incident wave. 

Following the so-called Rayleigh criterion, a surface is classified as rough if the root mean square (r.m.s) height (h) 

satisfies h > λ/8 cos(θ). So far the focus was on the scattering mechanism/pattern of an electromagnetic wave 

impinging on the boundary of two homogenous dielectric media. However, in case of an inhomogeneous medium, 

scattering can occur within the medium itself referred to as volume scattering. The propagating wave loses parts of its 

energy due to absorption and scattering in all directions caused by dielectric discontinuities within the medium. With 

respect to this effect, for inhomogeneous media, the size, shape and distribution of the individual dielectric 

discontinuities is more critical than the roughness of the surface boundary. 

 
When an electromagnetic wave impinges on a bare soil surface, a portion of the energy is scattered at the boundary 

surface in all directions and the rest is transmitted forward into the soil. The penetration depth of the transmitted 

wave is limited by absorption and scattering losses in the inhomogeneous soil medium. In general, the penetration 

depth of C-band microwaves, which are used by ESCAT, into the soil varies from about 10 cm under dry conditions 

to less than 1 cm under wet conditions, if only absorption losses are considered. In most circumstances the layer 

accessible to C-band microwaves is about 0.5 cm to 2 cm thick (Schmugge, 1983; Ulaby et al., 1978). Hence, 

scattering from a bare soil surface is determined mainly by the dielectric properties of the upper few centimetres of 

the soil, controlled by the soil moisture content in this layer, and by the geometrical structure or roughness of the soil 

surface. Some scattering may arise due to inhomogeneities within the soil medium, but this may be ignored in favour 

of the surface scattering contribution. However, it should be noted that an increase in the dielectric constant of the 

soil amplifies the ability of the soil surface to reradiate electromagnetic waves. As a consequence, the backscattered 

signal and the soil moisture content are positively correlated. It was found empirically, that the power of the 

backscatter signal, expressed in Decibel (dB), and the volumetric soil moisture content are quasi-linearly related 

(Champion and Faivre, 1997; Ulaby et al., 1996). 

 

With respect to the scattering of vegetated surfaces, vegetation canopies are inhomogeneous media comprising 

scattering elements with many different sizes, shapes, orientations, and dielectric properties. Usually, the vegetation 

constitutes 1% or less of the canopy volume (Attema and Ulaby, 1978) and the penetration depth is in the order of 

meters (Ulaby et al., 1982). Scattering is mainly caused by the dielectric discontinuities within the canopy volume 

known as volume scattering. However, scattering from low vegetation canopies also consists of surface scattering 

contributions emerged by the underlying bare soil surface. Hence, scattering from vegetation is a complex 

phenomenon and elaborated models have been developed to model the backscatter signal in terms of vegetation and 

soil surface. A more detailed discussion about scattering characteristics of vegetated surfaces is given in the following 

chapter, outlining the applied vegetation correction to retrieve soil moisture estimates. 
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4.3 The TU-Wien soil moisture model 

The soil moisture retrieval model developed at the Vienna University of Technology (TU-Wien) is a physically 

motivated empirical change detection method. Initially, the model has been developed step by step over selected 

study areas across the globe. Vegetation effects on the radar backscatter of ESCAT were studied in detail over the 

Iberian Peninsula (Wagner et al., 1999a). A first realisation of the soil moisture retrieval model was published by 

Wagner et al. (1999b), demonstrating the capability of ERS-1 ESCAT data for monitoring soil moisture over the 

Canadian prairies. Additionally, a method was developed over the Ukraine to estimate the water content in the soil 

profile from topsoil moisture content as provided by ESCAT (Wagner et al., 1999). The first global application of the 

soil moisture retrieval model was presented by Scipal et al. (2002) utilising ERS-1/2 ESCAT data ranging from 1992 

to 2000. Later on, the soil moisture retrieval model, initially tailored to ESCAT observations, was successfully 

transferred to the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) on-board of the MetOp satellites (Bartalis, 2009; Naeimi et al., 

2009) with a number of enhancements. 

 

4.3.1    Introduction 

As already stated at the beginning, the TU-Wien soil moisture retrieval is a physically motivated empirical change 

detection method. The advantage of change detection over a radiative transfer model is that soil moisture can be 

directly retrieved from the backscatter measurements without the need of an iterative adjustment process. On the 

other hand, the change detection approach cannot directly separate the different contributions from soil, vegetation 

and soil-vegetation interactions to the observed total backscatter as in the case of the radiative transfer model. As a 

consequence, a multi-year radar backscatter archive is required to calibrate model parameters, used in the change 

detection approach, to implicitly account for land cover, surface roughness and many other effects. Therefore, full 

advantage is taken of the multi-incidence angle and multi-beam viewing capability of the European C-band 

scatterometers ESCAT and ASCAT in order to characterise backscatter variations of the Earth’s land surface. For an 

in-depth discussion and further details about the TU-Wien soil moisture model, the reader shall be referred to 

Wagner (1998) and Naeimi et al. (2009). Variations of the backscatter coefficient σ0 are related to surface roughness, 

changes in vegetation and to variations in the soil water content. An important fact is that each of these factors acts 

on a different spatial and temporal scale. With respect to these aspects, the TU-Wien model allows the determination 

of model parameters from multi-year backscatter time-series to gain essential knowledge on scattering effects taking 

place on a certain location on the Earth’s land surface. The underlying physical assumptions and empirically observed 

evidences can be summed up as follows: 

 The incidence angle has a strong impact on the backscatter coefficient σ0 of natural targets. This dependency 

is a characteristic for roughness and vegetation, but soil moisture changes are not or only minimally affected 

by this circumstance. 

 The incidence angle dependent backscatter coefficient σ0(θ) is decreasing or increasing with vegetation 

growth, whether the contribution of the soil on the ground is higher than the contribution of the vegetation 
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canopy or conversely. Hence, the σ0(θ) time series is changing in accordance to the vegetation phenology 

over time. 

 The vegetation phenology cycle influences σ0 on a seasonal scale and local short-term variability are negligible 

due to the low resolution of the sensor. 

 The relationship between soil moisture and σ0, expressed in dB, is considered to be linear. 

 There are certain incidence angles θdry  and θwet  at which σ0  is rather stable in face of vegetation changes. 

These so called “crossover angles” are assumed to be 25° for the dry reference and 40° for the wet reference. 

 The  coarse  resolution  of  the  scatterometer  admits  the  assumption  that  roughness  and  land  cover  are 

temporally invariant. 

Hereafter, a summary will be given, addressing the major considerations of the initial developed retrieval model and 

the current state of the art TU-Wien soil moisture retrieval model with their mathematical formulations. 

 

4.3.2 Normalisation of ESCAT backscatter measurements 

In general, backscatter measurements are recorded at different azimuth and incidence angles at a given location on 

the Earth’s surface. In order to assure a direct comparison of backscatter measurements acquired in different 

measurement configurations, it is necessary to normalise each observation with respect to incidence and azimuth 

angle. The TU-Wien soil moisture retrieval distinguishes between incidence angle and azimuth angle normalisation, 

which are outlined in the following section. From a technical point of view, the instrument design of ESCAT permits 

observations of a location on the Earth’ surface under a range of incidence angles as well as under three distinct 

azimuth angles for each satellite overpass. This is possible because ESCAT is equipped with three different antennas 

referred to as fore-, mid- and aft-beam antennas. 

 

Azimuth angle normalisation 

The following paragraphs concentrate on the  radar  backscatter  σ0  dependency  with  respect  to  the  azimuth 

angle φ. A comprehensive discussion about this topic related to the soil moisture model can be found in Scipal (2002) 

and Bartalis et al. (2006). Hereafter, a condensed version of the research performed and published by Bartalis et al. 

(2006) is given to highlight the main considerations in deriving an azimuthal normalised backscatter σ0. In most cases, 

the backscattering coefficient decreases rapidly with increasing incidence angle. However, the topography of the 

Earth’s land surface within a scatterometer footprint can alter the actual backscatter so that at various azimuthal 

angles, it differs significantly from the theoretical backscatter expected from a footprint, imaged under a spatially 

uniform and constant incidence angle. Topographical mechanisms modulating the backscatter with respect to the 

azimuth angle can be grouped into the following categories: 

 “Sloping Surface Backscattering Targets with Predominant Slope Orientation”: As illustrated in in Figure 4-6, although 

the σ0  measurement is recorded at the nominal incidence angle θ, the angle determining the backscatter is 
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actually the local incidence angle θL because of the local slope of the surface. If the size of the sloping targets 

is comparable to or larger than the footprint size, a plot of the backscatter versus azimuth angle will have one 

peak and one trough, or one lobe in a polar plot [Figure 4-7 (a)]. This should be the case for azimuthal 

effects from mountain ranges and the sloping marginal areas of the Antarctic or Greenlandic ice sheets. It 

should be noted that for a 25/50-km spatial resolution most places in the world have slope values very close 

to zero. The mean slope decreases with decreasing spatial resolution, while the standard deviation of the 

slope increases, often dramatically. Thus, at the scatterometer spatial resolution, we expect little azimuthal 

variation due to the large-scale slope. If on the other hand the footprint covers several sloping and spatially 

aligned targets that are still larger than the wavelength, backscatter will be amplified if the satellite is facing 

the slopes [Figure 4-7 (b) and (c)]. This is anticipated to be the case of aligned crop fields and sand dunes. 

 “Corner Reflectors with Predominant Orientation”: In this case, local slopes of aligned scattering targets within the 

footprint become so steep, that a double or multiple “bounce” interaction of the radar signal becomes 

possible. Backscatter in certain viewing directions from a few point-like targets becomes so high that it can 

affect the backscatter response over the entire footprint [Figure 4-7 (d)]. This could be the case of urban 

areas laid out along a rectangular grid. 

 “Resonant Bragg Scattering”: Scatterometers emit coherent electromagnetic radiation and accordingly, different 

emitted wave-fronts are “in phase”. When targets are comparable in size to the radar wavelength of the 

scatterometer with a predominant orientation, the backscattered waves are subject to constructive 

interference at certain incidence angles. It is likely that reflections from surface ripples on sand dunes also 

reinforce each other coherently (Stephen and Long, 2005). 

 
 

 

Figure 4-6: Scatterometer viewing geometry [from Bartalis et al. (2006)] 
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Figure 4-7: Illustration of different sloping backscatter targets and their corresponding schematic polar plots of backscatter coefficient σ0 

versus azimuth angle φ. (a) Large-scale slope. (b) Sloping surface backscattering targets with predominant slope orientation of the second 

order. (c) Sloping surface backscattering targets with predominant slope orientation of the fourth order. (d) Corner reflectors [from 

Bartalis et al. (2006)] 

With respect to the fore- and aft-beam antennas of ESCAT, σ0 are measured almost at the same time and at the same 

incidence angle, but at two different azimuth angles. Accordingly, backscatter differences between fore- (σ0
f) and aft- 

beam (σ0
a) measurements will represent a measure of the magnitude of possible azimuthal effects of a target over 

land. 

𝛿𝛿𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴   =   𝜎𝜎0 −  𝜎𝜎0 𝑎𝑎 ,𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴 Eq. 4-4 

𝛿𝛿𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴 = 𝜎𝜎0
 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴      −       𝜎𝜎0

𝑎𝑎   𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴 

Because a target on the Earth’s surface is observed during ascending and descending satellite overpasses, backscatter 

differences can be calculated separately for each overpass denoted by δASC in terms of ascending and δDESC for the 

descending overpass, respectively. Figure 4-8 illustrates the mean value of backscatter differences calculated with Eq. 

4-4. Very low values can be found over the tropical rainforests, whereas both mountainous and non-mountainous 

regions are featured by higher backscatter differences. Extremely high backscatter differences are obvious over sand 

desert areas like the Sahara, Takalmakan- and Arabian Desert. The first global analyses of potential azimuthal effects 

on the backscatter over land were performed by Scipal (2002) and further investigations were carried out by Bartalis 

et al. (2006). In the early stages of the development of the soil moisture retrieval (W. Wagner et al., 1999b), the 

azimuthal dependence of the backscatter σ0 was not considered. Instead, backscatter triplets, fore-/mid- and aft-beam 

measurements, in which the backscatter difference of δASC and δDESC is greater than a defined threshold, were 

disregarded in the soil moisture retrieval. Although this approach reduced the variability of the backscatter in terms of 

different observation azimuth, substantial azimuthal effects were observed in the time series over many geographical 

regions. Hence, Bartalis et al. (2006) developed a method to correct for azimuthal-modulation effects, also referred to 

as azimuthal anisotropy, observed by ESCAT over land surface. The azimuth normalisation method is based on 

historically recorded data to derive the statistically expected backscatter value of a target. It is crucial to note that the 

degree of azimuthal anisotropy could vary depending on the incidence angle as well as with the season of the year. 

Accordingly, the number of possible azimuth-incidence combinations is 6 * 19 = 114 in the case of ESCAT. 
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Therefore, if enough historical data is available for each of the 114 combinations, backscatter measurements could be 

reliably normalised azimuthally by adding or subtracting a bias, representing the difference between the expected 

backscatter value for the azimuth-incidence combination in question and a backscatter value measured or derived at a 

reference azimuth angle. Furthermore, to account for seasonal changes in the magnitude of the azimuthal anisotropy, 

the number of azimuth-incidence-time combinations can be given by 114 * n, where n denotes the number of chosen 

time periods. In terms of ESCAT, the lack of a statistically meaningful number of backscatter observations was found 

to compute robust normalisation values for all azimuth-incidence-time combinations. Consequently, a compromise 

solution along the lines of incidence angle and time is feasible by fitting a second order polynomial to the backscatter 

versus incidence angle relationship, separately for each of the six azimuth angles. In addition, a polynomial can be 

fitted to all the measurements, irrespective of azimuth, representing the expected backscatter of a target as function of 

the incidence angle. Finally, the required azimuthal normalisation biases can be calculated at any incidence angle, as 

the difference between each of the six azimuth polynomials and the seventh, cumulative polynomial. 

 

 

Figure 4-8: Mean of the differences between fore- and aft-beam ESCAT backscatter taken triplet-wise for 

ascending overpass (top) and descending overpass (bottom) [from Bartalis (2009)] 
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Figure 4-9: Backscatter σ0 as a function of the incidence angle θ for three different biomes [from Scipal (2002)] 

Incidence angle normalisation 

As already mentioned earlier in this section, the value of the backscatter coefficient σ0 is strongly related to the 

incidence angle θ, with rapidly decreasing values for increasing incidence angles. Hence, an incidence angle 

normalisation method needs to be applied for each backscatter observation which will be discussed in the following 

paragraphs. The dependence of the backscatter σ0 on the incidence angle θ is influenced by the predominant surface 

roughness and the amount of biomass (see Figure 4-9). Accordingly, the slope of σ0(θ) is indicative for the scattering 

mechanism taking place at the observed target. It was found that a second order polynomial is adequate to model the 

backscatter incidence angle behaviour of the Earth’s land surfaces sufficiently. 

𝜎𝜎0(𝜃𝜃, 𝑡𝑡) =   𝜎𝜎0(40°, 𝑡𝑡) + 𝜎𝜎′(40°, 𝑡𝑡)(𝜃𝜃 − 40°) + 
1 

𝜎𝜎′′(40°, 𝑡𝑡)(𝜃𝜃 − 40°) 

2 
The key parameters in Eq. 4-5 are referred to as slope σ’(40°, t) and curvature σ’’(40°, t) in the soil moisture retrieval 

model, defining the first and second derivative of σ0(θ). It is worth noting that both parameters are a function of time 

t and the reference incidence angle of 40°. Figure 4-9 illustrates a set of second order polynomial fits to ESCAT 

backscatter data for different times t over different biomes, confirming the sufficiency of the proposed backscatter- 

incidence model. In the soil moisture retrieval model it is considered that the slope σ’(40°, t) and curvature σ’’(40°, t) 

parameters are unaffected by soil moisture variations. Therefore, it is anticipated that changes in soil moisture are 

reflected in the magnitude of the backscatter coefficient σ0(40°, t) exclusively, as depicted in Figure 4-10 (a). 
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Figure 4-10: Backscatter-incidence angle behaviour with respect to a) soil moisture changes and b) vegetation changes 
 

On the other hand, changes in the slope σ’(40°, t) and curvature σ’’(40°, t) are expected to show variations in the 

vegetation phenology and changes in the surface roughness, as can be seen in Figure 4-10 (b). Estimates of slope 

σ’(40°, t) and curvature σ’’(40°, t) are determined by utilising the multi-beam capability of ESCAT, resulting in 

estimates of the first derivative of the backscatter-incidence angle dependency, referred to as local slopes. Local 

slopes are computed as difference quotients of each backscatter triplet. To be more specific, each backscatter triplet 

yields two local slope estimates by computing differences between the fore- and mid-beam and between aft- and mid- 

beam observations as illustrated in Figure 4-11 (a) and mathematically formulated in Eq. 4-6. 

𝜎𝜎 ′ 
𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚   + 𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓,𝑎𝑎

�
 𝜎𝜎 0𝑚𝑚(𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚) − 

𝜎𝜎 

𝑓𝑓,𝑎𝑎 �𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓,𝑎𝑎 � 
 

Eq. 4-6 

2 𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚   − 𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓,𝑎𝑎 

The index “m” denotes the mid-beam antenna and the index “f” or “a” for either the fore-beam or aft-beam antenna. 

Since the backscatter σ0 decreases with increasing incidence angle, σ’L takes on negative values with large negative 

values corresponding to a steep decline of the backscatter σ0. The local slope σ’L derived from each backscatter triplet 

represents only an estimate of the real slope near the respective incidence angles affected by measurement noise. 

Hence, slope σ’(40°, t) and curvature σ’’(40°, t) values of σ0(θ) can be obtained by fitting a regression line see Eq. 4-7, 

to the computed local slopes σ’L acquired during a particular period, as illustrated in Figure 4-11 (b). 

𝜎𝜎′(𝜃𝜃, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝜎𝜎′(40°, 𝑡𝑡) + 𝜎𝜎′′(40°, 𝑡𝑡)(𝜃𝜃 − 40°) Eq.  4-7 
Wagner et al. (1999a) and Scipal (2002) determined slope σ’(40°, t) and curvature σ’’(40°, t) values for each month of 

the year. Consequently, 12 values of σ’(40°, t) and σ’’(40°, t) are obtained by fitting a regression line to the computed 

local slopes σ’L of each month. 
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a) b) 

Figure 4-11: Illustration of the computation of slope and curvature. a) Determination of the local slope σ’L     b) Linear regression of the 

local slopes to determine slope and curvature at 40° incidence angle 

Finally, these monthly values were interpolated by utilising empirical trigonometric functions according to 

𝜎𝜎′(40, 𝑡𝑡) =   𝐶𝐶′ + 𝐷𝐷′𝜓𝜓(𝑡𝑡) Eq.   4-8 

where ψ(t) is one of 68 predefined periodic functions describing the dynamic evolution of σ’(40°, t). In Eq. 4-8, C’ is a 

constant slope value and D’ is the dynamic range of the slope and the empirical periodic function ψ(t). The same 

procedure was applied to the curvature σ’’(40°, t), the second derivative of the backscatter σ0(θ). The reason for using 

estimates for each month of the year was robustness with respect to measurement noise, but a one-month time- 

window length filters high-frequency variations of vegetation growth as stated by Naeimi et al. (2009). Furthermore, 

in some cases, the applied empirical function ψ(t) cannot satisfactorily describe natural variations. This problem is 

particularly evident at the beginning of the vegetation development or vegetation dormancy onset. As a consequence, 

an improved slope/curvature estimation method was developed to overcome these issues. Naeimi et al. (2009) 

investigated the impact of the time-window length τ on the estimation of the slope σ’(40°, t) and curvature σ’’(40°, t). 

Therefore, the slope σ’(40°, t) parameters were calculated for different values of τ by making use of local slope values 

σ’L within a given time-window length τ, centred at a specific day of the year. However, the selection of the time- 

window length τ is critical. A too short time-window yields to noisy slope σ’(40°, t) and curvature σ’’(40°, t) estimates, 

while a too long window filters a remarkable part of the variation (see Figure 4-12). Moreover, the time-window 

length τ is also dependent on the regional climate. Hence, to overcome the challenge for the right choice of the time- 

window length τ, a modified Monte Carlo simulation (Niederreiter, 1992) is used with a series of different τ values. It 

is assumed that, with reference to the spatial resolution of scatterometers, the vegetation is not changing remarkably 

during a less than 2-week period, and the seasonal vegetation change does not take longer than 12 weeks. For a subset 
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of 27 equidistant days of the year, simulated slope values σ’(40°, τ) are computed by employing local slope values σ’ 

located within the varying time-window length τ centred at the specific day of the year. Hence, σ’(40°, t) is determined 

as the mean of simulated σ’(40°, τ) values, given a large quasi-random number of τ ranging between 2 and 12 weeks as 

input of the simulation. The mean calculation of σ’(40°, t) is given in Eq. 4-9, whereas the number of evaluations 

performed in the Monte Carlo simulation is denoted by M. 

𝑀𝑀 

𝜎𝜎′(40, 𝑡𝑡) = 
1
 

� 𝜎𝜎′(40, 𝜏𝜏𝑆𝑆) 

𝑆𝑆=1 

Eq. 4-9 

The determination of the curvature σ’’(40°, t) parameter, the second derivative of σ0(θ) at 40° incidence angle, is 
performed equally by utilising the same method and values of τ, as stated by Eq. 4-10. 

𝑀𝑀 

𝜎𝜎′′(40, 𝑡𝑡) = 
1
 

� 𝜎𝜎′′(40, 𝜏𝜏𝑆𝑆) 

𝑆𝑆=1 

Eq. 4-10 

Because the utilised Monte Carlo simulation is computed on 27 equidistant days of the year, a spline interpolation is 

performed in order to obtain slope and curvature values for each day of the year. As a result, a full complement of 

366 slope σ’(40°, t) and curvature σ’’(40°, t) values is used to perform the essential incidence angle normalisation of 

the recorded backscatter σ0(θ). The normalisation is carried out by making use of Eq. 4-11, which is the rearranged 

notation of Eq. 4-5, to derive backscatter coefficients normalised to 40° incidence angle σ0(40°, t). 

𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆
0(40°, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆

0(𝜃𝜃, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝜎𝜎′(40°, 𝑡𝑡)(𝜃𝜃 − 40°) − 
1 

𝜎𝜎′′(40°, 𝑡𝑡)(𝜃𝜃 − 40°) 

2 
In the TU-Wien soil moisture retrieval model, the computation of σi

0(40°, t) is done separately for fore-, mid- and aft- 

beam observations of each backscatter triplet denoted by the subscript i. The three resulting values are averaged to 

obtain a time-series for each location on the Earth’s surface. 
3 

𝜎𝜎0(40°, 𝑡𝑡) = 
1 
� 𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆

0(40°, 𝑡𝑡) 
3 

𝑆𝑆=1 Eq. 4-12 

Figure 4-13 shows an example of the different developed slope/curvature estimation procedures introduced by 

Wagner et al. (1999a), denoted by WARP4, and Naeimi et al. (2009), denoted by WARP5, for a grid point located in 

Kansas (U.S). The enhanced vegetation index (EVI) is used as a reference, displaying to two peaks caused by farming 

activities in this region. Obviously, the slope function estimated by Naeimi et al. (2009) captured these rapid 

variations of the vegetation canopy, while these variations cannot be discriminated in the slope function determined 

by Wagner et al. (1999a). 
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Figure 4-12: Effect of the time-window length τ on the estimation of the slope σ’(40°) [from Naeimi et al. (2009)] 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4-13: Comparison of different estimated slope functions to an averaged 

enhanced vegetation index (EVI) [from Naeimi et al. (2009)] 
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4.3.3 Vegetation correction 

The TU-Wien soil moisture retrieval model was developed by making use of a set of study areas covered by different 

vegetation types. The total backscatter coefficient recorded over these vegetated surfaces is anticipated to be a 

mixture of three scattering mechanisms (see Figure 4-14). The contributions to the total recorded backscatter are: 

a) surface scattering from the underlying soil surface, 

b) volume scattering from the vegetation canopy and 

c) multiple-path interactions between tree trunks and soil surface. 
 
 

 

Figure 4-14: Backscatter from vegetated surfaces [from Bartalis (2009)] 
 Accordingly, a mathematical formulation of the total backscatter recorded over vegetated surfaces is given by: 

𝜎𝜎0
𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝑆𝑆      =    𝜎𝜎0

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤     +      𝜎𝜎0
𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤     +  𝜎𝜎0

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 Eq.    4-13 

The volume scattering contribution σ0
volume  to the total backscatter is due to the direct backscatter of the incoming 

wave by vegetation elements. The surface scattering term σ0
surface constitutes the bare soil backscatter  of  the 

underlying soil surface attenuated by the vegetation canopy. Multi-path interactions between tree trunks and the soil 

surface are represented by the interaction term σ0
interaction. In general, the interaction term σ0

interaction is assumed to be 

much smaller than the volume and surface scattering term providing no significant contribution to the total 

backscatter. The incidence angle behaviour of the volume and the surface scattering terms are noticeably different. 

With the exception of very rough surfaces, bare soil backscatter coefficients tend to decrease rapidly with increasing 

incidence angle. In contrast, volume scattering from the vegetation canopy is quite uniform across a large range of 

incidence angles. With respect to growing vegetation canopy, the total recorded backscatter coefficient may decrease 

or increase, depending on whether the attenuation of the bare soil scattering is more important than the enhanced 

contribution of the volume scattering term of the vegetation canopy, or vice versa. However, it is supposed that at a 

specific incidence angle, hereafter referred to as crossover angle, the total backscatter of dormant vegetation, 

dominated by the surface scattering term, and the backscatter of fully grown vegetation, dominated by the volume 
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scattering term, are equal. If such a crossover angle exists, the magnitude of the total backscatter depends exclusively 

on the soil moisture condition. Furthermore, for dry soil moisture conditions, the crossover angle should be found at 

lower incidence angles than for wet conditions (see Figure 4-15). An empirical analysis performed by Wagner et al. 

(1999a) stated that the dry crossover angle θdry can be found at 25° and the wet crossover angle θwet at 40° incidence 

angle. With respect to the soil moisture retrieval, the crossover angle concept allows to account for vegetation effects 

controlling the total backscatter, if the crossover angles are chosen correctly. 

 

 

Figure 4-15: Illustration of the crossover angle concept for vegetation correction 
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4.3.4 Soil moisture retrieval 

The TU-Wien soil moisture model is a physically motivated change detection method based on the assumption that 

the relationship between the observed backscatter coefficient, expressed in Decibel (dB), and the actual soil moisture 

condition is linear. Accordingly, soil moisture values can be retrieved by comparing azimuth and incidence angle 

normalised backscatter measurements with the historically driest (lowest backscatter) and wettest (highest backscatter) 

observed soil condition. The wettest possible condition is that of saturation, defined as the condition in which all the 

soil pores are filled with water, and the driest possible condition is designated to the so-called air dryness. Therefore, 

the retrieved soil moisture values from the TU-Wien model are commonly expressed as degree of saturation of the 

soil surface layer. By employing a multi-year backscatter time series of ESCAT data, it is most likely that the 

conditions of air dryness and saturation captured. Figure 4-16 depicts the soil moisture retrieval method in a 

simplified manner which is discussed in the following. The surface soil moisture retrieval can be divided into three 

modelling steps: 

1. Backscatter normalisation 

2. Vegetation correction 

3. Soil moisture estimation 
 
 

 

Figure 4-16: Illustration of the soil moisture retrieval approach 
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Backscatter normalisation is done with respect to the already presented considerations discussed in the previous 

sections of this chapter, following the enhanced approaches from Bartalis et al. (2006) and Naeimi et al. (2009). 

Employing these methods results in azimuth and incidence angle normalised backscatter observations that are 

comparable over time. 

Vegetation correction is carried out by making use of the already introduced crossover angle concept for estimating 

the historically driest and wettest soil moisture condition. It should be recapitulated that at the dry and wet crossover 

angle, vegetation is assumed to have no effect on the total backscatter. As a consequence, the historically driest soil 

moisture condition can be estimated by means of extrapolating the normalised backscatter coefficients σ0(40°, t) to 

the respective dry crossover angle θdry by using: 

𝜎𝜎0�𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑡𝑡� =   𝜎𝜎0(40°, 𝑡𝑡) + 𝜎𝜎′(40°, 𝑡𝑡)�𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 40°� +   
1 

𝜎𝜎′′(40°, 𝑡𝑡)�𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 40°� . Eq. 4-14 

2 
An estimate of the dry reference σ0

dry  is computed as the mean of the 2.5% lowest backscatter values at the dry 

crossover angle as indicated by: 
𝑀𝑀 

𝜎𝜎0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑� =   

1 
� 𝜎𝜎0

𝑘𝑘�𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,      𝑡𝑡� 

 

Eq. 4-15 

𝑘𝑘=1 
where M denotes the number of the k lowest backscatter observations. Ultimately, the lowest observed backscatter, 

dry reference σ0
dry, has to be shifted back to the reference incidence angle θref of 40 degrees by means of the 

corresponding slope and curvature functions as stated by Eq. 4-11. It should be noted, that with regard to the 

estimation of the wet reference σ0
wet, an extrapolation to the wet crossover angle is not necessary, because the 

reference incidence angle θref and the wet crossover angle θwet are assumed to be equal to 40 degrees. Apart from that, 

the wet reference σ0
wet is obtained in a completely analogue fashion, but instead of the 2.5% lowest values, the 2.5% 

highest backscatter coefficients are averaged. It is worth mentioning that because of the utilised crossover angle 

concept and the back-shift of the determined dry reference σ0
dry to the reference incidence angle θref, a vegetation 

correction is applied, reflected in a temporal varying dry reference. Whereas the wet reference is constant over time, 

because the wet crossover angle θwet is equal to the reference incidence angle θref and therefore no back-shift has to be 

performed. 

Finally, soil moisture estimates can be retrieved by comparing the observed normalised backscatter measurements 

σ(40°, t) to the dry (σ0
dry) and wet (σ0

wet) reference [see Figure 4-17 a)]. Under the assumption of a linear relationship 

between the backscatter in Decibel (dB) and soil moisture [see Figure 4-17 b)], the latter can be estimated as (Wagner, 

1998): 
𝜎𝜎0(40, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝜎𝜎0

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(40, 𝑡𝑡) 

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡)    = 𝜎𝜎0 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(40, 𝑡𝑡) − 

𝜎𝜎 

0
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤(40, 

𝑡𝑡) 

Eq. 4-16 

Figure 4-18 depicts the individual steps required to retrieve surface soil moisture with the TU-Wien model in a 

simplified manner as a flow chart. 
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a) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
b) 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4-17: Soil moisture retrieval at a location near Moscow [Lat: 55.36, Lon: 39.82] 

a) Illustration of the dry reference, wet reference and the normalised backscatter measurements 

b) The derived soil moisture time series with its noise estimate. 

The data gap between 2001 and August 2003 is because of the so called zero gyro mode (ZGM) of ERS-2. 

 
 

 

Figure 4-18: Flow chart of the individual steps of the TU-Wien surface soil moisture retrieval model 
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4.3.5 Soil moisture uncertainty estimation 

In the TU-Wien model, parallel to the soil moisture calculation, an estimate of the uncertainty of the soil moisture 

retrieval is determined by rules of error propagation. The initial step of this error propagation is to determine the 

noise level of the backscatter measurements. This is based on the following observation: all three beams observe the 

same region (soil moisture), and the fore- and aft-beam have the same incidence angle. Thus, as long as there are no 

azimuthal effects, the measurements of the fore- and aft-beam are comparable, i.e., statistically speaking, they are 

instances of the same distribution. Hence, the expectation of the difference: 0 − 𝜎𝜎0 Eq. 4-17 

𝛿𝛿   =     𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤 𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤 

should be 0, and its variance should be twice the variance of one of the beams (assuming, the measurements are 

independent): 

𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣[𝛿𝛿] = 2 ∗ 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣[𝜎𝜎0] Eq.  4-18 
By taking the square root and re-arranging Eq. 4-18, this gives us an estimate of the standard deviation of the 
backscatter σ0, which is called estimated standard deviation (ESD): 

𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠[𝛿𝛿] 
𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷   =   𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠[𝜎𝜎0]   =    

√2 

Eq. 4-19 

whereby std[δ] is obtained as the empirical standard deviation of δ over the entire observation time period. According 

to the rules of error propagation, a noise estimate of the normalised backscatter σ0(40°,t) is obtained by: 
3 

𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣[𝜎𝜎0(40°, 𝑡𝑡)] = 
1 
� � 

𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷2 + 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣[𝜎𝜎′(40°,   𝑡𝑡)]    ∗ (𝜃𝜃𝑆𝑆 − 40° 2 

1 4� 

 

Eq. 4-20 

9 
𝑆𝑆=1 

+  𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣[𝜎𝜎′′(40°, 𝑡𝑡)] ∗ (𝜃𝜃𝑆𝑆 − 40°) 4 

In Eq. 4-20 the subscript i denotes the individual fore-, mid- and aft-beam measurements of the backscatter triplet. 

Furthermore, Eq. 4-20 was deduced with the assumption that the correlation between the slope σ’(40°,t) and 

curvature σ’’(40°,t) parameter is negligible. Moreover, the uncertainty of the normalised backscatter var[σ0(40°,t)] 

varies depending on the observation time t and the acquisition incidence angle θi. Hence, there exists no simple 

general expression for the noise estimate of the dry and wet reference. Though, under the assumption of uncorrelated 

noise contributions of the normalised backscatter measurements, the following uncertainty estimate of the dry 

reference is found. 

𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣�𝜎𝜎0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(40°, 𝑡𝑡)� =  �  

1
 

𝑀𝑀 

�       𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣�𝜎𝜎0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑���       + 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣[𝜎𝜎′(40°, 𝑡𝑡)] ∗ �𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑    − 40°� 

𝑘𝑘=1 

 

Eq. 4-21 

+ 
1 

𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣[𝜎𝜎′′(40°, 𝑡𝑡)] ∗ �𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 40°� 4 
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The noise estimate of the wet reference is obtained in a completely analogue fashion to Eq. 4-21, but simplifies to 

𝑀𝑀 

𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣[𝜎𝜎0
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤(40°)] =    

1
 

� 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣[𝜎𝜎0
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤(𝜃𝜃𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 )] , 

𝑘𝑘=1 

 

Eq. 4-22 

because the wet crossover angel and the reference incidence angle are equal to 40 degrees In both equations (Eq. 4-21 

and Eq. 4-22) the upper bound of summation, denoted by M, represents the number of the k lowest/highest 

backscatter observations. Finally, by proceeding along the lines of the derivation, the following uncertainty estimate 

of the soil moisture retrieval can be given. 

𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣[𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡)] = 𝜎𝜎0 
𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣[𝜎𝜎0(40°,    𝑡𝑡)] 

0 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(40, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝜎𝜎 
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 (40,   𝑡𝑡) 

𝜎𝜎0(40°, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝜎𝜎0
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤(40°) 

+ 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣�𝜎𝜎0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(40°, 𝑡𝑡)� � 

� 

𝜎𝜎0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(40,     𝑡𝑡)  − 𝜎𝜎0

𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤(40, 𝑡𝑡) Eq. 4-23 

+     𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣[𝜎𝜎0
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤(40°)]         � 

𝜎𝜎0(40°, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝜎𝜎0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(40°, 𝑡𝑡) 

� 

𝜎𝜎0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(40, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝜎𝜎0

𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤(40, 𝑡𝑡) 

2 
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4.4 Applications 

 
4.4.1 From surface soil moisture to root zone soil moisture 

Soil moisture measurements from ESCAT represent the water content of the first few centimetres of the soil profile, 

because the penetration depth of C-band microwaves is limited to about 0.5 cm to 2 cm. For different applications, 

such as numerical weather prediction, hydrological or vegetation studies, a key input variable is the root zone soil 

moisture. Root zone soil moisture constitutes the water content available for vegetation and is therefore an important 

driver for evapotranspiration which strongly influences the energy flux between the land surface and the atmosphere. 

The relationship between surface soil moisture and root zone soil moisture is given through the process  of 

infiltration. A large number of parameters like soil characteristics (soil texture and structure), vegetation coverage, soil 

temperature and the present water content control the infiltration rate of water into the deeper soil layers. Because of 

the lack of information about this parameters on a global scale, Wagner et al. (1999) developed an empirical method 

for estimating root zone soil moisture from remotely sensed surface soil moisture measurements. The empirical 

method is based on a two-layer water balance model, in which the first layer represents the C-band microwave 

accessible top-soil layer and the second layer is treated as a reservoir coupled with the atmosphere via the first layer 

exclusively. In view of the fact that the first layer is directly connected to the atmosphere, the water content in the 

surface soil layer is temporally highly dynamic, due to processes such as precipitation, evapotranspiration and runoff. 

On the other hand, the temporal variability of the water content within the reservoir, the second layer, is supposed to 

decrease with increasing reservoir depth as a result of a slow exchange with the surface layer. As a consequence, the 

water content stored within the reservoir is controlled by the soil moisture conditions in the surface layer and thus a 

function of preceding precipitation events. Accordingly, the following water balance equation for the reservoir is 

proposed under the assumption that the water flux between the two soil layers is proportional to the difference of the 

volumetric water content in the surface layer and the reservoir (Ceballos et al., 2005; Wagner et al., 1999). 
𝑠𝑠Θ(𝑡𝑡) 

𝐿𝐿 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 𝐶𝐶 ∗ [Θ𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) − Θ(𝑡𝑡)] Eq. 4-24 

In this water balance equation for the reservoir, Eq. 3-24, the volumetric water content of the reservoir is denoted by 

Θ, the water content of the surface layer is ΘS, t is the time, L is the depth of the reservoir layer and C is a 

pseudodiffusivity coefficient incorporating all soil properties. If C is assumed to be constant and T=L/C, the 
differential water balance equation can be solved as follows: 

𝑤𝑤 

Θ 𝑡𝑡 
1

 

𝑇𝑇 

𝑤𝑤−𝜏𝜏 

� Θ𝑠𝑠(𝜏𝜏) ∗ 𝑒𝑒�− 𝑇𝑇   �   𝑠𝑠𝜏𝜏 Eq.    4-25 

−∞ 

The parameter T is referred to as characteristic time length, which increases with the reservoir depth L and decreases 

with the pseudo diffusivity coefficient C. As explained by the water balance model equation (Eq. 4-25), the water 

content of the reservoir Θ is fully explained by past dynamics of the surface soil moisture content ΘS. Furthermore, 

( ) = 
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more recent events have a stronger impact on the reservoir water content than events from the distant past as a result 

of the exponential weighting function. The water balance model is a useful general concept for estimating root zone 

soil moisture from surface soil moisture measurements, but it does not consider processes like transpiration or 

evaporation. However, ESCAT provides measurements at irregular temporal intervals. Consequently, the continuous 

formulation of the model (Eq. 4-25) was replaced by its discrete counterpart defined as the soil water index (SWI). 

Taking into account the before mentioned considerations, the SWI for a defined characteristic time length T can be 

calculated as follows: 
𝑤𝑤−𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 

𝑆𝑆𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)    = 
∑𝑆𝑆   𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) ∗  
𝑒𝑒
�−

 
𝑤𝑤−𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 

𝑇𝑇   � 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣 𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆   ≤ 𝑡𝑡 Eq.   4-26 

∑𝑆𝑆   𝑒𝑒�− 𝑇𝑇   � 

 

 
 

Figure 4-19: Time series of surface soil moisture and the computed soil water index (SWI) 

at a location in Portugal [Lat: 39.17, Lon: -7.81] 
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4.4.2 Creation of a Climate Data Record (ESA CCI soil moisture) 

Surface soil moisture was recognised as an Essential Climate Variable (ECV) in 2010 and accordingly became an 

important dataset for IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) and UNFCCC (United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change) needs. ECV data records should be as long, complete and consistent as 

possible, and in the case of soil moisture this means that the data record shall be based on multiple data sources, 

including but not limited to active (scatterometer) and passive (radiometer) microwave observations acquired 

preferably in the low-frequency microwave range. The list of space-based microwave sensors that can be used for this 

task are the European C-band scatterometers on-board of the ERS and MetOp satellites and the multi-frequency 

radiometers SMMR, SSM/I, TMI, AMSR-E, Windsat and AMSR2 covering a time period of more than 30 years. 

Therefore, in recognition of the strong need for global soil moisture data sets, the European Space Agency (ESA) set 

up the Climate Change Initiative “Soil Moisture” (ESA CCI SM) with the objective to produce the most complete 

and most consistent global soil moisture data record based on active and passive microwave sensors. The production 

scheme of the ESA CCI SM data record is based on Level 2 soil moisture retrievals and involves the following steps: 

1. Level 2 soil moisture retrieval is done for each satellite data set separately 

2. Fusion of the active Level 2 data sets 

3. Fusion of the passive Level 2 data sets 

4. Merging of the active and passive data sets from steps 2 and 3 

In this approach the three important steps in the fusion process are: 1) error characterisation, 2) matching to account 

for data set specific biases, and 3) merging. The major advantage of this approach is that it allows combining surface 

soil moisture data derived from different microwave remote sensing instruments with substantially different 

instrument characteristics. It is only required that the retrieved Level 2 surface soil moisture data pass pre-defined 

quality criteria. In this way it is guaranteed that no sensor is a priori excluded by this approach. It is thus straight 

forward to further enrich the ECV data set with Level 2 data from other existing (SMOS, SMAP, radar altimeters, ...) 

and forthcoming sensors. First results of the project were reported by (Dorigo et al., 2010) who used the novel triple 

collocation method (Miralles et al., 2010; Scipal et al., 2008) for characterising the spatially variable error field of 

active (ASCAT) and passive (AMSR-E and SSM/I) soil moisture retrievals. The fusion algorithm itself was first 

presented by Liu et al. (2011), who merged AMSR-E and ASCAT soil moisture retrievals for the year 2007 and 

furthermore by Liu et al. (2012) merging a set of active and passive microwave sensors. They found that the merging 

process improved the spatial and temporal coverage while minimally impacting the accuracy of the soil moisture 

retrievals. 

As can be envisioned, ERS-1/2 ESCAT plays a vital role in the generation of a long-term consistent climate variable 

with soil moisture retrievals covering a time period of 20 years of active microwave observations. Nevertheless, ERS- 

1/2 ESCAT underwent a number of mission events which had to be tackled by the ground segment, implicating 

potential inconsistency in the currently available data archive. Thanks to the SCIRoCCo, these inconsistencies will be 
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resolved by the use of state of the art scatterometer processing facilities and improved soil moisture retrieval models, 

highlighting the significance of the project in the context of climate change research (see Figure 4-20). 

 
 

 

Figure 4-20: Hovmoeller plot showing soil moisture anomalies from 1991 to 2014, computed from the merged active and passive 

microwave soil moisture retrievals. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-21: Rainfall estimation from ASCAT surface soil moisture retrieval based on SM2RAIN 
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4.4.3 Rainfall estimation through surface soil moisture observations 

Obviously soil moisture content and rainfall share a strong physical connection because rainfall is the main driver of 

temporal soil moisture variations. For instance, after a rainfall event, soil moisture exhibits a sudden increase followed 

by a smooth decline caused by evapotranspiration and drainage. Based on the strong rainfall – surface soil moisture 

feedback, Pellarin et al. (2008) developed a methodology to improve rainfall estimates by using surface soil moisture 

observations. Independently, Crow et al. (2009) describe and apply a data assimilation approach, build on Kalman 

filtering, to correct land rainfall accumulation estimates using remotely sensed surface soil moisture retrievals. Both 

approaches require a first guess rainfall estimate as the proposed algorithms are only capable to correct / improve 

rainfall information by utilising soil moisture data. More recently, Brocca et al. (2013) presented an approach for 

estimating, not for correcting, rainfall by employing surface soil moisture observations (see Figure 4-21). The method 

leans upon the inversion of the hydrological water balance regarding soil as a natural reservoir. With the assumption 

of negligible evaporation rate and that all precipitation infiltrates into the soil, the following relation can be given. 

𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)   ≅   𝑍𝑍   𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡)⁄𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡   + 𝑎𝑎   𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) 
In Eq. 4-27, p(t) denotes the precipitation, Z is the depth of the soil layer, s(t) expresses the relative saturation of the 

soil, t is the time and a and b are two parameters characterising the nonlinear relationship between the drainage rate 

and soil saturation. A crucial step in this rainfall estimation approach is the calibration of the model parameters Z, a 

and b with respect to a benchmark dataset like the GPCP product as demonstrated in Brocca et al. (2014). The first 

analysis of this rainfall estimation approach, referred to as SM2RAIN, shows promising results, especially by utilising 

scatterometer derived surface soil moisture products from the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) on-board the 

Meteorological Operational (MetOp) satellites. 
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5 Ocean winds 

This Handbook’s chapter outlines user information for the wind products based on the ERS scatterometer. It 

includes a brief description of the ERS SCAT instrument, the processing algorithms and the data processing, and the 

wind product quality. 

 

The scatterometer is an instrument that provides information on the wind field near the ocean surface, and the 

knowledge of extracting this information from the instrument’s output is dealt with in this chapter. Space-based 

scatterometry has become of great benefit to meteorology and climate in the past years, see e.g. (Isaksen & Stoffelen, 

2000). 

 

5.1 Algorithms and Processing 

In Europe scatterometer processing software is developed in the EUMETSAT Numerical Weather Prediction 

Satellite Application Facility (NWP SAF), whereas wind processing is performed (semi-)operationally in the Ocean 

and Sea Ice SAF (OSI SAF). KNMI has a long experience in scatterometer processing and is developing generic 

software for this purpose. Processing systems have been developed for the ERS scatterometer (ESCAT), ASCAT on 

MetOp, NSCAT on the Japanese ADEOS-I platform, SeaWinds on ADEOS-II and QuikSCat, the Indian OceanSat- 

2 scatterometer (OSCAT), the Chinese HY2A scatterometer, and will be further developed for future scatterometers 

such as RapidScat on the International Space Station (ISS). 

KNMI was and is involved in the EARS ERS and ASCAT service as the centre where the Level 1b to Level 2 

processing is carried out. As a preparation for the EARS ASCAT service, KNMI has established and operated a 

demonstration system based on the dissemination via EUMETCast of the current regional ERS-SCAT KNMI value- 

added wind product. A Product User Manual to this product is available on www.knmi.nl/scatterometer/ers_prod/. 

The wind products are distributed in the BUFR and NetCDF CF compliant formats that are also used for the 

ASCAT wind data and other scatterometers. Therefore, the ERS data stream can be ingested by the user using the 

same interfacing as for the European ASCAT and other scatterometer wind products. Besides wind data, the KNMI 

processing services offer additional quality control and monitoring (Quality Assurance) ensuring that only reliable 

data will be made available. See also www.knmi.nl/scatterometer/ for real-time graphical examples of the products 

and up-to-date information and documentation on all scatterometer products processed at KNMI. 

http://www.knmi.nl/scatterometer/ers_prod/
http://www.knmi.nl/scatterometer/
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5.2 Stress-equivalent 10m wind 

A scatterometer measurement relates to the ocean surface roughness (see figure 5.2.1), while the scatterometer 

product is represented by the wind at 10m height over a WVC. It is important to realize that in the approach followed 

here, the radar backscatter measurement σ 0 is related to the wind at 10 meter height above the ocean surface, simply 

because such measurements are widely available for validation. 

 

Figure 5.2.1. Schematic representation of microwave scattering and reflection at a smooth (a), rough (b) and very rough (c) ocean surface. 

As the roughness increases more microwave power is returned towards the direction of the microwave source. 

 

 

 
 

This does not mean that any effect that relates to the mean wind vector at 10 meter height is incorporated in the 

backscatter-to-wind relationship. In particular, air stability and mass density are not sensed by the wind scatterometer 
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and should not appear in the derived 10m wind. Moreover, in buoy and NWP model validation sources, the 10m 

wind may be corrected for air stability and mass density with good precision. Therefore, scatterometer winds are 

given as so-called stress-equivalent 10m winds, abbreviated as U10S. 

 

To avoid atmospheric stability effects, we define the 10-m equivalent neutral wind vector, U10N, rather than the actual 

10-m wind vector U10. To obtain U10 from U10N one needs information on the stability of the atmospheric boundary 

layer, which may be obtained from buoys or NWP models with sufficient precision (Portabella and Stoffelen, 2006). 

Using Monin-Obukhov similarity scaling, the equivalent neutral wind vector amplitude is simply given by 

u 10 
U10 N   * ln 

(5.3.1) 

 z0 

where z0 is the aerodynamic roughness length, the friction velocity is defined by the equation for the kinematic wind 

stress u* = τ/ρ and is von Karman’s constant. The aerodynamic roughness length 

z  
0.11

 


u* 

 
(5.3.2) 

u* g 

is approximated from the known geophysical variables , kinematic viscosity of the air (1.5x10-5 m2/s),  

, (dimensionless) Charnock parameter (see Charnock, 1955)and g is the gravitational constant of the Earth  

(9.81 m/s2),. The Charnock value, which is a sea-state parameter, varies substantially for different surface layer 

schemes, i.e., from 0.011 for to around 0.018. 

 

For the same U10N, cold heavy air will produce more stress (and roughness) than lighter warmer air.  This effect is 
2 

expressed by the surface stress equation. The surface wind stress τ = ρ u* indeed depends on the air density ρ. 

Assuming that σ 0 measurements are more a measure of τ than U10N, the ρ correction for U10N takes the form 


U

10 N   

  
U

10 S 

(5.3.3) 

 

where U10S  denotes the current set of stress-equivalent scatterometer wind retrievals and <ρ> is the average air 

density as defined in a standard atmosphere (≈1.225 kg/m3).  ρ variations, which depend on surface pressure, air 

temperature, and humidity, are generally small (1-2%) and can exceptionally increase locally in cases such as cold air 

outflow. 

We note the following: 

1. When computing stress from U10S, one should multiply by some globally average air density as opposed to 

using an air density value at the location of the measurement that one might get from a numerical model. 

The reason for this is that U10S already includes the effect of varying air density; 

2 
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2. To obtain the value of U10N, one should multiply U10S by the air density ratio shown in equation (5.3.3). 
 

 
However, wind scatterometers may be sensitive to more parameters than only those that relate (correlate) with U10S. 

For example, the appearance of surface slicks, suppressing the amplitude of gravity or longer ocean waves and thus 

microwave roughness, is associated with low winds and depends to some degree on the strength of the wind and 

may, to the same degree, be fitted by a geophysical model function, GMF (Stoffelen, 1998; Chapter I). However, 

abundant surfactants, generated by natural or human causes, may render the nominal wind-to-backscatter 

relationship, as captured by the GMF, less accurate. Other variable effects, such as rain (mainly for Ku-band 

scatterometers), extreme wind variability, complex sea states, etc., may affect GMF accuracy too. Stoffelen (Stoffelen, 

1998; Chapter IV) discusses a unique method to determine the accuracy of scatterometer, buoy, and NWP model 

U10S winds: triple collocation, which will be discussed later. First we discuss the geophysical relationship between U10S 

and backscatter. 

 

5.3 Geophysical model function 
 

For the ERS wind product, the CMOD6 geophysical model function (GMF) for calculating stress equivalent winds is 

used. This model function enables the calculation of wind speeds meeting the product requirements between 0 and 

25 m/s. CMOD6 is based on CMOD5.n (Verhoef et al., 2008) and CMOD5 (Hersbach, Stoffelen and de Haan, 

2007). It is known from extensive validation work on ERS that a CMOD5 bias of 0.5 m/s against buoys persists for 

all wind speeds (Portabella and Stoffelen, 2007) and this is compensated. Moreover, another 0.2 m/s is added to 

convert from real winds to neutral winds. The CMOD5.n inverted winds are thus 0.7 m/s higher than CMOD5 

winds. Moreover, CMOD6 has been adapted to provide uniform U10S wind PDFs over the ASCAT swath, taking into 

account the incidence-angle dependent ASCAT transponder calibration. 

 

At low wind speeds, the wind direction and speed may vary considerably within the WVC. Locally, below a speed of 

roughly 2 ms−1 calm areas are present where little or no backscatter occurs, perhaps further extended in the presence 

of natural slicks that increase the water surface tension (Donelan & Pierson, 1987). However, given the variability of 

the wind within a footprint area of 25 km it is, even in the case of zero mean vector wind, very unlikely that there are 

no patches with roughness in the footprint. As the mean vector wind increases, the probability of a calm patch will 

quickly decrease, and the mean microwave backscatter will increase. Also, natural slicks quickly disappear as the wind 

speed increases, and as such the occurrence of these is correlated to the amplitude of the mean vector wind over the 

footprint, as modelled by the GMF. Low scatterometer wind speeds are thus providing useful information. 

 

At high wind speeds wave breaking will further intensify, causing air bubbles, foam and spray at the ocean surface, 

and a more and more complicated ocean topography. Although theoretically not obvious, it is empirically found that 
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o 0 keeps increasing for increasing wind speed from 25 m/s to 40 m/s, and that a useful wind direction dependency 

remains (Donelly, Carswell and McIntosh, 1999), albeit gradually weakening. 

 
 

 

5.4 Wind retrieval 

KNMI has an operational processing chain running in near real-time with ASCAT data, including visualisation on the 

web. This processor is based on the NWP SAF software and runs in the KNMI operational environment. The 

processing includes monitoring and archiving functionalities. A global overview of the modules of the ERS 

scatterometer processor is given below. 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5.4.1: Overview of scatterometer wind retrieval algorithm. 

 
A schematic illustration of the processing is given in figure 5.5.1. The input measurements and Geophysical Model 

Function not only define the wind output, but also the scatterometer processing algorithms as described below. 

 

The GMF has two unknowns, namely wind speed and wind direction, so, if more than two backscatter measurements 

are available then these two unknowns may be estimated using a maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE) as the 

objective function for determining wind vector solutions following a Bayesian approach (Pierson, 1989). The MLE is 

defined by (Stoffelen, 1998; Chapter II) 

                                                                                                                           (5.5.1) 

where z = (σ 
0
)

0.625 are the transformed backscatter data, zoi are the backscatter measurements, zm(u, χi) are the model 

backscatter values corresponding to the measurements. The well-defined local minima of J correspond to wind 
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vector solutions. The three independent measurements (fore, mid and aft beam) well sample the azimuth variation of 

the GMF in order to resolve the wind direction, albeit ambiguously. 

 

5.5 Ambiguity removal 

ERS scatterometer winds have a multiple ambiguity with up to two wind solutions in each WVC on the earth’s 

surface. These ambiguities are removed by applying constraints on the spatial characteristics of the output wind field, 

such as on rotation and divergence. Several ambiguity removal (AR) schemes were evaluated for ERS data (Stoffelen 

et al., 2000). In the OSI SAF Development Phase some schemes that were developed for ESCAT were compared. In 

addition to the subjective comparison of AR schemes, a method for the objective comparison of AR performance 

among the different schemes was used. In (Stoffelen et al., 2000) it is shown that this way of comparison is effective 

to evaluate the shortcomings of AR schemes, but also reveals a more general way forward to improve AR, which is 

followed up by tuning 2DVAR. For ERS this evolved version of 2DVAR is used. 

 

5.6 Quality control 

Since the scatterometer wind retrieval problem is over determined, this opens up the possibility of quality control 

(QC) by checking the inversion residual J. If J is normalised by the expected isotropic error variance then it is in 

theory inversely proportional to the log probability that a node is affected solely by a uniform wind. If Var(σm)i  = 2 2
) are the measurement variances then the norm for the inversion residual is √3 times the root of the mean of 

(Kpi σoi 

(Var(σm)i )0.625 (Stoffelen, 1998). When there is substantial wind or sea state variability within the cell, this normalised 

MLE is generally substantial and, as a consequence, the inferred probability low. As such, (Stoffelen, 1998) and 

(Portabella and Stoffelen, 2002) found that the inversion residual is well capable of removing cases with extreme 

variability (at fronts or centres of lows), or with other geophysical variables affecting the radar backscatter. Recently, 

further progress has been made in the quality assessment of ASCAT winds near rain (Lin et al., 2012; 2014). 

 

5.7 NWP collocation 

ECMWF wind forecasts are available twice a day (00 and 12 GMT analysis time) with forecast time steps of +3h, 

+6h, …, +36h, such that KNMI receives NWP model data twice a day through the RMDCN. For reprocessing, the 

ECMWF archive is used, which contains reanalysis data, such as ERA-interim. At KNMI, U10S is extracted from the 

full resolution ECMWF fields and interpolated to the time and location of the scatterometer WVCs and stored in the 

scatterometer output products as value-added variables. NWP model sea surface temperature and land-sea mask data 

are used to provide information about possible ice or land presence in the WVCs. WVCs with a sea surface 

temperature below 272.16 K (-1 °C) are assumed to be covered with ice and no wind information is calculated. Land 

presence within each WVC is determined by using the land-sea mask available from ECMWF. The weighted mean 

value of the land fractions of all model grid points within 80 km of the WVC centre is calculated. The weight of each 
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grid point scales with 1/r2, where r is the distance between the WVC centre and the model grid point. If this mean 

land fraction value exceeds a threshold of 0.02, no wind retrieval is performed. Our processing uses stricter limits for 

ice and land presence than the ESA input product, resulting in less WVCs containing wind data (but of a better 

quality). NWP forecast wind data are necessary in the ambiguity removal step of the processing. 

 

5.8 Calibration and Data quality 

 
5.8.1 Calibration 

While scatterometer systems have generally excellent calibration stability, their calibration level is difficult to 

determine. For fan-beam scatterometers, the beam patterns of the three beams determine the relative calibration of 

the backscatter values in a measured triplet for a particular WVC. This relative calibration is of utmost importance 

and determines the general wind retrieval quality. The different WVCs and beams experience a very similar wind 

climatology over a year, which is being exploited in a NWP ocean calibration (NOC) procedure, which determines a 

calibration value for each WVC and beam that provides statistical consistency between the calibrated backscatter 

triplets, the GMF and the ECMWF winds. NOC is essentially used for all scatterometers to optimise wind 

performance by balancing the beams for each WVC in a consistent manner. Moreover, NOC will be useful to 

intercalibrate scatterometers, linking ECMWF ERA-interim winds to both the ERS and ASCAT scatterometers 

through the GMF. In turn, both ERA-interim and scatterometer winds are being monitored and verified against buoy 

measurements. 

 

5.8.2 Validation 

Each step in the processing is validated separately by a quality control and monitoring scheme. The product 

validation step is controlled by visual inspection, and a statistical analysis is performed to control the validation steps. 

The inversion step is controlled in the same way. For ambiguity removal schemes an objective scheme exists that 

relies on initialisation with a one-day lead NWP forecast and validation of the ambiguity selection against NWP 

analyses, as in (Stoffelen et al., 2000). Moreover, (de Vries et al. 2005) describe a subjective comparison of the 2D- 

VAR and PreScat schemes by routine operational meteorologists. 

 

5.9 Quality control and monitoring 

In each WVC, the σ 0 data is checked for quality and completeness and the inversion residual (see above) is checked. 

Degraded WVCs are flagged and the flag bits stored in a flag variable (see AWDP User Manual). The quality of the 

delivered products is controlled through an ad hoc visual examination of the graphical products and the automatic 

production of control parameters. The examination of the products is done at KNMI by experts. Specific tools have 
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been developed to help this analysis. User queries obviously lead to the inspection of suspect products. The ad hoc 

and user queried inspections are used for quality assurance. An information file is made for each product. The 

content of the file is identical whatever the product and results from a compilation of all the global information 

concerning this product. From these files, various graphs are produced to visually display the confidence levels of the 

products and their evolution with time. These graphs are available on the KNMI website. 
 
 

5.10 NWP Ocean Calibration (NOC) 
 

The instrumental calibration of a scatterometer, and of radar in general, is a challenging problem. The mean 

normalized cross-section measured by an instrument, σ0
obs, can be linearly related to its geophysical true value σ0 as: 

𝜎𝜎0 = (1 + 𝛿𝛿) ∙ 𝜎𝜎0 

Where δ is an essentially unknown calibration offset. In order to ensure stability, consistency and regularity of 

scatterometer winds, some calibration methods have been developed which rely on natural targets, such as the rain 

forest in Brazil, as calibration reference. Other methods make use of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) winds as 

calibration reference. Over the oceans, NWP winds are regularly referenced to in situ observations, such as buoys, 

currently providing the standard for scatterometer calibration and monitoring. 

 

NWP Ocean Calibration (NOC) is a method for estimating the mean return from the global oceans measured by a 

scatterometer antenna as a function of incidence angle. The method relies on the surface wind statistics provided by a 

NWP model to account for the variations in ocean backscatter due to changes in wind speed and direction. NOC 

may be used as a simple method to perform relative calibration of scatterometer beam patterns, inter-beam 

calibration, or determination of cross-instrumental biases, with an estimated precision of 0.1-0.2 dB using as little as 

one month of data (Stoffelen, 1999) (Freilich, 1999). The method consists in comparing the global mean backscatter 

estimated from scatterometer measurements against simulations from a reference NWP model using a geophysical 

model function (GMF). The comparison gives beam and incidence angle-dependent bias corrections relative to the 

reference (NWP and GMF) frame, which may be attributed to a combination of instrument calibration, GMF and 

NWP wind errors (Verspeek et al., 2012). 

 

5.10.1  Description 

The NOC method is based on the analysis of a large scatterometer dataset to estimate the mean azimuthally-isotropic 

component of the ocean backscatter (Verspeek, 2011). For a given wind vector cell (WVC), the incidence angle is 

nearly constant around the orbit and removed from the equations below. The ocean backscatter is modeled as a 

function of wind speed v and wind direction relative to the beam angle as (Stoffelen, 1998): 

 

(5.11.1) 
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The term B0 is referred to as the azimuthally-isotropic backscatter component, which is a function of wind speed and 

incidence angle. The terms B1 and B2 represent the amplitudes of the upwind/downwind and upwind/crosswind 

modulations respectively, also as a function of wind speed and incidence angle. The averaging operations required to 

arrive at a global mean backscatter quantity are performed in a transformed space (the so called z space) whose main 

property is that it preserves the linearity of backscatter for changes in wind azimuth. The transformation to z space 

goes as: 

 

In z space, the ocean backscatter can be rewritten as: 
 

 
 

Where: 
 

 

In z space, the global mean ocean backscatter can be calculated as: 

(5.11.2) 
 
 

 
(5.11.3) 

 
 
 
 

 
(5.11.4) 

< 𝑧𝑧(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) >= ∬ 𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) ∙ 𝑧𝑧(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 = ∫ 𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣)(∫ 𝑁𝑁(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙ 𝑧𝑧(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙) 𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣 (5.11.5) 
Where N(v, ) is the joint probability density function (PDF) of ocean wind speeds and wind azimuths relative to the 
antenna, also written as: 

𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) = 𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣) ∙ 𝑁𝑁(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) (5.11.6) 

If the conditional distribution of wind azimuths relative to the beam angle N(|v) for a given wind speed were 

uniform [i.e. N(|v) = 1/(2π)] then the azimuthally averaged backscatter in z space would be the  

azimuthally isotropic backscatter term: 
1 1 

< 𝑧𝑧(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) >𝜙𝜙= ∫ 𝑁𝑁(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙ (
2 

𝑎𝑎0(𝑣𝑣) + 𝑎𝑎1(𝑣𝑣)𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 + 𝑎𝑎2(𝑣𝑣)𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠2𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙    =   
2   

𝑎𝑎0(𝑣𝑣) (5.11.7) 
Simply put, if the global directional wind distribution was uniform, the global mean backscatter would be the 

isotropic response. However, the conditional distribution of global wind azimuths is not uniform, as shown in Figure 

5.11.1 below, but has preferential directions along the climatologically dominant zonal trades and mid-latitude 

westerlies. This is unfortunate, because the global mean backscatter in Eq. (5.11.7) is affected by the harmonic terms 

of the ocean response (i.e., the global mean backscatter increases/decreases as measurements align preferentially 

along the upwind/crosswind directions), and its determination becomes sensitive to uncertainties in the a priori 

distribution of NWP wind azimuths that is used as reference. 
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Figure 5.11.1. Joint PDF 𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) of ocean NWP wind speeds and wind azimuths relative to the right mid antenna beam of ASCAT A (25 
km spacing) over the year 2014 from NWP (left panel) and scatterometer (right panel) datasets. Zonal trades and westerlies are aliased 

(via ascending and descending passes of a near-polar instrument) into histogram peaks at about 0 and 180 degrees. A discussion on 

differences between the NWP and scatterometer wind PDFs is deferred to Section 5.11.3. 

To reduce the sensitivity to the harmonic terms of the ocean response, compensation weights 𝑤𝑤(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) are introduced based 
on prior knowledge of NWP wind statistics such that: 

𝑤𝑤(𝑣𝑣,   𝜙𝜙)𝑁𝑁(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣)     =     1/(2𝜋𝜋) (5.11.10) 

Introducing compensation weights, i.e. forcing a uniform distribution in the wind direction, is important to obtain 

results that are less sensitive to errors in NWP wind direction (See Section 5.11.5.1). With a forced uniform 

distribution in wind direction, the azimuthally averaged backscatter from the ocean yields the azimuthally isotropic 

term: 
1 

<   𝑤𝑤(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) ∙ 𝑧𝑧(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)   >𝜙𝜙=   ∫ 𝑤𝑤(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) ∙ 𝑁𝑁(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙ 𝑧𝑧(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 =   
2 

𝑎𝑎0(𝑣𝑣) (5.11.11) 
The global average of the azimuthally isotropic backscatter is obtained after averaging the wind-speed dependent 
isotropic a0(v) coefficients over the wind speed climatology as: 

〈𝑎𝑎0〉 = ∫ 𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣) ∙ 𝑎𝑎0(𝑣𝑣)𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣 (5.11.12) 

Where N(v) is the marginal PDF of a priori wind speeds, shown in Figure 5.11.2. 
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Figure 5.11.2. Marginal PDF N(v) of ocean wind speeds from NWP model. 

 

 The global mean <a0> coefficients, calculated for each beam and incidence angle, may be transformed back to the 

linear 𝜎𝜎0 space to obtain the global mean <B0> coefficients: 

〈𝐵𝐵0〉 = [〈𝑎𝑎0〉/2]1.6 (5.11.13) 
Using the following relations: 

 
 
 

Finally, the beam and incidence angle dependent calibration coefficients ∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 may be expressed in dBs as: 

 

(5.11.14) 

∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑= 10 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙10(1 + 𝛿𝛿) ≈ 1.6 ∙ �〈𝑎𝑎𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠
 〉𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  − 

〈𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 

〉𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑� = 〈𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠
 〉𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  − 

〈𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 

〉𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (5.11.15) 

Averaging over wind directions and wind speeds occurs in z space, whereas the instrument calibration coefficient 𝛿𝛿 is 
assumed linear in σ0. Averaging backscatter over wind directions in z space is necessary to eliminate the dependence 
on the harmonic terms of the ocean response, while averaging over wind speeds in z space is necessary to suppress 

 
the effect of collocation pseudobiases (see Section 5.11.5.2). Fortunately, the calibration offset 𝛿𝛿 may be considered linear both in z space and σ0 space in the small 𝛿𝛿 approximation: 

 

𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠 = [(1 + 𝛿𝛿) ∙ 𝜎𝜎0   0.625 ≈ (1 + 0.625 ∙ 𝛿𝛿) ∙ 𝑧𝑧 
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5.10.2 Application 

 
Figure 5.11.3 details the steps required to perform ocean calibration. The required inputs are the scatterometer sigma 

naughts σ0
OBS and the collocated model winds. Note that the current GMF (CMOD5n or CMOD7) only takes stress 

(or neutral) equivalent 10-meter winds U10S (or U10N) as input. If only 10-meter winds U10 are provided, then a 

correction of 0.2 m/s should be added to U10 in order to generate an approximate U10S (U10N). A preliminary 

quality control QC filter is applied to discard data of poor quality. The QC filter typically rejects about 60% of the 

collocation points, mostly due to the land mask (60-70% of rejections), the [55°S-65°N] latitude mask for sea ice (30- 

40% of rejections) and the data quality mask (0.5-5% of rejections, mainly on sigma naught and Kp quality). Note that 

the mask for land rejection at KNMI’s NOC implementation also excludes the large North American and Siberian 

lakes. 

The input model winds that pass the filter are used to build the joint PDF of wind speeds and azimuths N(v,beam) 

for each beam, along with the simulated sigma naughts σ0
SIM using a reference GMF. Currently, the joint PDF of 

model winds is assumed to not vary appreciably with incidence angle (i.e. WVC number) – the only distinction  

made between left and right sides of the instrument. The joint PDF is calculated from the histogram of model 

winds seen by the (right or left) mid beams (regardless of WVC number), then shifted in azimuth by ±45 degrees for 

the fore and 

aft beams. The weight factors w(v,beam) necessary to force a uniform distribution in wind direction are estimated 

from the inverse of this joint PDF following Eq. (5.11.10). 

 
Next, both observed σ0

OBS and simulated σ0
SIM sets are transformed into z-space using Eq. (5.11.2), and they become 

temporally averaged using a grid of wind speed bins 1 m/s wide and wind azimuth bins 12 degrees wide, as a function 

of WVC number and beam, over the entire study period. The azimuthal weighting is then performed as in Eq. 

(5.11.11) using the model wind statistics calculated earlier, to obtain the azimuthally isotropic a0
OBS(v) and a0

SIM(v) 

backscatter coefficients for both the observed and simulated datasets as a function of wind speed. At this point, one 

may check the resulting B0(v) coefficients as a function of wind speed from Eq. (5.11.13), or continue averaging over 

wind speeds as in Eq. (5.11.12) to obtain the globally averaged values <a0
OBS> and <a0

SIM> as a function of incidence 

angle and beam, out of which the calibration coefficients ∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 are obtained. 
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Figure 5.11.3. Diagram of the NWP ocean calibration (NOC) for a fixed WVC number and a given antenna beam. 

 

 

The difference between measured and simulated global isotropic backscatter coefficients for the fore, mid and aft 

antennas of ASCAT A over 2014 is shown in Fig. 5.11.4. 
 

 
 
 

OBS 

 

SIM 

Figure 5.11.4. NOC offsets: global average backscatter differences  (∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑= B0 
dB  - B0 dB) relative to the reference GMF frame 

CMOD5n for ASCAT A data (25 km spacing) and collocated operational ECMWF 10-m winds over 2014. These results are similar to 

those published in (Verspeek, 2012) for ASCAT A data (12 km spacing) for the period Sep 2008 to Sep 2009. 
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5.10.3 Error analysis 
 

The accuracy with which the relative calibration factors ∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 can be estimated using the NOC technique is limited by a 
number of factors, including sensitivity to NWP wind speed and direction errors, sensitivity to GMF  error and 

detector non-linearity, sensitivity to QC filter settings and temporal stability of backscatter. NWP and scatterometer 

wind errors have been investigated using triple collocation (Vogelzang, 2011), concluding that random wind vector 

component errors are typically constant at 1.5 m/s on the scatterometer scale, while backscatter errors are typically 

only 5% (Portabella and Stoffelen, 2006). With a global mean wind speed of about 8 m/s, NWP random wind errors 

(and possibly biases) are the largest concern for NOC of C-band scatterometers. 

 
5.10.3.1  Sensitivity to NWP wind direction error 

 The sensitivity of the NOC calibration coefficients to errors in the reference NWP distribution of wind directions 

𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 (𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) relative to the actual distribution 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) produces a relative error (see Section 5.11.5.1): 
<𝑤𝑤∙𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜|𝑣𝑣>𝜙𝜙−<𝑤𝑤∙𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠|𝑣𝑣>𝜙𝜙 𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖 

휀휀𝑑𝑑(𝑣𝑣) 

= 

<𝑤𝑤∙𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 |𝑣𝑣>𝜙𝜙 = 
2 

𝐵𝐵1(𝑣𝑣) + 
2 

𝐵𝐵2(𝑣𝑣) (5.11.16) 

Where B1  and B2  are the amplitudes of the (upwind/downwind and upwind/crosswind) harmonic ocean response, 
and m and n are the projections of the directional wind error on the ocean harmonic components cos() and cos(2): 

2𝜋𝜋 

𝑠𝑠       =       
1     
� 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣)/𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙      𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 

𝜋𝜋 
0 
2𝜋𝜋 

𝑠𝑠    =    
1 
� 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣)/𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙         𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠2𝜙𝜙𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 

𝜋𝜋 0 

Note that the sensitivity to NWP wind direction errors will affect the fore, mid and aft beams differently, since the 

projection of the directional NWP error (mostly zonal) on the ocean harmonics (aligned to the beam axis) varies with 

the antenna azimuth angle. 

 Figure 5.11.5 shows the directional wind error curves estimated by the mid, aft and fore antennas, calculated as 
𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣)/𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 (𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) for a constant wind speed of 7.5 m/s using scatterometer and NWP model data. All curves are 
identical but rotated by 45 degrees in azimuth, showing negative biases along zonal wind densities and positive 

biases along meridional wind densities (at 7.5 m/s, the scatterometer sees less zonal winds and more meridional 

winds than the model, cf. Fig. 5.11.1). Table 5.11.1 shows the m and n projections that correspond to this particular 

case, along with the corresponding relative calibration errors. 

 

Table 5.11.1. Projections m and n of the directional wind error on the ocean harmonic components cos() and cos(2) at 7.5 m/s 

from ASCAT A data over 2014, and expected relative calibration errors. 
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 m n 휀휀𝑑𝑑 𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣(∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) 

Fore 2.5% 0.2% 0.1% < |0.01| dB 

Mid 0.3% -15% -1.5% -0.1 dB 

Aft -2.1% -0.2% -0.1% < |0.01| dB 

 
 

The relative error in the determination of the z-space a0/2 term in Table 5.11.1 has been estimated using average B1~ 

0.05 and B2 ~0.2 values as: 
𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖 

휀휀𝑑𝑑 ≈ 
2 

0.05 + 
2 

0.2 (5.11.17) 

And the relative error in the determination of the NOC ∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 expressed in dBs as: 

𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣(∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)    =    10   ∗   𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙10(1   +   1.6   휀휀𝑑𝑑) (5.11.18) 

From Table 5.11.1, we conclude that directional wind errors will be negligible on the fore and aft beams, both by 

virtue of the smallness of the B1 modulation (whose effect is about four times smaller than that of the B2 modulation) 

and the smallness of the m and n projections. Results from Table 5.11.1 also may explain why the mid beam usually 

appears to be biased low by about 0.1 dB with respect to the fore and aft beams (see Figure 5.11.4). Note that as long 

as the second term in Eq. (5.11.16) dominates, directional NWP wind errors will affect opposite antenna pairs (i.e. 

right mid and left mid) identically. Also note that to the extent that directional wind errors are wind dependent, they 

will produce wind speed dependent biases in the NOC calibration coefficients. 

 

Figure 5.11.5. Directional NWP wind errors (PDFscat/PDFNWP) at 7.5 m/s for the mid (left), fore (center) and aft (right) beams from 

ASCAT A data over 2014. Data are shown in black, the reconstructions using the [m, n] projections on the harmonic components of the 

ocean response in red. 
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Lastly, note that the scatterometer directional wind distributions, like those shown in Figure 5.11.1, are not in all cases 

to be taken as good proxies for the underlying true distributions. Particularly at low winds, systematic accumulations 

in scatterometer wind distributions are observed along upwind, downwind and crosswinds directions relative to the 

mid beam1. 

 
5.10.3.2 Sensitivity to NWP wind speed error 

 
The presence of random Gaussian errors in the reference NWP wind speed components is introducing a bias in the 

reference distribution of wind speeds, and apparent wind-speed dependent biases in the calibration coefficients also 

known as pseudobiases (See Section 5.11.5.2). Pseudobiases are of small import, since they balance out when 

averaged over the collocating wind speed distribution [as done in Eq. (5.11.12)], but correcting for the bias in the 

reference wind speed distribution requires more precise knowledge of the NWP error characteristics. Indeed, random 

wind vector component errors of about 1.5 m/s in the NWP reference system will act to increase the apparent 

reference mean wind speed by about 0.1 m/s, with an approximate equivalent increase of about 0.1 dB in the 

reference mean backscatter. 

 
5.10.3.3 Sensitivity to non-linearity and GMF error 

Detector non-linearities (which refer to the fact that the calibration offset 𝛿𝛿 in Eq. (5.11.1) may be a function of 
sigma naught) and GMF errors will both produce wind speed dependent biases, which will be difficult to separate 

from pseudobiases in the wind speed dependent calibration curves (see Section 5.11.5.2) without more precise 

knowledge of the error characteristics of the NWP reference system. This issue cannot be investigated further within 

NOC. A new methodology based on cone metrics is being developed in the hopes of providing more information. 

 
5.10.3.4 Sensitivity to QC filter settings 

 
The NOC calibration coefficients are sensitive to the preliminary QC filter settings, in particular to the activation of 

level 2 flags such as the KNMI QC flag, the Variational QC flag, or the ERS ASPS NCD-PCD2 summary flag, all of 

which reflect conservative metrics related to distance to cone for rain flagging, or low wind speed rejections. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

1 This behavior may be associated to a known deficiency of CMOD5n, which appears to be biased low at low winds by a few dBs. Wind 

distributions for the right-mid beam show suppressed retrievals at 45, 135, 225 and 315 degrees, at locations where MLE distances suffer the 

stronger gradients and where no local extremes can be found. 
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The KNMI QC flag is activated when the distance to the GMF is too large (effective rain and wind variability flag) or 

the measurement noise is too large. The Variational QC flag is activated when the retrieved wind solution is spatially 

inconsistent with the surrounding wind field. The monitoring QC flag is activated when the general offset to the 

model wind field is too large (in case of instrument anomaly). The ERS ASPS NCD-PCD2 summary flag is activated 

when the distance to the GMF is too large, the measurement noise is too large, the offset to the model wind field is 

too large, or the wind speed is too low (less than 3 m/s). 

 

Figure 5.11.6 below shows the differences in calibration coefficients between runs using different QC filter settings 

(see Table 5.11.2) on an otherwise identical dataset – ASCAT A (25 km spacing) over 2014. 

 

Table 5.11.2. Summary of NOC runs using different QC filter settings 

RUN1 No level 2 QC  

RUN2 KNMI QC flag Applies KNMI QC flag 

RUN3 KNMI + Var QC flags Applies Var QC flag 

RUN4 KNMI  +  Var  QC  +  Low 

wind 

Winds ≤ 3 m/s discarded 

 
 

 

Figure 5.11.6. Differences in NOC calibration coefficients (∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 − ∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑2) between runs with different QC filter settings (see Table 1) 
on ASCAT A data (25 km spacing) over 2014. 

 

 
The “No level 2 QC” control run (RUN1) is filtering data on the simplest basis: 

- Presence of (sigma naught and kp) on all three beams 

- Presence of (azimuth and incidence angle) on all three beams 

- Presence of background wind (speed and direction) 

- NO land 
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- NO big lakes in USA/Asia 

- NO ice / latitude mask: DISCARD lats outside of [55S, 65N] 
 

 
The other QC flags (KNMI QC, Var QC and the low wind rejection) are applied in a cumulative manner. We note 

that the KNMI QC, Variational QC (and Monitoring QC, not shown) flags do not change the calibration coefficients 

by more than 0.02 dB, which is well within a 0.1 dB budget for precision. Thus their application is likely to be safe. 

However, the application of the low wind rejection flag (≤ 3 m/s) is producing notably larger calibration coefficients, 

with differences increasing with incidence angle, and reaching up to 0.08 dB relative to RUN2 and RUN3. This 

behavior is caused by changes in the wind dependent calibration coefficients at low winds only, and is deemed 

unacceptable. Thus it is recommended to avoid using the low wind speed rejection flags as part of the NOC QC filter 

settings. 

 
5.10.3.5 Temporal stability of backscatter 

 
Random NWP wind speed and direction errors influence the accuracy of the NOC. Triple collocation studies show 

that NWP wind errors may undergo small variations with time and similar variations may thus occur in NOC. A time 

series of NOC calibration coefficients has been estimated using successive monthly periods over the year 2014 for the 

ASCAT A scatterometer and the results are shown in Figure 5.11.7. The relative differences between beams look 

rather constant during the year, with a seasonal variation that seems anti-correlated with the global mean wind speed 

over the ocean, featuring peak-to-peak amplitudes of 0.1 dB with minima in summer/winter and maxima in 

spring/fall2. Note that a shift in NOC biases of the order of 0.1 dB corresponds to approximately 0.1 m/s bias in 

wind speed. 

 

Figure 5.11.7. Time series of the global average backscatter differences (B0
OBS minus B0

SIM) relative to the reference GMF frame 

CMOD5n for ASCAT A data (25 km spacing) (averaged over incidence angles between 37 and 52 degrees). 

 
 
 

 

 

2 Also note that ASCAT-A experienced a beam pattern anomaly in September 2014 and a general 0.08 decrease in backscatter in October 2014. 
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Besides random NWP errors, systematic NWP errors may also occur. Above-mentioned triple collocation studies 

often show underestimation by NWP wind speeds of 2-5%. Reference to moored buoys in triple collocation provides 

an absolute reference for retrieving scatterometer winds through a GMF. Other systematic differences are due to 

ocean currents and other poorly represented small-scale processes in NWP models, such as moist convection and 

atmospheric boundary layer parameterizations (Sandu et al., 2013). These latter (and more modest) effects are 

currently treated as part of the random NWP wind errors in triple collocation and global NOC. 

 

5.10.4 Concluding remarks 

 
The methodology behind Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) ocean calibration, which is currently the baseline for 

calibration before scatterometer wind retrieval, is described in detail. NWP ocean calibration (NOC) compares the 

mean backscatter from the global oceans measured by a scatterometer against an equivalent quantity derived from a 

reference GMF acting on a reference NWP wind distribution, as a function of beam and incidence angle. In order to 

remove the dependence of the azimuthally averaged backscatter on the amplitude of the directional wind distribution, 

and thereby minimize the method’s overall sensitivity to directional wind uncertainties, both observed and simulated 

values are forced into uniform wind direction distributions using statistical weights derived from the reference NWP. 

 

NOC is a simple but powerful method to perform relative calibration of scatterometer inter-beam or cross- 

instrumental biases, providing improved geophysical retrievals and an estimated accuracy of 0.1-0.2 dB using as little 

as one month of data. NOC accuracy is in line with that provided by other methods (e.g. rain forest calibration or 

absolute calibration with transponders), which is also about 0.1-0.2 dB. 

 

The main limitation to NOC accuracy lies in the error characteristics of the reference NWP wind distributions, which 

are difficult to improve. Among the main issues currently limiting the NOC method we find a) sensitivity to NWP 

wind direction errors, which may cause calibration biases of up to -0.1 dB in the mid beams, without substantially 

affecting the fore/aft beams; and b) sensitivity to NWP wind speed errors, which may cause calibration biases of up 

to 0.1 dB in all beams. Due to seasonal variability in NOC coefficients, which feature a characteristic annual 

amplitude of about 0.05 dB depending on yet unresolved causes, it is recommended to run NOC over a full year for 

studies on instrument stability. The effects of GMF error and calibration non-linearity on NOC (which operates 

under the assumption of a constant beam offset) are difficult to evaluate at this point without resort to more refined 

approaches, such as cone metrics. Ways to improve the accuracy of the NOC method currently point towards the 

utilization of better reference GMFs, and the utilization of the NOC method in a relative fashion using any two 

simultaneous (not necessarily collocated) scatterometer records, which should result in the cancellation of common 

NWP wind and GMF errors. 
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5.10.5 NOC-related detailed calculations 

 
5.10.5.1 Compensating weights 

 

Forcing a uniform distribution in wind direction (via compensation weights) has more advantages than direct 

averaging when suppressing errors due to uncertainty in the reference distribution of wind directions. In direct 

averaging one has: 

< 𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚   >= ∬ 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 (𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) ∙ 𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 = ∫ 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝑣𝑣)     <     𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚|𝑣𝑣      >𝜙𝜙         𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣 (A1) 

<   𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠      >=   ∬ 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)   ∙   𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙    =   ∫ 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝑣𝑣)   <   𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠|𝑣𝑣   >𝜙𝜙     𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣 (A2) 
Where 

< 𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚|𝑣𝑣 >= ∫ 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙ 𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 (A3) 

<    𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠|𝑣𝑣    >=    ∫ 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠 (𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣)   ∙   𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 (A4) 

Assuming unbiased systems (𝛿𝛿 = 0 → 𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠 = 𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚) for this particular example: 

<   𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠|𝑣𝑣    >𝜙𝜙=   ∫ 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙   𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 (A5) 

Where 

𝑧𝑧 (𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) = 
1 

𝑎𝑎  (𝑣𝑣) + 𝑎𝑎 (𝑣𝑣)𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 + 𝑎𝑎 (𝑣𝑣)𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠2𝜙𝜙 (A6) 

So, even if the observation system 𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠 is unbiased relative to the reference system 𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚,  there will arise a bias between the sample 
averages < 𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠|𝑣𝑣 > and < 𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚|𝑣𝑣 > caused by the difference between the reference and actual sample distributions, 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 (𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) and 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠 (𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣), captured by the harmonic ocean response. Suppose that we take: 

𝑁𝑁 (𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) =    
1     

(1 + 𝑀𝑀   𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 + 𝑁𝑁   𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠2𝜙𝜙) (A7) 

𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) = 𝐶𝐶0 ∙ 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣)(1 + 𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 + 𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠2𝜙𝜙) (A8) 

Where C0~1 is a constant such that ∫ 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣)𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 = 1, and the fractional uncertainty in the reference distribution of wind directions 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 (𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) relative to the actual distribution  𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) is expressed in terms of Fourier 
projections of amplitude m and n onto the ocean harmonic terms cos() and cos(2) respectively as: 
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2𝜋𝜋 

𝑠𝑠       =       
1     
� 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣)/𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙      𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 

𝜋𝜋 0 
2𝜋𝜋 

𝑠𝑠    =    
1 
� 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣)/𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙ 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠2𝜙𝜙𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 

𝜋𝜋   0 

In the direct averaging case, the relative error caused by the fractional uncertainty (m,n) in the reference distribution of 

wind directions is: 
<𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜|𝑣𝑣>𝜙𝜙−<𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠|𝑣𝑣>𝜙𝜙 𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖 

휀휀𝑑𝑑,𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤(𝑣𝑣) 

= 

<𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 |𝑣𝑣>𝜙𝜙 = 
2 

(𝐵𝐵1 + 𝑀𝑀0) + 
2 

(𝐵𝐵2 + 𝑁𝑁0) (A9) 

Which depends on the ocean harmonic terms (B1, B2) as well as on the directional wind modulation (M0, N0). After 

introducing compensation weights: 
𝑤𝑤(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣)𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 (𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) =   

1
 

2𝜋𝜋 

One ends up with compensated weight averages of the form (still unbiased systems): 
 

1 1 

< 𝑤𝑤 ∙ 𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚|𝑣𝑣 >= ∫ 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙ 𝑤𝑤(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙ 𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙   =   
2𝜋𝜋 

∫ 𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙   =   
2 

𝑎𝑎0(𝑣𝑣) 

< 𝑤𝑤 ∙ 𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠|𝑣𝑣 >= � 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠 (𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙ 𝑤𝑤(𝜙𝜙|𝑣𝑣) ∙ 𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙     = 

𝐶𝐶0 
�
 𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 𝜙𝜙 ∙ 𝑧𝑧 (𝑣𝑣  𝜙𝜙)𝑠𝑠𝜙𝜙 ≈ 

1 

𝑎𝑎 
(𝑣𝑣) 

𝑠𝑠 
𝑎𝑎  (𝑣𝑣) 

𝑠𝑠 
𝑎𝑎 𝑣𝑣 

2𝜋𝜋 (1 + + 2   ) 𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚  

, 

0 + 1 2 2 
+ 2(  ) 

2 

In this case, the relative error caused by fractional uncertainty in the reference NWP distribution of wind directions 

(relative to the actual wind distribution that the scatterometer represents) is found to be: 
 

<𝑤𝑤∙𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜|𝑣𝑣>𝜙𝜙−<𝑤𝑤∙𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠|𝑣𝑣>𝜙𝜙 𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖 

휀휀𝑑𝑑,𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑 (𝑣𝑣) 

= 

<𝑤𝑤∙𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 |𝑣𝑣>𝜙𝜙 = 
2 

𝐵𝐵1 + 
2 

𝐵𝐵2 (A10) 

Which only depends on the ocean harmonic terms (B1, B2). Compare Eq.(A9) to Eq.(A10) to see that introducing 

compensation weights reduces (although does not eliminate) the sensitivity of the azimuthally isotropic backscatter 
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coefficient a0(v) estimated by the NOC technique to directional wind uncertainty. Compensation weights eliminate the 

dependence of the azimuthally averaged backscatter on the amplitudes of the directional wind distribution (M0, N0), 

but not its sensitivity to directional wind distribution errors (m, n). 
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Uniform distribution in wind directions: Introducing compensation weights is equivalent to binning 

the backscatter samples into a regular azimuth grid using NWP collocation, to perform the 

average over the gridded values. The direct average for a given wind speed is performed over 

a total number of samples N(v) as: 

 

    1  𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣)     1  𝑁𝑁𝜙𝜙 𝑁𝑁𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 

<   𝑧𝑧(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) >𝜙𝜙= 
𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣) 

∑𝑆𝑆=1 𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆 = 
𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣) 

∑𝑆𝑆=1    �∑𝑘𝑘=1 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 � 

[N1] 

But this result is sensitive to preferential alignments of the samples along directions with 

stronger or weaker backscatter. If we distribute the total number of samples N(v) over a 

number of azimuth bins Nϕ with Nϕi samples each, such that N(v) = ΣNϕ Nϕi, with 

compensation weights wi, such that wi Nϕi = N(v)/Nϕ,, then we will have: 

 

    1  𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣)   1 𝑁𝑁𝜙𝜙                 1 𝑁𝑁𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 

< 𝑤𝑤(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) ∙ 𝑧𝑧(𝑣𝑣, 𝜙𝜙) >𝜙𝜙= 
𝑁𝑁(𝑣𝑣) 

∑𝑆𝑆=1 𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆   ∙ 𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆 = 
𝑁𝑁

 𝜙𝜙 

∑ � 

𝑁𝑁𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 
∑

𝑘𝑘=1 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 � 

[N2] 

The weight-compensated mean is equivalent to the average over the binned backscatter grid. 

Clearly, the grid average is not sensitive to preferential sample alignments, as long as the grid 

spacing is uniform. 

 

5.10.5.2 Pseudobiases 

Pseudobiases arise whenever a collocation is performed against a noisy reference system. Noise excursions in the 

collocating (i.e. NWP wind) system act to agglomerate subsets of collocations asymmetrically in a collocation bin, 

introducing non-linear biases that depend on the true variable distribution and the collocating system noise 

properties, as we shall see next. Figure B1 shows the ocean calibration bias for ASCAT A (the collocated system) over 

the year 2014 as a function of wind speed, revealing the typical signature of pseudobiases due to random NWP model 

wind errors (i.e. large positive errors at low wind speeds, small negative errors at high wind speeds, and vanishing 

around the mode of the wind speed distribution at 8 m/s). 

𝑆𝑆=1 
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Figure B1. Global average backscatter differences (∆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑= B0
OBS - B0

SIM) relative to the reference GMF frame CMOD5n for ASCAT 
A data (25 km spacing) over 2014 as a function of wind speed (averaged over incidence angles between 37 and 52 degrees). Left side 

beams are dashed. 

Suppose that a joint PDF distribution p(x,y) is formed after collocation of scatterometer observations (x) and NWP 

simulations (y). This joint PDF distribution is a function of the distribution p(t) of the true variable t (which at this 

stage could either refer to wind speed or backscatter) and the error characteristics of both systems (Stoffelen, 1998): 

𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = ∫
∞   

𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 
(B1) 

Were p(x|t) and p(y|t) refer to the error distributions of observations and simulations around the true value, i.e. they 
represent observation and simulation noise and biases, although the collocating system is assumed unbiased: 

〈𝑥𝑥|𝑡𝑡〉 = ∫
∞     

𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑥𝑥 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥 = 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) (B2) 

〈𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡〉 = ∫
∞ 

𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑦𝑦 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦 = 𝑡𝑡 (B3) 

The mean collocated quantity (observations) over a given subrange of collocating values (simulations) is calculated as: 
1 ∞ 

〈𝑥𝑥|𝑦𝑦〉 = 
𝑝𝑝(𝑑𝑑) ∫−∞ 𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) ∙ 𝑥𝑥 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥 

Where 

𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦) = ∫
∞   

𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥 

(B4) 
 
 

 
(B5) 

In a collocation analysis, one usually looks at the difference between the mean observed quantity in a collocation bin 
and the collocating bin value: 

𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑦𝑦)   =    〈𝑥𝑥|𝑦𝑦〉   −   𝑦𝑦 (B6) 
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The mean observed quantity in a collocation bin is derived by inserting Eq.(B1) into Eq.(B4) and using Eq.(B2) above 

as: 
1 ∞ ∞ 

〈𝑥𝑥|𝑦𝑦〉 = 
𝑝𝑝(𝑑𝑑) ∫−∞�∫−∞ 𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡� ∙ 𝑥𝑥 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥 = 

1 ∞ ∞ 

= 
𝑝𝑝(𝑑𝑑) ∫−∞�∫−∞ 𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑥𝑥 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥� ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 

1 ∞ 

= 
𝑝𝑝(𝑑𝑑) ∫−∞

(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡))   ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 

(B7) 

That is, the mean collocated quantity in a collocation bin <x|y> results from the average of samples of the variable t 

collected by the collocating variable y along its noise excursions p(y|t), weighted by the chance p(t) that a particular 

true value t is sampled. 

Bringing this back to Eq. (B6) results in: 

𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑦𝑦)    =    〈𝑥𝑥|𝑦𝑦〉   −   𝑦𝑦    =        𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵(𝑦𝑦)   +   𝑏𝑏�𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑦𝑦) (B8) 

Where: 
𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵(𝑦𝑦) = �   

1
 

𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦) 

∞ 

�   𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 − 𝑦𝑦� 
−∞ 

𝑏𝑏�𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑦𝑦) = 
1

 

𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦) 

 

∞ 

�   𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 

−∞ 

The first term PB(y) is referred to as the pseudobias – which results from aggregating a skewed distribution p(y|t)p(t) 

of values in a collocation bin. If the collocation errors p(y|t) are symmetric, the agglomeration of samples in the 

collocation bin will be skewed towards the mode of the true distribution p(t). Note that the pseudobias PB(y) would 

vanish if the collocating system were noiseless [i.e. introduce 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) = 𝛿𝛿(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑦𝑦) in Eq.(B8)]. With a noisy collocating 

system, if the distribution p(t) of the true variable were uniform, then the pseudobias would also vanish, provided that 

the collocating error distribution is symmetric with respect to the true value (i.e. 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) = 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡|𝑦𝑦), as with a Gaussian 
distribution). Thus we see that two factors are necessary for the formation of collocation pseudobiases: that the 
collocating system is noisy, and that the underlying distribution of the true variable is not uniform. 

 

The second term 𝑏𝑏�𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑦𝑦) in Eq.(B8) is a smoothed version of the actual observation 𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑦𝑦), only convolved with a weighted 
(skewed) version of the collocating error distribution. If the observation bias were a smooth function of t, 

with a characteristic length scale much larger than the size of the collocating system noise (i.e. the width of p(y|t)), 

then this second term would already constitute a reasonable approximation to the observation bias. If the observation 

bias were a constant, then: 

𝑏𝑏�𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑦𝑦) = 𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 ∙  
1

 

𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦) 

∞ 

�   𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 

−∞ 
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An  important property of pseudobiases PB(y) is that they vanish when averaged over the distribution of  the 

collocating variable p(y), that is: 

∞ 

�    〈𝑥𝑥|𝑦𝑦〉 ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦) 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦 = 

−∞ ∞ 

= � �  
1

 
∞ 

�      (𝑡𝑡 + 𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡)) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡� ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦) 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦 = 
−∞   𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦) −∞ 

∞ ∞ 

= �       �𝑡𝑡 + 𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡)� ∙ ��       𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦� ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 
−∞ −∞ 
∞ 

=   ∫−∞
(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡)) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡   =   〈𝑡𝑡〉 + 〈𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠〉 (B9) 

Where we have used the normalization property of the marginal probability: 
∞ 

�     𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦 = 1 

−∞ 

Here <bias> is the mean observation bias averaged over the true variable distribution: 
∞ 

〈𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠〉   =    �            𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡)   ∙   𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)   𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 

−∞ 
Note that all reference to collocating system noise has been eliminated from Eq. (B9). That is, we go from arranging 
observations in terms of the noisy collocating variable y as: 

〈𝑥𝑥|𝑦𝑦〉 = 𝑦𝑦 +   𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵(𝑦𝑦) + 𝑏𝑏�𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑦𝑦) (B10) 

Where pseudobiases must somehow be accommodated in the picture, to arranging observations in terms of the true 
variable t as: 

〈𝑥𝑥〉 = 〈𝑡𝑡〉 + 〈𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠〉 (B11) 

Where in Eq. (B11) we have used the fact that: 
∞ ∞ ∞ 

〈𝑥𝑥〉 = � 〈𝑥𝑥|𝑦𝑦〉 ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦) 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦 = � �     𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) ∙ 𝑥𝑥 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦 

−∞ −∞   −∞ 

The description afforded by Eq.(B11) is free from pseudobiases, but does not provide a picture of the dependence of 

the actual observation bias on the collocating variable y, as only a mean averaged quantity <bias> is produced. 

However, when the noise properties of the collocating system are well known, then pseudobiases can be simulated 

and removed in order to obtain an approximate estimate of the wind speed or backscatter dependent 𝑏𝑏�𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑦𝑦). 
Even if collocation errors (i.e. pseudobiases) balance out when averaging over the distribution of the collocating 

variable, an error term arising from uncertainty in collocating PDF distribution remains, that is: 
∞ 

∫−∞ 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑦𝑦) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦) 

𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦 

=   ∫−∞ �𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵(𝑦𝑦) + 𝑏𝑏�𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑦𝑦)� ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦) 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦   = 
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∞ ∞ 

= ∫−∞ 𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 − ∫−∞ 𝑦𝑦 ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦) 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦 + 〈𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠〉 = 〈𝑡𝑡〉 − 〈𝑦𝑦〉 + 〈𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠〉 (B12) 
That is, the determination of the mean averaged quantity <bias> is encumbered by the difference between the mean 
value <y> of the collocating variable and the mean true value <t>. 

∞ 

�    𝑦𝑦 ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦) 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦 = 〈𝑦𝑦〉 
−∞ 

∞ 

�    𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 〈𝑡𝑡〉 

−∞ 
Care must be taken not to confound the distribution of the collocating system variable p(y) (which is available) with 

the actual true variable distribution p(t) (which is generally not available). Note that if the collocating system is 

assumed unbiased, then p(y) will differ from p(t) only by virtue of the collocating noise content: 

𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦)   =   ∫
∞         

𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑡𝑡)   ∙   𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 
The presence of random wind vector component errors p(y|t) in the NWP reference (i.e. collocating) system makes 

the collocating wind speed distribution p(y) different from the true wind speed distribution p(t). Actually, random 

wind vector component errors of about 1.5 m/s in the NWP reference system will act to increase the apparent global 

mean wind speed by about 0.1 m/s. Therefore, random errors in the NWP model reference not only prevent us from 

looking into any potential wind-speed dependent biases that would be generated as a result of detector non-linearities 

or GMF errors (by introducing apparent error terms known as pseudobiases), but also contribute to uncertainty in 

the reference (i.e. collocating) wind speed distribution. 

 

5.11  Applications 

Not surprisingly, scatterometer applications involve both the atmosphere and the ocean. Requirements for 

meteorological applications are found in the domain of the World Meteorological Organisation, WMO. More in 

particular, space capabilities and requirements are well documented for several meteorological application areas in the 

on-line Observing Systems Capability Analysis and Review Tool (OSCAR) data base (www.wmo-  

sat.info/oscar/spacecapabilities). The primary operational benefits of satellite Ocean Surface Vector Winds (OSVW) 

observations are the improvements of weather forecasting and warnings. In addition, knowledge of the winds and 

waves over the ocean is also essential for the maritime transportation, fishing, and oil production industries, as well as 

for search and rescue efforts, and the accurate tracking and management of marine hazards such as oil spills. Wind, 

wave and surge information are essential for marine safety in NRT (www.osi-saf.org/, www.mywave.eu/en/,  

www.storm-surge.info/). 
 

Scatterometer winds are used in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) following the development of so-called 

observation operators for the ambiguous scatterometer winds (Stoffelen and Anderson, 1998; Portabella and 

Stoffelen, 2004) and training is available to provide insight in the main relevant characteristics of the scatterometer 

data  and  guidance  for  NWP  applications  (nwpsaf.eu/deliverables/scatterometer/data_assimilation_workshop/). 

http://www.wmo-sat.info/oscar/spacecapabilities
http://www.wmo-sat.info/oscar/spacecapabilities
http://www.wmo-sat.info/oscar/spacecapabilities
http://www.osi-saf.org/
http://www.mywave.eu/en/
http://www.storm-surge.info/
http://www.storm-surge.info/
http://nwpsaf.eu/deliverables/scatterometer/data_assimilation_workshop/
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Wind data assimilation more in general is the topic of the International Winds Working Group (IWWG) of the 

WMO Coordination Group of Meteorological Satellites (CGMS) (groups.ssec.wisc.edu/groups/iwwg/activities/high-  

resolution-winds-1/nwp-data-assimilation). 
 

In oceanography, scatterometer winds are also essential for determining the ocean forcing, wind induced mixing, 

currents(Lagerloef et al., 2003), and air/sea CO2 fluxes. OSVW are used to estimate momentum transfer (surface 

stress) between the atmosphere and ocean, and are critically important for determining the large-scale ocean 

circulation and transport (Bourassa et al., 2009). Vector winds are needed to estimate the ageostrophic (Ekman) 

component of ocean currents, and consequently are linked to atmospheric and oceanographic upwelling and 

downwelling, coastal upwelling, primary productivity, cross shelf transport, ice transport, mixed layer evolution, and 

deep-water formation. Accurate wind speeds are also essential for reliable computations of air/sea heat fluxes (e.g. 

sensible and latent heat fluxes) as well as mass fluxes (e.g. CO2 and H2O), making surface winds critically important 

for budgeting energy, moisture and carbon, and for studies of ocean acidification. 

 

Core marine services are provided within the EU Copernicus programme; both off-line reprocessed winds as well as 

NRT products (www.myocean.eu/). Also, higher processing levels are provided for oceanography, such as on a 

geographical grid and/or combinations of multiple satellites. 

 

The advection and offshore transport of nutrients and fresh water can be linked to the life cycle and annual variability 

in fish stocks. Both scalar and vector winds can be linked to upper-ocean mixing, which is easily linked to ocean, 

atmospheric, cryospheric and terrestrial climate change. For shorter time scale applications, surface wind vectors are 

also used for forecasts of storm surge and waves. Ocean surface winds change rapidly in both time and space. 

Satellite-based sampling density and relatively good accuracy make satellite winds desirable data (particularly for 

regions with sparse in situ observations) for many related applications such as coastal upwelling, oceanic/atmospheric 

coupling associated with both tropical instability wave and ocean fronts (Chelton et al., 2004), ocean currents 

(Lagerloef et al., 2003), detection of tropical disturbances (Gierach et al., 2007), wave forecasting, weather forecasting 

(Isaksen and Stoffelen, 2000), and storm surge (Morey et al., 2006), to list a small sample of applications. Portions of 

the surface winds observing systems are also used to provide observations of sea ice extent and rainfall (fresh water 

flux). 

 

Several reviews of space-based wind measurements and applications have been published [e.g. (Liu, 2002) and (Liu 

and Xie, 2006)]. The current ocean wind observing system can be further improved by means of better bias removal 

and calibration, increased temporal sampling (via a constellation), finer spatial resolution (e.g. on the ocean eddy scale 

and intercalibration of near-coastal winds), and improved methods of blending observations (scalar winds and vector 

winds) from multiple scatterometers. 

 

Long series of scatterometer data exist and satellite wind atlases (www.norsewind.eu) and climatologies are made. To 

provide for example representative monthly mean winds, the particular temporal and sampling of U10S   by the 

https://groups.ssec.wisc.edu/groups/iwwg/activities/high-resolution-winds-1/nwp-data-assimilation
https://groups.ssec.wisc.edu/groups/iwwg/activities/high-resolution-winds-1/nwp-data-assimilation
https://groups.ssec.wisc.edu/groups/iwwg/activities/high-resolution-winds-1/nwp-data-assimilation
http://www.myocean.eu/
http://www.norsewind.eu/
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scatterometer in a month needs to be considered. Within the MyOcean project this is achieved by collocation of 

every scatterometer WVC with ECMWF winds, such that monthly differences between a particular scatterometer and 

the ECMWF NWP U10S winds may be computed. Moreover, the difference between uniformly averaged ECMWF 

winds and scatterometer-sampled average ECMWF winds may be computed to obtain an estimate of the 

scatterometer sampling error on U10S. 
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6 The future 

 
6.1 C-band Fan-Beam Scatterometer Heritage 

 
ESCAT was followed by ASCAT, a clear heritage instrument, building on the success of the ESCAT instrument and 

ground processing. The Eumetsat Polar System programme lists the Second Generation ASCAT, called CSCAT, as a 

high-priority instrument. Specific requirements include slightly increased spatial resolution, extended swath, 

radiometric stability with reference to ASCAT, and the addition of horizontal polarisation. The C-band was chosen 

because it provides good sensitivity, all-weather capability and continuity of the ESCAT and ASCAT series. Rotating- 

pencil-beam concepts were discarded due to poorer simulated performance, while rotating-fan-beam concepts were 

considered to be technically too complex, since CSCAT would share a satellite platform with several other Earth- 

viewing microwave instruments (Lin et al., 2012). 

 

The addition of new polarisation capabilities could potentially result in an improved capability to sense hurricane 

winds, since the vertical emit and receive polarisation of ESCAT and ASCAT saturates at around 40 m s–1 (Esteban et 

al., 2006). Since Eumetsat, together with many international sister agencies, is involved in building a global 

constellation of ocean vector wind missions (CEOS Ocean Surface Vector Wind Virtual Constellation), and obtaining 

extreme winds is a prerequisite for these sister agencies, the requirement for measuring extreme winds becomes more 

important. Horizontal polarisation in addition to vertical polarisation, however, requires an extended-capability 

antenna, which may be best accommodated on the mid-beams that are fixed on the body of the satellite platform. 

When emitting and receiving horizontal polarisation (HH) with the mid-beam, the additional sensitivity to hurricane 

winds would be limited as the geophysical dependency of HH is only favourable for extreme winds at incidence 

angles above 35°. Therefore, CSCAT incidence angles from 20° to 35° would not profit much from the extended HH 

capability. Another, more convenient, option would be to use the vertically emitted pulses and use the dual- 

polarisation mid-beam antennas to receive both the vertical (VV) and horizontal polarisations (VH). 

 

Recently, van Zadelhoff et al. (2014) and Hwang et al. (2014) reported on the Radarsat SAR, which has cross- 

polarisation or VH capability, a linear dependency of VH backscatter on wind speed. No significant dependency on 

azimuth angle was found and a very modest incidence angle dependency. Preliminary verification of the Radarsat 

SAR VH backscatter dependency in tropical hurricanes confirmed a linear dependency at extreme winds as well. 

NOAA’s aircraft campaigns and Eumetsat’s NWP SAF performance assessments are planned to verify the VH 

geophysical dependency at extreme winds. Cross-polarisation capability would furthermore improve vegetation 

determination and, as a consequence, soil moisture index retrieval. Advantages for sea ice detection are also 

anticipated. 
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Following the successful ERS mission at the C-band and successful NASA missions at the Ku-band, several agencies 

plan to develop scatterometer systems combining both wavelengths. In this way, resolution enhancements may be 

combined with the C-band all-weather capability. 

 

6.2 Other Wind Resources 

Besides using scatterometers, components of the wind field can be measured with SAR (e.g. Portabella et al., 2002) or 

passive radar measurements (WindSat, 2011; SSMIS, 2011). As a scatterometer, a SAR also measures the radar 

backscatter but at higher resolution (down to ~100 m) and in only one azimuth direction. The GMF derived for 

ESCAT is often used for C-band SAR wind retrieval. The latter is a problem since it is not possible to resolve both 

wind direction and speed at a matching spatial resolution without prior information, while the sensitivities to wind 

speed and direction (in m s–1 per dB) are comparable (underdetermined problem). For passive radar measurements a 

similar underdetermination applies, but here the wind direction sensitivity of the measurements is so small that wind 

speed can be retrieved with sufficient accuracy. 

 

6.3 Doppler Scatterometer 

Scatterometer winds are measured relative to the ocean, whereas buoy and NWP model winds are provided with 

reference to a fixed Earth reference. Comparisons of these datasets therefore require that ocean currents are known. 

Direct current measurements would greatly improve ocean modelling, particularly in the tropics. ESA launched a 

project that assessed the potential of scatterometer instruments for sea surface current retrieval in addition to surface 

wind vector estimation. The project provided recommendations on signal processing techniques and GMF 

development for surface current retrieval from the Doppler estimates. Since the wind forces a net motion on the 

ocean waves, called the Stokes drift, the Doppler ocean motion measurements will also provide wind information, 

which may be combined with backscatter wind data to provide more complete information on air-sea interaction. 
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Appendix A. The Scatterometry Glossary 

The following Glossary defines the commonly agreed terminology to use in all the documents generated by the 

SCIRoCCo Consortium. Glossary is also available as a separate SCIRoCCo publication: SCI-SPU-14-0001 

 

Term Description 

Absolute calibration Process of determining the relationship between the raw instrument recordings and 

the physical quantity of interest. 

Absorptance A  measure  of  the  ability  of  a  material  to  absorb  EM  energy  at  a  specific 

wavelength. 

Active Microwave 

Instrument (AMI) 

Part   of   ERS-1   and   ERS-2   payload,   incorporating   image   (SAR),   wind 

(scatterometer), and wave (imagette) modes. 

Active remote sensing Remote  sensing  methods  that  provide  their  own  source  of  electromagnetic 

radiation to illuminate the Earth's surface. 

Active transponder Artificial point target with a well-established radar cross section used for absolute 

calibration of scatterometers 

Advanced Scatterometer 

(ASCAT) 

Space-borne scatterometer as part of the MetOp satellites payload operated by 

EUMETSAT 

Advanced Scatterometer 

Processing System (ASPS) 

Scatterometer processing framework specifically designed to process ERS-2 AMI- 

WS data in Zero Gyro Mode (ZGM) 

Along-track resolution On-ground spatial resolution of a microwave instrument in direction of the satellite 

orbit. 

Ambiguity removal (AR) Spatial filtering method to obtain a spatially consistent and unambiguous wind 

vector field over the scatterometer swath. 

Amplitude Measure  of  the  strength  of  a  signal,  and  in  particular  the  strength  of  an 

electromagnetic wave 

Analysis The process of approximating the true state of a (geo)physical system at a given 

time 

Angular beam width Angle subtended in the horizontal plane by the radar beam. 

Angular field of view Angle subtended by lines from a remote sensing system to the outer margins of the 

strip of terrain that is viewed by the system. 
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Antenna Device that transmits and/or receives microwave energy in radar systems. 

Antenna aperture Measure  of  effectiveness  of  an  antenna  to  transmit  or  receive  power  of  an 

electromagnetic wave. 

Antenna gain pattern Directional  (angular)  dependence  of  the  strength  of  transmitted  or  received 

microwave energy of an antenna. 

Azimuth angle Geographic orientation of a line given as an angle measured in degrees clockwise 

from north (sometimes from south). 

Azimuthal anisotropy Directional, with resepect to the azimuth angle, dependent properties of a surface 

or medium, as opposed to isotropy (uniformity in all directions) 

Background field In objective analysis and data assimilation, an a priori estimate of the atmospheric 

state. In most data assimilation systems, the background field is a forecast from the 

previous analysis time. Sometimes the term “First Guess” is also used for the 

background field. 

Backscatter In microwave remote sensing, the portion of  the microwave energy scattered 

directly back towards the antenna by the Earth's surface. 

Backscatter coefficient In microwave remote sensing, a quantitative measure of the intensity of energy 

scattered back to a radar antenna from an area on the Earth's surface. 

Backscatter noise Uncertainty measure of the backscatter measurement. 

Backscatter-triple A number of three independent backscatter coefficients, observing an identical 

region  on  the  Earth's  surface  almost  simultaneously  in  time,  but  at  different 

measurement configurations (azimuth and incidence angles). 

Beam A focused pulse of electromagnetic energy. 

Bistatic radar equation Radar equation in case of physically separated transmitter and receiver antenna. 

Boresight direction Direction of the maximum power emitted, appearing as a single mainlobe in the 

antenna gain pattern. 

Calibration The  process  of  quantitatively  defining  the  instrument  response  to  known, 

controlled input signals. 

Calibration target In microwave remote sensing, natural or artificial targets on the Earth's surface 

utilised for calibration purposes. 

C-band A microwave band with a wavelength (frequency) interval ranging from 7.5 - 3.8 

cm (4 - 8 GHz) in the electromagnetic spectrum. 
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Change-detection algorithm An algorithm ascertaining the changes of specific features within a certain time 

interval. 

Coherent radiation Electromagnetic  radiation  whose  waves  are  equal  in  direction,  amplitude  and 

phase, so that they are capable of exhibiting interference. 

Corner reflector Cavity formed by two or three smooth planar surfaces intersecting at right angles. 

Electromagnetic  waves  entering  a  corner  reflector  are  reflected  directly  back 

toward the source. 

Cross-over angles In the TU Wien soil moisture retrieval algorithm, paritcular incidence angles at 

which the backscatter coefficient is unaffected by vegetation changes. 

Curvature In the TU Wien soil moisture retrieval algorithm, the second derivative of the 

backscatter coefficient as a function of the incidence angle. Used in a second order 

Taylor polynomial approximation to normalise the backscatter value to a reference 

incidence angle of 40 degrees. 

Data assimilation The purpose of data assimilation is to determine a best possible atmospheric state 

using observations and short range forecasts. Data assimilation is typically a 

sequential time-stepping procedure, in which a previous model forecast is 

compared with newly received observations, the model state is then updated to 

reflect the observations, a new forecast is initiated, and so on. The update step in 

this process is usually referred to as the analysis; the short model forecast used to 

produce the analysis is called the background. 

Depolarised Refers to a change in polarisation of a transmitted radar pulse as a result of various 

interactions with the terrain surface. 

Depression angle The angle between the imaginary horizontal plane passing through the antenna and 

the line connecting the antenna and the target. 

Dielectric constant Electrical property of matter given as a factor by which the electric field between 

charges is decreased or increased relative to vacuum. 

Discrete Global Grid (DGG) A regular tessellation of a manifold or 2-D surface that divides it into a series of 

contiguous cells, which can then be assigned unique identifiers and used for spatial 

indexing purposes. 

Distributed targets In radar, extensive target made-up of several individual small-sized targets. 

Doppler shift Change in the observed frequency of a electromagnetic wave caused by the relative 

motion between transmitter and receiver. 

Dry backscatter reference In  the  TU  Wien  soil  moisture  retrieval  algorithm,  the  backscatter  coefficient 
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 corresponding to the driest observed soil condition. 

Dry cross-over angle In the TU Wien soil moisture retrieval algorithm, cross-over angle used for the 

determination of the dry backscatter reference. 

Electromagnetic radiation Energy propagated in the form of and advancing interaction between electric and 

magnetic fields. All electromagnetic radiation moves at the speed of light. 

Electromagnetic spectrum Continuous sequence of electromagnetic energy arranged according to wavelength 

or frequency. 

Emission Process by which a body radiates electromagnetic energy. Emission is determined 

by kinetic temperature and emissivity. 

Emissivity Ratio of radiant flux from a body to that from a blackbody at the same kinetic 

temperature and emissivity. 

Error propagation Effect of the uncertenties of a set of variables on the uncertainty of a function 

based on them. 

Estimated Standard 

Deviation (ESD) 

In  the  TU  Wien  soil  moisture  retrieval  algorithm,  a  static  estimated  of  the 

backscatter noise at a given location on the Earth's surface. 

European  Remote  Sensing 

Satellite (ERS) 

European  earth  observation  satellite  with  a  payload  of  various  instruments 

operated by ESA. 

European Space Agency 

(ESA) 

Intergovernmental   organisation   of   European   countries,   dedicated   to   the 

exploration of space. 

External calibration Calibration process utilising calibration targets/references outside the instrument 

itself. 

Fan-beam antenna A directional antenna producing a main beam with a narrow beamwidth in one 

dimension and a wider beamwidth in the other dimension. 

Far range The portion of a radar beam farthest from the spacecraft flight path. 

Foreshortening A distortion in radar images causing the lengths of slopes facing the antenna to 

appear shorter on the image than on the ground. 

Frequency The number of wave oscillations per unit time or the number of wavelengths that 

pass a point per unit time. 

Frequency band A wavelength interval in the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Gamma nought (γ0) 

backscatter coefficient 

Representation  of  the  backscatter  dedicated  for  volume  scatterer  which  is 

proportional to the projected area of the incident energy. 
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Geocentric latitude A geographic coordinate that specifies the north-south position of a point on the 

Earth's surface. Defined as the angle between the radius, from centre to the point 

on the reference ellipsoid surface, and the equatorial plane. 

Geodetic latitude A geographic coordinate that specifies the north-south position of a point on the 

Earth's  surface.  Defined  as  the  angle  between  the  reference  ellipsoid  surface 

normal and the equatorial plane. 

Geophyical Model Function, 

GMF 

Functional relationship between NRCS and U10N, wind direction, radar beam 

azimuth angle, incidence angle, radar wavelength and polarization. 

Geophysical noise Noise induced by IFOV differences in the multiplet of WVC NRCSs. IFOV 

differences in combination with geophysical variability cause NRCS inconsistencies 

between the different views, called geophysical noise. Geophysical noise generally 

dominates over other noise contributions at low winds. 

Goddard Earth Model 

(GEM) 

Geopotential model of the Earth used in theoretical analysis of measuring and 

calculating the effects of the Earth's gravitational field. 

Grid Point Index (GPI) Unique identifier used for spatial indexing purposes of a Discrete Global Grid. 

Grid spacing / sampling Spacing between different grid point indices of a Discrete Global Grid, given as a 

distance or angle measure with respect to a sphere or ellipsoid. 

Ground range The distance from the ground track of the satellite to an object. 

Gyroscope A device for measuring or maintaining orientation, based on the principles of 

angular momentum. 

Half-power beamwidth The angle between the -3 dB points of the antenna main lobe, when referenced to 

the peak effective radiated power of the main lobe. 

Hamming window A taper formed mathematical function based on a weighted cosine that is zero- 

valued outside of some chosen interval with applications in spectral analysis, filter 

design and beamforming. 

Incidence angle Angle between a electromagntic wave incident on a Earth's surface and the line 

perpendicular to the point of incidence. 

Integrated   Field   Of   View 

(IFOV) 

Backscatter area of a number of contributions of a given wavelength, polarization 

and azimuth assigned to a particular WVC. 

Internal calibration Calibration process utilising calibration targets/references inside the instrument 

itself. 

Inversion Bayesian inference of the wind PDF, given a multiplet of NRCS values in a WVC, 
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 its noise properties and the GMF. The wind PDF obtained is generally multi- 

modal and therefore the wind vector information is ambiguous. 

Ka-band A microwave band with a wavelength (frequency) interval ranging from 1.1 - 0.75 

cm (27 - 40 GHz) in the electromagnetic spectrum. 

K-band A microwave band with a wavelength (frequency) interval ranging from 1.7 - 1.1 

cm (18 - 27 GHz) in the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Ku-band A microwave band with a wavelength (frequency) interval ranging from 2.5 - 1.7 

cm (12 - 18 GHz) in the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Latitude A geographic coordinate that specifies the north-south position of a point on the 

Earth's surface. 

Layover In radar images, the geometric displacement of the top of objects toward the near 

range relative to their base. 

L-band A microwave band with a wavelength (frequency) interval ranging from 30 - 15 cm 

(1 - 2 GHz) in the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Linear frequency 

modulation (chirp) 

In signal processing, the encoding of information in a carrier wave by increasing or 

decreasing the signal frequency with time. 

Local slope In the TU Wien soil moisture retrieval algorithm, intermediate model parameter 

used for a robust estimation of the parameters slope and curvature to normalised 

the backscatter coefficient to a reference incidence angle. 

Longitude A geographic coordinate that specifies the east-west position of a point on the 

Earth's surface. 

Look angle The angle between the vertical plane containing a radar antenna and the direction 

of radar propagation. Complementary to the depression angle. 

Look direction Direction/angle defined in the horizontal plane with reference to north, in which 

pulses of microwave energy are transmitted or received by a radar system. 

Look-Up Table (LUT) A mathematical formula expressed as a table used to convert one distribution of 

data to another. 

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) Satellite orbit around the Earth with an appr. altitude between 160 km and 2000 

km and a orbit period between 88 min. and 127 min. 

Maximum likelihood 

estimator, mle 

Inversion residual. The multiplet of backscatter data is inverted to 3 parameters: 

wind speed, wind direction and MLE. Therefore, the MLE measures the difference 

of the measured backscatter multiplet and the multiplet given by the solution wind 
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 speed and direction in the given satellite geometry of the WVC, according to the 

GMF. Hence, the MLE is a measure of the inconsistency of the measured 

backscatter multiplet with the GMF. 

Microwave spectrum Region of the electromagnetic spectrum in the wavelength range of 0.1 to 30 cm. 

Mie scattering Scattering mechanism taking place if the target size is similar to the wavelength 

resulting in resonant effects. 

Monostatic radar equation Radar equation in case of a single physically antenna acting as transmitter and 

receiver. 

Nadir Point on the ground directly in line with the remote sensing system and the centre 

of the earth. 

Near range Refers to the portion of a radar image closest to the satellite flight path. 

Noise Random or repetitive events that obscure or interfere with the desired information. 

Normalised radar cross 

section, nrcs, 0 

Effective backscattering area of a surface in case of plane microwave radiation 

incident on a scattering object or a scattering medium. It is computed as the ratio 

of the intensity scattered back in the direction toward the source and the incident 

irradiance from the source. 

Orbit Path of a satellite around a body such as the earth, under the influence of gravity. 

Orbit duration Time elapsed for one complete satellite path around a body such the Earth. 

Passive   microwave   remote 

sensing 

Remote sensing of  microwave energy naturally reflected or  radiated from the 

Earth's surface. 

Pencil-beam antenna A directional antenna producing a main beam with a narrow beamwidth in along 

and across track direction. 

Pitch Rotation of a satellite about the horizontal axis normal to its longitudinal axis that 

causes a nose-up or nose-down attitude. 

Point targets A single target having small dimensions compared to the resolution of a radar. 

Polar orbit An orbit that passes close to the poles, thereby enabling a satellite to pass over 

most of the Earth's surface, except the immediate vicinity of the poles themselves. 

Polarisation The direction of orientation in which the electrical field vector of electromagnetic 

radiation circulate. 

Polarised radiation Electromagnetic radiation in which the electrical field vector is contained in a 

single plane, instead of having random orientation relative to the propagation 
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 vector. 

Post-launch calibration Calibration  process  performed  after  the  launch  of  a  space-borne  instrument 

utilising artifical and/or natural calibration targets. 

Pre-launch calibration Calibration process performed before the launch of a space-borne instrument to 

characterise the performance of individual instrument sub-systems. 

Pulse Short burst of electromagnetic radiation transmitted by a radar antenna. 

Pulse compression Signal processing technique used to increase the range resolution as well as the 

signal to noise ratio of a radar. 

Pulse duration Interval between the time, during the first transition, that the pulse amplitude 

reaches a specified fraction (level) of its final amplitude, and the time the pulse 

amplitude drops, on the last transition, to the same level. 

Pulse repetition frequency Number of pulses transmitted by a radar per unit time interval. 

Radar Acronym for radio detection and ranging. Radar is an active form of remote 

sensing that operates in the microwave wavelength regions. 

Radar cross section A measure of the intensity of backscattered radar energy from a point target. 

Expressed as the area of a hypothetical surface which scatters radar equally in all 

directions and which would return the same energy to the antenna. 

Radar equation Mathematical representation of the dependancy between the transmitted to the 

received electromagnetic power of a radar. 

Radar scattering coefficient A measure of the back-scattered energy from a target with a large area. Expressed 

as  the  average  radar  cross  section  per  unit  area  in  decibels  (dB).  It  is  the 

fundamental measure of the radar properties of a surface. 

Radiometric accuracy Closeness to which the result of a measurement conforms to the correct value of a 

physical quantity of interest. 

Radiometric calibration Determination of the relationship between the raw instrument recordings and the 

physical quantity of interest with ist noise related uncertainty. 

Radiometric resolution Ability of a radar to discriminate very slight differences in energy scattered back to 

the instrument. 

Range In radar, this is the distance in the direction of radar propagation, usually to the 

side of the platform. 

Range binning Received backscatter energy is binned according to the time delay of transmission 

and receiption to achieve sub-beamwidth resolution. 
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Range direction see look direction 

Range resolution Spatial resolution in the range direction, which is determined by the pulse length of 

the transmitted microwave energy. 

Rayleigh criterion In radar, the relationship between surface roughness, depression angle, and 

wavelength that determines whether a surface will respond in a rough or smooth 

fashion to the radar pulse. 

Rayleigh scattering Scattering mechanism taking place if the target size is much smaller than the 

wavelength resulting in resonant effects. 

Reflectivity Ability of a surface to reflect incident energy. 

Refraction Bending of electromagnetic rays as they pass from one medium into another when 

each medium has a different index of refraction. 

Relative calibration Determination of the relative bias of an instrument to a defined standard. 

Remote sensing Group of techniques for collecting and interpretating information about an distant 

object without being in physical contact with the object. 

Repeat cycle Fixed time interval after that a satellite repeats ist path on the ground. 

Roll Rotation of an aircraft that causes a wing-up or wing-down attitude. 

Roughness In radar, the average vertical relief of a small-scale irregularities of the terrain 

surface. Also called surface roughness. 

Satellite An object in orbit around a celestial body. 

Scattering Multiple reflections of electromagnetic waves by particles or surfaces. 

Scatterometer Radar system that emits microwave signals to measure the power received from 

surface backscattering to infer earth’s surface properties by measuring a multiplet 

of backscattering cross sections. The multiplet of signals typically includes different 

azimuth views and/or microwave polarizations at wavelengths on the cm scale. 

Satellite microwave scatterometers are mainly launched to obtain ocean vector 

winds, but other geophysical variables, such as soil moisture, sea ice and snow 

parameters, or vegetation are also obtained. 

Sensor Device that receives electromagnetic radiation and converts it into a signal that can 

be recorded and displayed as either numerical data or an image. 

Sensor inter-calibration Calibration of two or more sensors with respect to a common reference. 

Sensor intra-calibration Calibration of a single sensor to a sensor dependent reference. 
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Signal Information recorded by a remote sensing system. 

Signal to noise ratio The ratio of the level of the signal carrying real information to that carrying 

spurious information as a result of defects in the system. 

Slant range In radar, an imaginary line running between the antenna and the target. 

Slope In  the  TU  Wien  soil  moisture  retrieval  algorithm,  the  first  derivative  of  the 

backscatter as function of the incidence angle 

Soil moisture model 

parameters 

In the TU Wien soil moisture retrieval algorithm, parameters driving a model to 

retrieve surface soil moisture estimates from backscatter coefficient obervations by 

the use of a change detection algorithm. 

Spatial resampling The calculation of new value at a location of interest, based on the values in the 

local area around the location of interest. 

Spatial resolution Ability of a radar to separate closely spaced objects on the ground. 

Speckle Random constructive and destructive interference from the multiple scattering 

returns. 

Specular reflection Scattering mechanism at which the angle of the incoming wave is the same as the 

angle of the outgoing/reflected wave with reference to the surface normal. 

Stress-equivalent 10-m- 

height wind speed, u10s 

Wind speed inferred from scatterometer backscatter measurements of the ocean 

surface at a height of 10 m. Atmospheric stability and density changes the 

relationship between ocean roughness (radar cross section) and the real wind at 10- 

m height. Therefore, scatterometer winds are taken at average mass density and an 

equivalent neutral atmospheric stability, and are compared to NWP or buoy U10S, 

i.e., winds corrected for atmospheric stability and mass density effects in the lowest 

10 m. 

Sub-beamwidth resolution Extraction of target information within an antenna beam by utilising directional 

information to achieve higher spatial resolutions. 

Surface soil moisture (SSM) In the TU Wien soil moisture retrieval algorithm, representing the water content 

within the topsoil layer given as degree of saturation in percentage. 

Swath Strip of the Earth's surface from which information is collected by a radar. 

Swath grid Spatial grid defined within the swath of a radar used to georeference observations. 

Target Object on the Earth's surface of specific interest in a remote sensing investigation. 

Thinning A procedure to reduce the density of data 
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Time-series A series of values of a quantity obtained at successive times not necesserly with 

equal intervals between them. 

Transmissivity Property of a material that determines the amount of energy that can pass through 

the material. 

Validation Process of confirming the validity of data to a known reference. 

Volume scattering Interaction  between  electromagnetic  radiation  and  the  interior  of  a  material 

resualting in radiation scattered equally in all directions. 

Wavelength Distance between successive wave crests or other equivalent points in a harmonic 

wave. 

Wet backscatter reference In  the  TU  Wien  soil  moisture  retrieval  algorithm,  the  backscatter  coefficient 

corresponding to the wettest observed soil condition. 

Wet cross-over angle In the TU Wien soil moisture retrieval algorithm, cross-over angle used for the 

determination of the wet backscatter reference. 

Wet reference correction In the TU Wien soil moisture retrieval algorithm, a correction applied to the wet 

reference in climate regions where likely no wettest soil conditions were observed. 

Wind Vector Cell (WVC) Square area in a scatterometer swath, defined by an equidistant across-track range. 

Each subsequent range is numbered in an order depending on scatterometer swath 

type. The along-track range is chosen identical to the across-track range such that 

square cells are defined. 

X-band A microwave band with a wavelength (frequency) interval ranging from 3.7 - 2.5 

cm (8 - 12 GHz) in the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Yaw Rotation of an aircraft about its vertical axis so that the longitudinal axis deviates 

left or right from the flight line. 
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